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DEDICATION
TO MY LADY
ORAVQOWN

HERE
is the basket;

I bring it home to you.

There are no great fish in it

But perhaps there may be one or two little

ones which will be to your taste. And there

are a few shining pebbles fh>m the bed of the

broolc, and ferns from the cool, green woods,

and wild flowers from the places that you remem-
ber. I would fain console you, if I could, for

the hardship of having married an angler : a man
wh- relapses into his mania with the return of

every spring, and never sees a little river with-

out wishing to fish in it. But after all, we have

had good times together as we have followed the

stream of life towards the sea. And we have

passed through the dark days without losing

heart, because we were comrades. So let this

book tell you one thing that is certain.

In all the life of your fisherman

the best piece of luck

is just

YOU.
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK

Has it ever fallen in your way to notice the

quality of the greetings that belong to certain

occupations?

There is something about these salutations in

kind which is singularly taking and grateful to

the ear. They are as much better than an ordinary

"good day" or a flat "how arc you?" as a folk-

song of Scotland or the Tyrol is better than the

futile love-ditty of the drawing-room. They have

a spicy and rcmemberab.e flavour. They speak to

the imagination and point the way to treasure-

trove.

There is a touch of dignity in them, too, for

all they are so free and easy—the dignity of inde-

pendence, the native spirit of one who takes for

granted that his mode of living has a right to make
its own forms of speech. I admire a man who does

not hesitate to salute the world in the dialect of

his calling.
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
How snity and stimulating, for example, is the

sailorman's hail of "Ship ahoy!" It is like a breeze

laden with briny odours and a pleasant dash of

spray. The miners in some parts of Germany have

a good greeting for their dusky trade. They cry

to one who U going down the shaft, "Gliick auf!"
All the perils of an underground adventure and all

the joys of seeing the sun again are compressed

into a word. E*en the trivial salutation which the

telephone has lately created and claimed for its

peculiar use—"Hello, hello !"—seems to me to

have a kind of fitness and fascination. It is like a

thoroughbred bulldog, ugly enough to be attrac-

tive. There is a lively, concentrated, electric air

about it. It makes courtesy wait upon dispatch,

and reminds us that we live in an age when it is

necessary to be wide awake.

I have often wished that every human employ-

ment might evolve its own appropriate greeting.

Some of them would be queer, no doubt; but at

least they would be an improvement on the weari-

some iteration of "Good-evening" and "Good-

moming," and the monotonous inquiry, "How do
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
you do?"—a question so meaningless that it sel-

dom tarries for an answer. Under the new and more

natural system of etiquette, when you passed the

time of day with a man you would know his busi-

ness, and the salutations of the market-place would

be full of interest.

As for my chosen pursuit of angling (which I

follow with diligence when not interrupted by less

important concerns), I rejoice with every true fish-

erman that it has a greeting all its own and of a

most honourable antiquity. There is no written rec-

ord of its origin. But it is quite certain that since

the days after the Flood, when Deucalion

" Did firat this art invc >

Of angling, and his people taught the same,"

two honest and ood-natured anglers have never

met each otlier oy the way without crying out,

"What luck.'"

Here, indeed, is an epitome of the gentle art.

Here is the spirit of it embodied in a word and

paying its respects to you with its native accent.

Here you see its secret charms unconsciously dis-

closed. The attraction of angling for all the ages

5



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
"f man, from the cradle to the grave, lies in it,
uncertainty. 'Tis an affair of luck.

No amount of preparation in the matter of ,x.ds
and lines and hooks and lur.s and nets and creels
™n change its essential character. No excellence
of skJI in casting the delusive fly or adjusting the
tempting bait upon the hook can make the «sult
secure. You may reduce the chances, but you can-
not eliminate them. There are a thousand points
at which fortune may intervene. The state of the
weather, the height of the water, the appetite of
the fish, the presence or absence of other anglers-
all these indeterminable elements enter into the
reckoning of your success. There is no combina-
tion of stars in the firmament by which you can
forecast the piscatorial future. When you go a-fish-

"g, you just take your chances
; you ofl'er yourself

as a candidate for anything that may be going-
you try your luck.

There are certain days that are favourites
among anglers, who regard them as propitious
for the sport. I know a man who believes that the
fch always rise better on Sunday than on any

6



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
other day in the week. He complains bitterly of

this supposed fact, because his religious scruples

will not uUow him to take advantage of it. He con-

fesses that he has sometimes thought seriously of

joining the Seventh-Day Baptists.

Among the Pennsylvania Dutch, in the Alle-

ghany Mountains, I have found a curious tradi-

tion that Ascension Day is the luckiest in the year

for fishing. On that morning the district school is

apt to be thinly attended, and you must be on the

stream very early if you do not wish to find wet

footprints on the stones ahead of you.

But in fact, all these superstitions about fortu-

nate days are idle and presumptuous. If there were

such days in the calendar, a kind and firm Provi-

dence would never permit the race of man to dis-

cover them. It would rob life of one of its principal

attractions, and make fishing altogether too easy

to be interesting.

Fisherman's luck is so notorious that it has

passed into a proverb. But the fault with that

familiar saying is that it is Joo short and too nar-

row to cover half the variations of the angler's

7



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
po«.iblo experience. For if his luck should be bad
there i, no portion of hi, anatomy, from the crown
of h.s head to the soles of hi, feet, that may not
be thoroughly wet. But if it should be good, he
nmy receive an unearned blessing of abundance
not only in his basket, but also in his head and hi,
bcart, his memory and hi, fancy. He may come
home fron, some obscure, ill-„amed, lovely stream
-some Dry Brook, or Southwest Branch of Smith's
Run-with a creel full of trout, and a mind full
of grateful recollections of flowers that seemed to
bloom for hi, ,ake, and birds that «.ng a new
sweet, friendly message to his tired soul. He may
chmb down to "Tommy's Rock" below the cliff, at
Newport (as I have done many a day with my lady
Greygown), and, all unnoticed by the idle, weary
promenader, i„ the path of fashion, haul in a
basketful of blackfish, and at the same time look
out across the shining sapphire water, and inherit
a wondrous good fortune of dream,—

" Have glimpse, that wUl make him lea, forlorn
Have sight of Prolem rising fr^ the sea
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn."

8



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
But all this, you mubt remember, depends upon

something secret and incalculable, something that

we can neither command nor predict. It is an affair

of gift, not of wages. Fish (and the other good

things which are like sauce to the catching of

them) cast no shadow before. Water is the emblem

of instability. No one can tell what he shall draw

out of it until he has taken in his line. Herein are

found the true charm and profit of angling for all

persons of a pure and c'.iildlike mind.

Look at those two venerable gentlemen floating

in a skiff upon the clear waters of Lake George.

One of them is a successful statesman, an ex-Presi-

dent of tJie United States, a lawyer versed in all

the curious eccentricities of the "lawless science of

the law." The other is a learned doctor of medi-

cine, able to give a name to all diseases from which

men have imagi"!}d that they suffered, and to in-

vent new ones for those who are tired of vulgar

maladies. But all their learning is forgotten, their

cares and controversies are laid aside, in "innocu-

ous desuetude." The Summer School of Sociology

is assembled. The Medical Congress is in session.

9



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
But thejr ca« not-„o, not *o much u the value
of . .ingle live bait. The .u„ .hine. upon them
with a fervent heat, but it irk. them not. The rain
defend., and the wind, blow r.nd beat upon them,
but they are unmoved. They a,o securely anchored
here in the lee of Sabbath-Day Point.

What enchantment bind, them to that inconsid-
eraole spot? What magic fixe, their eye, upon the
point of a fi,hing-rod, a, if it were the finger of
de,tiny? It i, the enchantment of uncertainty
the ,«me natural magic that draws the little sub-
urban boy, in the spring of the year, with their
stnng, and pin-hooks, around the shallow ponds
where dace and mlfins hide; the same irresistible
charm that fixes a row of city gamins, like ragged
and disreputable fish-crows, on the end of a pier
where blear-eyed flounders sometimes lurk in the
muddy water. Let the philosopher explain it a, he
will. Let the moralist reprehend it as he chooses.
There is nothing that attracts human nature more
powerfully than the sport of tempting the un-
known with a fishing-line.

Those ancient anglers have set out upon an

10







FISHERMAN'S LUCK
exodus from the twlicun realm of llic ilcflnitc, the

fixed, file niu»t;ccrtainly-conic-to-pn8ii. Tliey nre on

n lioliilay in tlic free country of pcradventure.

Tlicy do not know ftt fliis moment whctlicr tlie next

turn of Fortune's reel will brinj; up a pcrcli or a

pickerel, a sunfixli or a bluck bass. It may \k a,

hideous catfish or a squirming eel, or it may he

a Inke-trout, the granil prize in the Lake George

lottery. There they sit, thoso gray-haired liids,

full of hope, yet equally prepared for resignation

;

taking no thought for the morrow, and ready to

make the best of to-day ; harmless and huppy

players at the best of all games of ehance.

"In other words," I hear some severe and sour-

complcxioned reader say, "in plain language, they

are a pair of old gamblers."

Yes, if it pleases you to call honest men by a

bad name. But they risk nothing that is not their

own; and if they lose, they arc not impoverished.

They desire nothing that belongs to otlier men

;

and if they win, no one is robbed. If all gambling

were like that, it would be difficult to sec the harm

in it. Indeed, a daring moralist might even assert,

11
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FISIIKHMAN'S LUCK
«n,l pruvc by nrKtinunt. that no innocent a delight
"> the taking of cimnce. U an aid to virtue.

Do >ou remeniber .Martin Luthcr'n rea«,„ing on
the ,uhject of "excellent large pike"? He „,«in-
ta.n, that God would never have created them .o
Koo<l to the taste, if He had not meant them to be
eaten. And for the same reason I conclu.le that
thi. world would never have been left so full of
uncertainties, nor human nature framed so as to
find a peculiar joy and exhilaration in meeting
them bravely and cheerfully, if it had not been
divinely intended that most of our amuse,„ent
and much of our education should c. •. .- fron> this
source.

"Chance" is a disreputable word, I know. It is

supposed by many pious persons to be improper
and almost blasphemous to use it. But I am not
one of those who share this verbal prejudice. I am
inclined rather to believe that it is a good word to
which a bad reputation has been given. I feel grate-
ful to that admirable "psychologist who writes
like a novelist," Mr. William James, for his brill-

iant defence of it. For what does it mean, after

IS
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FISH i; R M A N ' 8 LUCK
all, but tliat aonic things happen in a rcrtuiii way

which might have happened in another way?

Where i« the immorality, the irreverence, the

athciiim in auch a supposition? Certainly God must

be competent to govern a world in which there are

possibilities of various kinds, just as well as nne

in which every event is inevitably determined be-

forehand. St. Peter and the other fishennen-dis-

eiples on the Ijike of Galilee were perfectly free

to cast their net on either side of the ship. So far

ai they could see, ho far us any one could see, it

was a matter of chance where they chose to cast

it. But it was nut until they V.
"

it down, at the

Master's word, on the right side that they had

good luck. And not the least element of their joy

in the draft of fishes was that it brought a change

of fortune.

Leave the metaphysics of the question on the

table for the present. As a mutter of fact, it is plain

that our human nature is adapted to conditic s

varia jIc, undetermined, and hidden from our view.

We are not fitted to live in a world where <i + b

always equals c, and there is nothing more to

13
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FISHERMAN'S I.TTCK
follow. T],e interest of life's equation arrives with
the appearance of ^. the unknown quantity. A
^ 'tlxl, unchangeable, clc«r]3, forese.able order
of thmgs does not suit our constitution. It tends to
melancholy and a fatty heart. Creatures of habit
wo are undoubtedly; but it is one of our „,ost
fixed hab„s to be fond of variety. The man who is
never surprised does not know the taste of happi-
ness, an,l unless the unexpected sometimes happens
to us, we are most grievously disappointed
Much of the tediousness of highly civilized life

comes from its smoothness and regularity. To-day
IS hke yesterday, and we think that we can predict
to-morrow. Of course we cannot really do so. The
chances are still there. But we have covered them
up so deeply with the artificialities of life that we
lose sight of them. It seems as if everything i„
our neat httle world were arranged, and provided
for, and reasonably sure to come to pass. The best
way of escape from this T<edium vit^ is through
a recreation like angling, not only because it is so
evidently a matter of luck, but also because it
tempts us into a wilder, freer life. It leads almost

14
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
inevitably to cninping out, which is a wholesome

and sanit v inijij i.tloiii?.

It is cu .01', ,111(1 pli isant, to my apprehension,

to observe s.-. .;.:nv people in New England,

one of whose States is called "the land of Steady

Habits," are sr-sible of the joy of changing thcni,

—out of doors. These good folk turn out from their

comfortable farm-houses and their snug suburban

cottages to go a-gypsying for a fortnight among
the mountains or beside the sea. You see their white

tents gleaming from the pine-groves around the

little lakes, and catch glimpses of their bathing-

clothes drying in the sun on the wiry grass that

fringes the sand-dunes. Happy fugitives from
the bondage of routine! They have found out that

a long journey is not necessary to a good vaca-

tion. You may reach the Forest of Arden in a

buckboard. The Fortunate Isles are within sail-

ing distance in a dory. And a voyage on the river

Pactolus is open to any one who can paddle a

canoe.

I was talking—or rather Ustening—with a

barber, the other day, in the sleepy old town of

15



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
Rivcrmouth. He told me, in one of those easy con-

fidences which seem to make the razor run more

smoothly, that it had been the custom of his fam-

ily, for some twenty years past, to forsake their

commodious dwelling on Anchor Street every sum-

mer, and emigrate six miles, in a wagon to Wallis

Sands, where they spent the month of August very

merrily under canvas. Here was a sensible house-

hold for you
! They did not feel bound to waste a

year's income on a four weeks' holiday. They were

not of those foolish folk who run across the sea,

carefully carrying with them the same tiresome

mind that worried them at home. They got a

change of air by making an alteration of life.

They escaped from the land of Egypt by stepping

out into the wilderness and going a-fishing.

The people who always live in houses, and sleep

on beds, and walk on pavements, and buy their

food from butchers and bakers and grocers, are

not the most blessed inhabitants of this wide and

various earth. The circumstances of their existence

are too mathematical and secure for perfect con-

tentment. They live at second or third hand. They

16



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
arc boarders in the world. Everything is done for

them by somebody else.

It is almost impossible for anything very in-

teresting to happen to them. They must get their

excitement out of the newspapers, reading of the

hairbreadth escapes and moving accidents that be-

fall people in real life. What do these tame ducks

really know of the adventure of living? If the

weather is bad, they are snugly housed. If it is

cold, there is a furnace in the cellar. If they are

hungry, the shops are near at hand. It is all as

dull, flat, stale, and unprofitable as adding up a

column of figures. Tliey might as well be brought

up in an incubator.

But when man abides in tents, after the man-

ner of the early patriarchs, the face of the world

is renewed. The vagaries of the clouds become sig-

nificant. You watch the sky with a lover's look,

eager to know whether it will smile or frown.

When you lie at night upon your bed of boughs

and hear the rain pattering on the canvas close

above your head, you wonder whether it is a long

storm or only a shower.

17



FISHERMAN'S LUCK
The rising wind sliakes the tent-flaps. Are the

pegs well driven down and the cords firmly fas-

tened? You fall asleep again and wake later, to

hear the rain drumming still more loudly on the

tight cloth, and the big breeze snoring through

the forest, and the waves plunging along the beach.

A stormy day? Well, you must cut plenty of wood
and keep the camp-fire glowing, for it will be hard
to start it up again, if you let it get too low.

There is little use in fishing or hunting in such a
storm. But there is plenty to do in the camp: guns
to be cleaned, tackle to be put in order, clothes to

be mended, a good story of adventure to be read,

a belated letter to be written to some poor wretch

In a summer hotel, a game of hearts or cribbage

to be played, or a hunting-trip to be planned for

the return of fair weather. The tent is perfectly

dry. A little trench dug around it carries off the

surplus water, and luckily it is pitched with the

side to the lake, so that you get the pleasant heat

of the fire without the unendurable smoke. Cooking
in the rain has its disadvantages. But how good
the supper tastes when it is served up on a tin

18
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plate, with an empty box for a table and a roll oF

blankets at the foot of the bed for a seat

!

A day, two days, three days, the storm may con-

tinue, according to your luck. I have been out in

the woods for a fortnight without a drop of rain

or a sign of dust. Again, I have tented on the

shore of a big lake for a week, waiting for an ob-

stinate tempest to pass by,

Look now, just at nightfall: is there not a little

lifting and breaking of the clouds in the west, a

little shifting of the wind toward a better quarter.'

You go to bed with cheerful hopes. A dozen times

in the darkness you are half awake, and listening

drowsily to the sounds of the storm. Arc they wax-

ing or waning? Is that louder pattering a new burst

of rain, or is it only the plumping of the big drops

as they are shaken from the trees.' See, the dawn

has come, and the gray light glimmers through

the canvas. In a little while you will know your

fate.

Look! There is a patch of bright yellow ra-

diance on the peak of the tent. The shadow of a

leaf dances over it. The sun must be shining.

19
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Good luck! and up witl. you, for it i, a glorious

morning.

The woods are glistening as fresh and fair as if

they had been new-created overnight. The water
sparkles, and tiny waves are dancing and splash-

ing all along the shore. Scarlet berries of the

mountain-ash hang around the lake. A pair of
kingfishers dart back and forth across the bay, in

flashes of living blue. A black eagle swings silently

around his circle, far up in the cloudless sky. The
air is full of pleasant sounds, but there is no noise.

The world is full of joyful life, but there is no
crowd and no confusion. There is no factory

chimnej' to darken the day with its smoke, no
trolley-car to split the silence with its shriek and
smite the indignant ear with the clanging of its

impudent bell. No lumberman's axe has robbed
the encircling forests of their glory of great trees.

No fires have swept over the hills and left behind
them the desolation of a bristly landscape. All is

fresh and sweet, calm and clear r.;id bright.

'T was rather a rude jest of Nature, that tem-
pest of yesterday. But if you have taken it in good
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part, you arc all the more ready for her caressing

mood to-day. And now you must be ofF to get your
dinner—not to order it at a shop, but to look for
it in the woods and waters. You are ready to do
your best with rod or gun. You will use all the skill

you have as hunter or fisherman. But what you
shall find, and whether you shall subsist on bacon
and biscuit, or feast on trout and partridges, is,

after all, a matter of luck.

I profess that it appears to me not only plea-
sant, but also salutary, to be in this condition. It

brings us home to the plain realities of life; it

teaches us that a man ought to work before' ht
eats; it reminds us that, after he has done all he
can, he must still rely upon a mysterious bounty
for his daily bread. It says to us, in homely and
familiar words, that life was meant to be uncer-
tain, that no man can tell what a day will bring
forth, and that it is the part of wisdom to be pre-
pared for disappointments and grateful for aU
kinds of small mercies.

There is a story in that fragrant book. The
Little Flowers of St. Franci,, which I wish to

SI
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transcribc here, without tying a loral to it, lest

any one should accuse me of preaching.

"Hence [says the quaint old chronicler], having
assigned to his companions the other parts of the

world, St. Francis, taking Brother Maximus as his

comrade, set forth toward the province of France.

And coming one day to a certain town, and being

very hungry, they begged their bread as they went,

according to the rule of their order, for the love

of God. And St. Francis went through one quarter

of the town, and Brother Muximus through an-

other. But forasmuch as St. Francis was a man
mean and low of stature, and hence was reputed

a vile beggar by such as knew him not, he only re-

ceived a few scanty crusts and mouthfuls of dry
bread. But to Brother Maximus, who was large and
well favoured, were given good pieces and big,

fd an abundance of bread, yea, whole loaves.

Having thus begged, they met together without

the town to eat, at a place where there was a clear

spring and a fair large stone, upon which each

spread forth the gifts that he had received. And
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St. Francis, seeing tlint the pieces of bread begged

by Brother Maximus were bigger and better than

his own, rejoiced greatly, saying, 'Oil, Brother

Aliiximu.i, He are not worthy of so great a treasure.'

As he repeated these words many times, Brother

JIaximus made answer: 'Father, how can you talk

of treasures when there is such great poverty and
such lack of all things needful? Here is neither

napkin nor knife, neither board nor trencher,

neither house nor table, neither man-servant nor

maid-servant.' St. Francis replied: 'And this is

what I reckon a great treasure, where naught is

made ready by human industry, but all that is liere

is prepared by Divine Providence, as is plainly set

forth in f'lc bread which we have begged, in the

table of fair stone, and in the spring of clear

water. And therefore I would that we should pray
to God that He teach us with all our hearts to love

the treasure of holy poverty, which is so noble a
thing, and whose sen-ant is God the Lord.'

"

•f

I know of but one fairer description of a repast

in the open air; and that is where we are told how
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certain poor fislicmion, ccminK in vQry weary after

a night of toil (and one of them very wet after

swimming ashore), found their Master standing
on tlic bank of the lake waiting for them. But it

seems that he must have been busy in their bclialf

while he was waiting; for there was a bright fire

of coals burning on the shore, and a goodly fish

broiling thereon, and bread to cat with it. And when
the Master had asked them about their fishing, he
snH. "Come, now, as.d get your breakfast." So
Cn.j sat down around the fire, and with his own
hands he served them with the bread and the fish.

Of all the banquets that have ever been given

upon earth, that is the one in which I would
rather have had a share.

But it is now time that we should return to our
fishing. And let us observe with gratitude that

plmost all of the pleasures that are connected with

this pursuit—its accompaniments and variations,

which run along with the tune and weave an
embroidery of delight around it—have an acci-

dental and gratuitous quality about them. They
are not to be counted upon beforehand. They are

S4
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like somctliinK "">* i» thrown into a purchsne by

n generous iind open-handed dealer, to make ua

pleosed with our bargain and inclined to come

hack to the same shop.

If I knew, for example, before setting out for

a day on the brook, precisely what birds I should

see, and wliat pretty little scenes in the drama of

woodland life were to be enacted before .ny eyes,

the expedition would lose more tlinn half its charm.

But, in fact, it is almost entirely a matter of luck,

and that is why it never grows tiresome.

The ornithologist knows pretty well where to

look for the birds, and he goes directly to the

places where he can find them, and proceeds to

study them intelligently and systematically. But

the angler who idles down the stream takes them

as they come, and all his observations have a
flavour of surprise in them.

He hears a familiar song,—one that he has often

heard at a distance, but never identified,—a loud,

cheery, rustic cadence sounding from a low pine-

tree close beside him. He looks up carefully through

the needles and discovers a hooded warbler, a tiny,

as
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ristlcss creature, dressed in grcon and yellow, with

two white feathers in its tail, like the ends of a
m,h, and a glossy little black bonuul drawn closely

about its golden head. He will never forget that

song again. It will make the woods seem home-
like to him, many a time, as he hears it ringing

through the afternoon, like the call of a small

country girl playing at hide-and-seek: "Sec
me; here I be."

Another day he sits down on a mossy log beside

a cold, trickling spring to eat his lunch. It has

been a barren day for birds. Perhaps he has fallen

into the fault of pursuing bis sport too intensely,

and tramped along the stream looking for nothing

but fish. Perhaps this part of the grove has really

l)een deserted by its feathered inhabitants, scared

away by a prowling hawk or driven out by nest-

Imnters. But now, without notice, the luck changes.

A surprise-party of redstarts breaks into full play
around him. All through the dark-green shadow
of the hemlocks they flash like little candles—cp»-
delitat. the Cubans call them. Their brilliant mark-
ings of orange and black, and their fluttering,
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airy, graceful movciiiiiits, nuikc tliiiii most wi-I-

comc visitors. Tlitrc in no bird In tlio husli ciisier

to recognize or iilcusiinUr to watcli. Tli, \ run

aluii^ the liriuiches and diirl iiiid tuinlilr tlirnu^li

lie air ill fearless clmse of invisible flies and moths.

All the time they keep unfolding unci furling their

rounded tails, spreading them out anil waving

them and closing them suddenly, just as the

Cubon girls manage their fans. In fact, the red-

starts are the tiny fantail pigeons of the forist.

There are other things abiiut tin liiiils, besides

their musical talents anti their good looks, that the

fisherman has a chance to observe on his lucky ilays.

He may see something of their courage and their

devotion to their young.

1 suppose a bird is the bravest creature that

lives, in spite of its natural timidity. From which

we may learn that true courage is not incomj)atible

with nervousness, and that heroism does not mean

the absence of fear, but the coiKjuest of it. Who does

not remember the first time that he ever came upon

a hen-partridge with her brood, as he was strolling

through the woods in June? How splendidly the

27
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old bird forgets herself in her efforts to defend
and hide her young!

Smaller birds are no less daring. One evening
last summer I was walking up the Ristigouche
from Camp Harmony to fish for salmon at Mow-
ett's Rock, where my canoe was waiting for me.
As I stepped out from a thicket on to the shingly
bank of the river, a spotted sandpiper teetered
along before me, followed by three young ones.

Frightened at first, the mother few out a few feet
over the water. But the piperiings could not fly,

having no feathers; and they crept under a crooked
log. I rolled the log over very gently and took one
of the cowering creatures into my hand-a tiny,
palpitating scrap of life, covered with soft gray
down, and peeping shrilly, like a Liliputian
chicken. And now the mother was transformed.
Her fear was changed into fury. She was a bully,
a fighter, an Amazon in feathers. She flew at me
with loud cries, dashing herself almost into my
face. I was a tyrant, a robber, a kidnapper, and
she called heaven to witness that she would never
give up her offspring without a struggle. Then
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she changed her tactir and appealed to my baser

passions. She fell to the ground and fluttered

around me as if her wing were broken. "Look !"

she seemed to say, "I am bigger than that poor

little baby. If you must eat something, eat me ! My
wing is lame. I can't fly. You can easily catch me.

Let that little bird go!" And so I did; and the

whole family disappeared in the bushes as if by

magic. I wondered whether the mother was saying

to herself, after the manner of her sex, that men

are stupid things, after all, and no match for the

cleverness of a female who stoops to deception in

a righteous cause.

Now, that trivial experience was what I call a

piece of good luck—for me, and, in the event, for

the sandpiper. But it is doubtful whether it would

be quite so fresh and pleasant in the remembrance,

if it had not also fallen to my lot to take two un-

commonly good salmon on that same evening, in

a dry season.

Never believe a fisherman when he tells you that

he does not care about the fish he catches. He may
say that he angles only for the pleasure of being

X9
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out-of-doors, and tl.at he is just as well contented
-l.en he takes nothing as when he makes a good
catch. He „,ay think so, but it is not true. He is
not telling „ deliberate falsehood. He is only assum-
ing an unconscious pose, and indulging in a deli-
cate bit of self-flattery. Even if it were true, it
would not be at all to his credit.

Watch him on that lucky day when he comes
home with a full basket of trout on his shoulder,
or a quartette of silver salmon covered with green
branches in the bottom of the canoe. His face is
broader than it was when he went out, and there-a sparkle of triumph in his eye. "It is naught,
^t .s naught," he says, in modest depreciation ofW triumph. But you shall see that he lingers
fondly about the place where the fish are dis-
played upon the grass, and do.s not fail to look
carefully at the scales when they are weighed, and
has an attentive ear for the comments of admiring
spectators. You shall find, moreover, that he is not
unwilling to narrate the story of the capture
how the big fish rose short, four times, to four
different flics, and finally took a small Black Dose.

30
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and played all over the pool, and ran down a ter-
ribly stiff rapid to the next pool below, and sulked
for twenty minutes, and had to be stirred up with
stones, and made such a long fight that, when
he came in at last, the hold of the hook was al-
most worn through, and it fell out of his mouth
as he touched the shore. Listen to this tale as it
IS told, with endless variatio:,s, 'y every man
who has brought home a fine fish, and you will per-
ceive that the fisherman does care for his luck, af-
ter all.

And why not.? I am no friend to the people who
receive the bounties of Providence without visible
gratitude. When the sixpence falls into your hat
you may laugh. When the messenger of an unex-
pected blessing takes you by the hand and lifts you
up and bids you walk, you may leap and run and
sing for joy, even as the lame man, whom St. Peter
healed, skipped piously and rejoiced aloud as he
passed through the Beautiful Gate of the Temple
There is no virtue in solemn indifference. Joy is
just as much a duty as beneficence is. Thankful-
ness IS the other side of mercy.

31
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When you have good luck in anything, you

ought to be glad. Indeed, if you are not glad, you
are not really lucky.

But boasting and self-glorification I would hav.
excluded, and most of all from the behaviour of
the angler, r^^, more than other men, is dependent
for his success upon the favour of an unseen bene-
factor. Let his skill and industry be never so great,
he can do nothing unless la bonne chance comes
to him.

I was once fishing on a fair little river, the P'tit
Saguenay, with two excellent anglers and pleasant
compamons, H. E. G and C. S. D . They
had done all that was humanly possible to secure
good sport. The stream had been well preserved.
They had boxes full of beautiful flies, and casting-
lines imported from England, and a rod for every
fish in the river. But the weather was "dour," and
the water "drumly," and every day the lumber-
men sent a "drive" of ten thousand spruce logs
rushing down the flooded stream. For three days
we had not seen a salmon, and on the fourth, de-
spairing, we went down to angle for sea-trout in
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the tide of the greater Saguenay. There, !„ the
salt water, wh.re men say the salmon never take
the fly, H. E. G

, fishing with a small trout-
rod, a poor, short line, and an ancient red ibis of
the common kind, rose and hooked a lordly salmon
of at least five-and-thirty pounds. Was not this
pure luck?

Pride is surely the most unbecoming of all vices
>n a fisherman. For though intelligence and prac-
tice and patience and gemus, and many other noble
things which modesty forbids him to mention,
enter mto his pastime, so that it is, as Izaak Walton
has firmly maintained, an art; yet, because fortune
still plays a controlling hand in the game, its net
results should never be spoken of with a haughty
and vain spirit. Let not the angler imitate Timo-
leon, who boasted of his luck and lost it. It is tempt-
ing Providence to print the record of your wonder-
ful catches in the sporting newspapers; or at least,
.'f It must be done, there should stand at the head
of the column some humble, thankful motto, like
-Non nobis, Domi,^." Even Father Izaak, when
he has a fish on his line, says, with a due sense of
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human limitations, "There is a trout now, and a

good one too, if I can but hold hml"
This reminds me that we left H. E. G ,

a few sentences back, playing his unexpected

salmon, on a trout-rod, in the Saguenay. Four
times that great fish leaped into the air; twice he

suffered the pliant reed to guide him toward the

shore, and twice ran out again to deeper water.

Then his spirit awoke within him : he bent the rod

like a willow wand, dashed toward the middle of

the river, broke the line as if it had been pack-

thread, and sailed triumphantly away to join the

white porpoises that were tumbling in the tide.

"Whe-e-ew," they said, "whe-e-ewl ptha^a-awl"

blowing out their breath in long, soft sighs as

they rolled about like huge snowballs in the black

water. But what did H. E. G say? He sat him

quietly down upon a rock and reeled in the rem-

nant of his line, uttering these remarkable and

Christian words: "Those porpoises," said he, "de-

scribe the situation rather mildly. But it was good
fun while it lasted."

Again I remembered a saying of Walton: "Well,
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Scholar, you must endure worse luck sometimes,

or you will never make a good angler."

Or a good man, either, I am sure. For he who
knows only how to enjoy, and not to endure, is ill-

fitted to go down the stream of life through such
a world as this.

I would not have you to suppose, gentle reader,

that in discoursing of fisherman's luck I have in

mind only those things which may be taken with
a hook. It is a parable of human experience. I
have been thinking, for instance, of Walton's life

as well as of his angling: of the losses and suffer-

ings that he, the firm Royalist, endured when the

Commonwealth men came marching into London
town; of the consoling days that were granted to

him, in troublous times, on the banks of the Lea
and the Dove and the New River, and the good
friends that he made there, with whom he took
sweet counsel in adversity; of the little children

who played in his house for a l.w years, and then
were called away into the silent land where he
could hear their voices no longer. I was thinking
how quietly and peaceably he lived through it all,
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not complaining nor desponding, but trying to do

W» work well, whether he was keeping a shop or

writing books, and seeking to prove himself an

honest man and a cheerful companion, and never

scorning to take with a thankful Iicirt such small

comforts and recreations as came to him.

It is a plain, homely, old-fashioned meditation,

reader, but not unprofitable. When I talk to you

of fisherman's luck, I do not forget that there are

deeper things behind it. I remember that what we

call our fortunes, good or ill, are but the wise

dealings and distributions of a Wisdom higher,

and a Kindness greater, than our own. And I sup-

pose that their meaning is that we should learn,

by all the uncertainties of our life, even the small-

est, how to be brave and steady and temperate and

hopeful, whatever comes, because we believe that

behind it all there lies a purpose of good, and over

it all there watches a providence of blessing.

In the school of life many branches of knowledge

are taught. But the only philosophy that amounts

to anything, after all, is just the secret of making

friends with our luck.
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THE THRILLING MOMENT
Every moment of life, I suppose, is more or less

of a turning-point. Opportunities are swarming
around us aU the time, thicker than gnats at sun-
down. We walk through a cloud of chances, and if

we were always conscious of them they would worry
us almost to death.

But happily our sense of uncertainty is soothed
and cushioned by habit, so that we can live com-
fortably with it. Only now and then, by way of
special eicitement, it starts up wide awake. Wc per-
ceive how delicately our fori-ine is poised and bal-

anced on the pivot of a single incident. We get a
peep at the oscillating needle, and, because we have
happened to see it tremble, we call our experience
a crisis.

The meditative angler is not exempt from these

sensational periods. There are times when all the

uncertainty of his chosen pursuit seems to condense
itself into one big chance, and stand out before him
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Ifkc a .almon on the top wave of a rapid. He ues
timt hi. luck hang, by a .ingle .trand, and he
cannot tell whether it will huld or break. Tl.i. i. hi.

thrilling moment, and he never forgets it.

Mine came to me in the .|tunm of 189*, on the
bank, of the Unpronounceable Hiver, in llu; Prov-
ince of Quebu, It wa. the la.t day, of the open
«ea.on for ouananiche, and «c had »et our heart,

on catching .omc good fish to take home with us.

We walkcil up from the mouth of the river, four
prcpost..rou»l3' long an.l rough miles, to the famous
fishing-pool, "la place .le pa-he li Boivin." It was a
noble day for walking; the air wa. clear and crisp,

and all the hills around us wore glowing with the

crimson forage of those little bushes which God
created to make burned lands look beautiful. The
trail endrrl in a precipitous gully, down which we
MTnniblcd with high hopes, and fishing-rods un-

broken, only to find that the river was in a condition

which made angling absurd if not inpossible.

There must have been a cloud-hursi among the

mountains, for the water was coming down i.T flood.

The stream was bank-full, gurgling and .-djying
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out among the bu.hc, a„d ru»|,ing over the .hoal
where the fi,h u«.,l to he. in a brown torrent U„
feet deep. Our last dajr »ith the land-looked ml
men «cmed destined to be a failure, and we mu.t
wait eight month, before we eould Jinve another.
Tl.ere were three of u, in the clinappointment, and
we shared it according to our temperament..

Paul virtuously resolved not to give up while
there was a chance left, and wandercl down-stream
to look for an eddy where he might pick up a
small fish. Ferdinand, our guide, resigned himsolf
without a sigh to the consolation of eating blue-
berries, which he always did with great cheerfulness.

But I, being more cast down than either of my
eomrndes, sought out a convenient seat among the
rocks, and, adapting my anatomy as well as pos-
sible to the irregularities of nature's upholstery,
pulled from n,y pocket An Amateur Angler', Dai,,
in Dove Dale, an.l settled down to read myself into
a Christian frame of mind.

Before beginning, my eyes roved sadly over the
pool once more. It was but a casual glance. It lasted
only for an instant. But in that fortunate fragment
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of time I distinctlj saw the broad tail of a big
ouananiche rise and disappear in the swift water
at the very head of the pool.

Immediately the whole aspect of affairs was
changed. Despondency vanished, and the river

glittered with the beams of rising hope.

Such is the absurd disposition of some anglers.
They never see a &h without believing that they
can catch him; but if they see no fish, they are
inclined to think that the river is empty and the
world hollow.

I said nothing to my companions. It would have
been unkind to disturb them with expectations which
nught never be realized. My immediate duty was
to get within casting distance of that salmon as soon
as possible.

The way along the shore of the pool was dif-
ficult. The bank was very steep, and the rocks by
the river's edge were broken and glibbery. Pres-
ently I came to a sheer wall of stone, perhaps thirty
feet high, rising directly from the deep water.

There was a tiny ledge or crevice running part
of the way across the face of this waU, and by this
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four-inch p.th I edged along, holding my rod in

one hand, and clinging affectionately with the other
to such clumps of grass and little bushes as I could
find. There was one small huckleberry plant to which
I had a particular attachment. It was fortunately

a firm little bush, and as I held fast to it I remem-
bered Tennyson's poem •• Mch begins

"Flower in the crannied wall,"

and reflected that if I should succeed in plucking
out this iiower, "root and all," it would probably
result in an even greater increase of knowledge than
the poet contemplated.

The ledge in the rock now came to an end. But
below me in the pool there was a sunken reef; and
on this reef a long log had caught, with one end
sticking out of the water, within jumping distance.

It was the only chance. To go back would have
been dangerous. An angler with a large family de-
pendent upon him for support has no right to incur
unnecessary perils.

Besides, the fish was waiting for me at the upper
end of the pool

!
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So I jumped; landed on the end of the log; fdt

.t settle slowly do„„; ran along it like a small boy
on a seesaw, and leaped off into shallow water just
as the log rolled from the ledge and Iung«l out into
the stream.

It went wallowing through the pool and down
the rapid like a playful hippopotamus. I watched
It wzth mterest and congratulated myself that I was
no longer embarked upon it. On that craft a voyage
down the Unpronounceable River would have been
short but far from merry. The "all ashore" bell was
not rung early enough. I just got off. with not half
a second to spare.

But now all was well, for I was within reach of
the fish. A little scrambling over the rocks brought
me to a point wher« I could easily cast over him.
He was lying in a swift, smooth, narrow channel
between two large stones. It was a snug resting-
place, and no doubt he would remain there for some
t.me. So I took out my fly-book and prepared to
angle for him according to the approved rules of
the art.

Nothing is more foolish in sport than the habit
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of precipitation. And yet it is a fault to wl.ich I
am singukrly subject. As a boy, i„ Brooklyn. I
never came in sight of the Capitoline Skating Po„,l
after a long ride in the horse-can,, without break-
ing into a run along the board walk, buckling on
my skates in a furious hurry, and flinging myself
impetuously upon the ice, as if I feared that it
would melt away before I could reach it. Now this,
I confess, is a grievous defect, which advancing
years have not entirely cured ; and I found it neces-
sary to take myself firmly, a. it wen>, by the mental
coat-collar, and resolve not to spoil the chance of
catchmg the only ouananiche in the Unpronounce-
able River by undue haste in fishing for him.

I carefully tested a brand-new leader, and at-
tached it to the line with great deliberation and
the proper knot. Then I gave my whole mind to the
important question of a wise selection of flics.

It is ast.aishing how much time and mental
anxiety a man can spend on an apparently simple
question like this. When you are buying flies i„ a
shop ,t seems as if you never had half enough.
You keep on picking out a half-dozen of each new
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variety a, fast as the enticing salesman shows the.
to you. You stroll through the streets of Montreal
or Quebec and drop in at every fishing-tackle deal-
er's to see whether you can find a few „,ore good«- Then, when you come to look over your^ol-
lect,on at the critical moment on the bank of a
stream, it seems as if you had ten times too manyAnd sp,te of all, the precise fly that you need is
not there.

You se; . t a couple that you think fairly good,
«y them down beside you in the grass, and go on
look.ng through the book for something better.

,"^""7
*° '""^^^ ^—'f. you turn to pick up

hose that you have laid out, and find that they
have mysteriously vanished from the face of the
earth.

Then you struggle with naughty words and re-
iapse into a condition of mental palsy.

Precipitation is a fault. But deliberation, for a
person of precipitate disposition, is a vice
The best thing to do in such a case is to adopt

-n,e abstract theory of action without delay, and
put It «to practice without hesitation. Then if you
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Then I perverted myself to the new r.<^- ,theory which says that on a bnVht d
"»« a light, cav flv K„

^ ^ •''°" ""''Knt, gaj fly, because t is mon. ;„ k-
-th the sky, and therefore less LT M

"^

inKlv I n„f ,,
noticeable. Accord-

g'y 1 put on a Professor and a P„^ u
Belle- but tl,- I.

""^ » ^armacheene"cue
, out this combination «<• i .

Then I fell back on a theory of r.1

combinations of flies in wh" . 1 '""""^

dominated.
"'"' *''"« ^°'°- P-

Then I abandoned all theoi es «nJ »
though my book trv"

''"'"'' '^«"* ^t'-^'ght

^ "''' *'7"'« """^thing from every
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page, and winding up with that lure which

the guides consider infallible,—"a Jock o' Scott

that cost fifty cents at Quebec." But it was all

in vain. I was ready to despair.

At this psychological moment I heard behind me
a voice of hope,—the song of a grasshopper: not

one of those fat-lcggcd, green-winged imbeciles that

feebly tumble in the summer fields, but a game

grasshopper,—one of those thin-shanked, brown-

winged fellows tliat leap like kangaroos, and fly like

birds, and sing Kri-karee-haree-hri in their flight.

It is not really a song, I know, but it sounds like

one ; and, if you had heard that Kri-karee carolling

as I chased him over the rocks, you would have been

sure that he was mocking me.

I believed that he was the predestined lure for

that ouananichc ; but il was hard to persuade him to

fulfill his destiny. I slapped at him with my hat,

but he was not there. 1 grasped at him on the

bushes, and brought away "nothing but leaves." At

last he made his way to the very edge of the water

and poised himself on a stone, with his legs well

tucked in for a long leap and a bold flight to the
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otW side of the river. It was „,y «„„, opportunity.

My premonition proved to be corrt^. When that
Kn-karoe. invisibly attached to my line, went float-

ing
down the stream, the ouananiche wa, surprised.

It was the fourteenth of September, and he had
•upposed the grasshopper season was over. The un-
expected temptation was too strong for him. He"se with a rush, and in an instant I was fast to
the best land-locked salmon of the year.
But the situation was not without its embarrass-

•nonts. My rod weighed only four and a quarter
ounces; the fish weighed between six and seven
pounds. The water was furious and headstrong. Ihad only thirty yards of line and no landing-net.

Horn Ferdinand/" I cried. "Apporte la
«ette. vite! A beauty! Hnrry up!"

I thought it must be an hour while he was mak-
-g h.s way over the hill, through the underbrush,
around the cliff. Again and again the fish ran outmy line almost to the last turn. A dozen times ho
leaped f^m the water, shaking his silvery sides.
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Twice he tried to cut the leader acrosi a sunken

ledge. But at laat he was played out, and came in

quietly towards the point of the rock. At the same

moment Ferdinand appeared with the net.

Now, the use of the net is really the most dif-

ficult part of angling. And Ferdinand is the best

netsman in the Lake St. John country. He never

makes the mistake of trying to scoop a fish in mo-

tion. He does not grope around with aimless, futile

strokes as if he were feeling for something in the

dark. He docs not entangle the dropper-fly in the

net and tear the tail-fly out of the fish's mouth. He
does not get excited.

He quietly sinks the net in the water, and waits

until he can see the fish distinctly, lying perfectly

still and within reach. Then he makes a swift move-

ment, like that of a mower swinging the scythe,

takes the fish into the net head-first, and lauds him

without a slip.

I felt sure that Ferdinand was going to do the

trick in precisely this way with my ouananiche. Just

at the right instant he made one quick, steady swing

of the arms, and—the head of the net broke ilcan
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off the handle .„d ^cnt floating aw.y with the
nih in it

!

AU .ecmed to be let. But Ferdinand waa equal
to the oceasion. He seized a long, erooked stick that
l.y m a pile of driftwood on the shore, sprang into
the water up to hi, waist, caught the net a. it drifted
past, and dragged it to land, with the ultimate
ouananiche, the prize of the season, still glittering
through its meshes.

This is the story of my most thrilling moment as
an angler.

But which was the moment of the deepest thrill?
Was it when the huckleberry bush saved me fr^m

« watery grave, or when the log rolled under my
feet and started down the river? Was it when the
fish rose, or when the net broke, or when the long
stick captured it?

No, it was none of these. It was when the Kri-
karee sat with his legs tucked under him on the brink
of the stream. That was the turning-point. The for-
tunes of the day depended on the comparative
quickness of the reflex action of his neural ganglia
and mine. That was the thrilling moment
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I tee it now. A cri»ii ii really the commoneit thing

in the world. The naion why life ometime* leeina

dull to ui if bcMUM we do not perceive the impor-

tance and the excitement of getting bait
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PEELUDE—ON AN OLD, FOOLISH MAXIM

1 HE inventor of the familiar maxim that "fish-

ermen must not talk" is lost in the mists of antiq-

uity, and well descnres his fate. For a more foolish

rule, a conventionality more obscure and aimless

in its tyranny, was never imposed upon an inno-

cent and honourable occupation, to diminish its

pleasure and discount its profits. Why, in the

name ot all that is genial, should anglers go about
their harmless sport in stealthy silei.ce like con-

spirators, or sit together in a boat, dumb, glum,
and penitential, like naughty schoolboys on the

bench of disgrace.? 'Tis an Omorcan superstition:

a rule without a reason; a venerable, idiotic fashion

invented to repress lively spirits and put a pre-

mium on stupidity.

For my part, I incline rather to the opinion of
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the Neapolitan fishermen who maintain that a cer-

tain amount of noise, of certain kinds, is likely to

improve the fisliing, and who have a particular
song, very sweet and cliarming, which they sing
to draw the fishes around them. It is narrated,

h-kewise, of the good St. Brandan, that on his

notable voyage from Ireland in search of Paradise,
he chanted the service for St. Peter's day so pleas-

antly that a subaqueous audience of all sorts and
sizes was attracted, insomuch that the other monks
bo;,mn to be afraid, and begged the abbot that he
would sing „ little lower, for they were not quite

sure of the intention of the congregation. Of St.

Anthony of Padua it is said that he even succeeded
in persuading the fishes, in great multitudes, to
listen to a sermon; and that when it was ended
(it must be noted that it was both short and
cheerful) they bowed their heads and moved their

bodies up and down with every mark of fondness

and approval of what the holy father had spoken,

rf we ran believe tin's, surely we need not be

incredulous of things which seem to be no less, but
iMtlier more, in harmony with the course of nature.
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Crnaturcs who are sensible to the attraction, of a
sermon can hardly be Jn.lifferent to the charm of
other kinds of discourse. I can easily imagine a
company of grayling wishing to overhear a con-
versation between I. W. and his affectionate (but
somewhat prodigal) son and servant. Charles
Cotton; and surely every intelligent salmon in
Scotland might have been glad to hear Christopher
North and the Ettrick Shepherd bandy jests and
swap stories. As for trout,-was there one in Mas-
sachusetts that would not have been curious to
h'sten to the intimate opinions of Daniel Webster
as he loafed along the banks of the Marshpee,—
or is there one in Pennsylvania to-day that might
not be drawn with interest and delight to the feet
of Joseph Jefferson, telling how he conceived and
wrote Rip Van WmkU on the banks of a trout-
stream?

Fishermen must be silent.? On the contrary, it is

far more likely that good talk may promote good
fishing.

All this, however, goes upon the assumption that
fish can hear, in tlie proper sense of the word. And
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this, it must be confessed, is an assumption not yet
fully verified. Experienced anglers and students

of fishy ways arc divided upon the question. It is

beyond a doubt that all fishes, except the very
lowest forms, have ears. But then so have all men;
and yet we have the best authority for believing

that there are many who "having ears, hear not."

The ears of fishes, for the most part, are in-

closed in their skull, and have no outward opening.

Water conveys sound, as every country boy knows
who has tried the experiment of diving to the

bottom of the swimming-hole and knocking two big

stones together. But I doubt whether any country

boy, engaged in this interesting scientific experi-

ment, has heard the conversation of his friends on
the bank who were engaged in hiding his clothes.

There art many curious and more or lest vener-

crable stories to the efl^ect that fishes may be trained

to assemble at the ringing of a bell or the beating

of a drum. Lucian, a writer of the second century,

tells of a certain lake wherein many sacred fishes

were kept, of which the largest had names piven to

them, and came when they were called. But Lucian
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wa, not a man of especially good reputation, and
there ,s an air of improbability about his statement
that the largest fishes came. This is not the custom
of the largest fishes.

In the present century there was a tale of an eelm a garden-well, in Scotland, which would come
to be fed out of a spoon when the children called
h.m by his singularly inappropriate name of Rob
Roy. This seems a more likely story than Lucian's •

at all events it comes from a more orthodox atmos-
phere. But before giving it full credence. I should
hke to know whether the children, when they
called "Rob Roy!" stood where the eel could see
the spoon.

On the other side of the question, we may quote
Mr. Ronalds, also a Scotchman, and the learned
author of TU Fly-Fisker's Entomology, who
conducted a series of experiments which proved
that even trout, the most fugacious of fish, are not
'" *'' ^''''' ^'^'^'^^ by the discharge of a gun
provided the flash is concealed. Mr. Henry p'

Wells, the author of The A^nerican Salmon AngUr
says that he has "never been able to make a sound
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in the air which seemed to produce the slightest

effect upon trout in the water."

So the controversy o„ the hearing of fishes con-
tinues, and the conclusion remains open. Every
man is at liberty to embrace that side which pleases
him best. You .nay think that the finny tribes are
as sensitive to sound as Fine Ear, in the German
fairy-tale, who could hear the grass grow. Or you
may hold the opposite opinion, that they are

"Deafer than the blue-eyed cat."

But whichever theory you adopt, in practice, if
you are a wise fisherman, you will steer a middle
course, between one thing which must be left un-
done and another thing which should be done. You
will refrain from stamping on the bank, or knock-
ing on the side of the boat, or dragging the anchor
among the stones on the bottom ; for when the water
vibrates the fish are likely to vanish. But you will
indulge as freely as you please in pleasant dis-

course with your comrade: for it is certain that
fishing is never hindered, and may even be helped,
in one way or another, by good talk.
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I should therefore have no hesitation in a.Ivis-

ng any one to choose, for companionship on an
anghng expedition, long or .short, a person who
has the rare merit of being talkable.

II

THEME—ON A SMALL, USEFUL VIHTUE

"Talkable" is not a new adjective. But it needs
« new definition, and the complement of a corres-
ponding noun. I would fain set down on paper
some observations and reflections which may serve
to make its meaning clear, an,l render due praise
to that most excellent quality in man or woman,-
especally in anglers,-the small but useful virtue
of talkability.

Robert Louis Stevenson uses the word "talkable"
m one of his essays to denote a certain distinction
among the possible subjects of human speech
There are some things, he says in effect, about
«h,ch you can really talk; and there are other
things about which you cannot properly talk at all,
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but only dispute, or harangue, -r prose, or moral-

ize, ur chatter.

After mature consideration I have arrived at the

opinion that this distinction among the themes of

speech is nn illusion. It docs not exist. All subjects,

"the foolisi "ings of the world, and the wenk

things of t n. world, and base things of the world,

yea, and t j;ngs that arc not," may provide mutter

for good talk, if only the right people arc engaged

in the enterprise. I know a man who can make a

description of the weather as entertaining as a tune

on the violin ; and even on the threadbare theme of

the waywardness of domestic servants, I liave heard

a discreet woman play the most diverting and in-

structive variations.

No, the quality of talkability docs not mark a

distinction among things; it denotes a difference

among people. It is not an attribute unequally

distributed among material objects and abstract

ideas. It is a virtue which belongs to the mind and

moral character of certain persons. It is a reeiprocul

human quality ; active as well as passive ; a power

of bestowing and receiving.
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An amiable person is one who has a capacitjr for

loving and being loved. An affable person is one
who is ready to speak and to be spoken to,—as, for

example, Milton's "affable archangel" Raphael;
though it must be confessed that he laid the chief

emphasis on the active side of his .iffability. A
"clubable" person (to use a word which Dr. Samuel
Johnson invented but did not put into his dic-

tionary) is one who is fit for the familiar give and
take of club-life. A talkablc person, therefore, is

one whose nature and disposition invite the easy

interchange of thoughts and feelings, one in

whose company it is a pleasure to talk or to be

talked to.

Now this good quality of talkability is to be dis-

tinguished, very strictly and inflexibly, from the

bad quality which imitates it and often brings it

into discredit. I mean the vice of talkativeness.

That is a selfish, one-sided, inharmonious affair, full

of discomfort, and productive of most unchristian

feelings.

You may observe the operations of this vice not

only in human beings, but also in birds. All the
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liirilii in the buah can make »oiiic kind of a noise;

and most of tlicm like to do it ; and noiiic of them

like it a great deal and do it very much. But it ia

not always for e<lification, nor are the most vocifer-

ous and garrulous birds commonly the most pleas-

ing. A parrot, for instance, in your neighbour's

back yard, in the summer time, when the windows

arc open, is not an aid to the development of Chris-

tian character. I knew a man who had to stay in

the city all summer, and in the autumn was asked

to descrif)e tlic rlianiotor and social standing of

a n(« family thai had moved into his neighbour-

hood. Were they "nice |)cople," wcll-brod, intelli-

gent, respectahli' .' "Well," said he, "I don't know

what your standards arc, and would prefer not

to say anything libellous; but I'll tell you in a

word,—they are the kind of people that keep a

parrot."

Then tliere is the Englisli Sparrow! What an

insufferable chatterbox, what an incurable scold,

what a voluhic and tiresome blackguard is this little

feathered crckiicy. There is not a sweet or pleasant

word in all his vocabulary.
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I am convinced that ho talk, altogi>hcr of «:an-

dal» nnd flshts and «trect-«wwping«.

The kingdom of ornithology i, divided into two
department,,-real bird, and English .,,arro«,.
English .parrows are not real bird.; they are little

beaita.

There wa« a church in Brooklyn which wa. once
covered with « great and -prcading vine, in which
the .parrow, built innumerable net.. The«. un-
godly little binl, kept up such a ,lin that it w...

impossible to hear the service of the sanctuary.
The faithful clergy .trained their voice, to the
verge of ministerial sore throat, but the people
had no peace in their devotions until the vine wa.
cut down, and the Anglican intruder, were evicted.

A talkative person is like an English sparrow,—
a bird that cannot sing, and will sing, and ought
to be persuaded not to try to sing. But a talkable
person has the gift that belong, to the wood
thrush and the veery and the wren, the oriole nnd
the white-throat and the rose-breasted grosbeak,
the mockingbird and the robin (sometimes); and
the brown thrush; yes, the brown thrush has it to
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perfection, if you can catch him alone,—the gift

of being interesting, charming, delightful, in the

most off-hand and various modes of utterance.

Tttlkability is not at all the same thing as elo-

quence. The eloquent man surprises, overwhelms,

and sometimes paralyzes us by the display of his

power. Gieat orators are seldom good talkers.

Oratory in exercise is masterful and jealous, and

intolerant of all interruptions. Oratory in prepara-

tion is silent, self-centred, uncommunicative. The

painful truth of this remark may be seen in the

row of countenances along the president's table

at a public banquet about nine o'clock in the even-

ing. The bicycle-face seeras unconstrained and

merry by comparison with the aftcr-dinner-speech-

facc. The flow of table-talk is corked by the anx-

ious conception of post-prandial oratory.

Thackeray, in one of his Roundabout Papers,

speaks of "the sin of tall-talking," which, he says,

"is the sin of schoolmasters, governesses, critics,

sermoners, and instructors of young or old people."

But this is not in accord with my observation. I

should say it was rather the sin of dilettanti who
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are ambitious of that high-stepping nccoinplish-

ment which is called "conversational ability."

This has usually, to my mind, something set and

artificial about it, although in its most perfect

form the art almost succeeds in concealing itself.

But, at all events, "conversation" is talk in evening

dress, with perhaps a little powder and a touch of

rouge. 'T is like one of those wise virgins who are

said to look their best by lamplight. And doubtless

this is an excellent thing, and not without its ad-

vantages. But for my part, commend me to one

who loses nothing by the early morning illumina-

tion,—one who brings all her attractions with her

when she comes down to breakfast,—she is a very

pleasant maid.

Talk is that form of human speech wli.'^h is

exempt from all duties, foreign and domestic. It

is the nearest thing in the world to thinking and

feeling aloud. It is necessarily not for publication,

—solely an evidence of good faith and mutual

kindness. You tell me what you have seen and what

you are thinking about, because you take it for

granted that it will interest and entertain me ; and
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you listen to my replies and the recital of my ad-

ventures and opinions, because you know I like lo

tell them, and because you find something in them,

of one kind or another, that you care to hear. It is

a nice game, witli easy, simple rules, and endless

possibilities of variation. And if we go into it with

the right spirit, and play it for love, without heovy

stakes, the chances arc that if we happen to be

fairly talkable people we shall have one of the best

things in the world,—a mighty good talk.

What is there in this anxious, hide-bound, tire-

some existence of ours, more restful and remuner-

ative? Montaigne says, "The use of it is more

sweet than of any other action of life ; and for that

reason it is that, if I were compelled to choose, I

should sooner, I think, consent to lose my sight

than my hearing and speech." The very aimlessness

with which it proceeds, the serene disregard of all

considerations of profit and propriety with which

it follows its wandering course, and brings up any-

where or nowhere, to camp for the night, is one of

its attractions. It is like a day's fishing, not valu-

able chiefly for the fish you bring home, but for the
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pleasant country tliroujrh wliich it leads you, and
the state of personal well-being and health in which
it leaves you, warmed, and cheered, and content

with life and friendship.

The order in which you set out upon a talk, the

path which you pursue, the rules which you obsene
or disregard, make but little difference in the end.

You may follow the advice of Immanuel Kant if

you like, and begin with the weather and the roads,

and go on to current events, and wind up with his-

tory, art, and philosophy. Or you may reverse the

order if you prefer, like that admirable talker

Clarence King, who usually set sail on some hi^^hly

abstract paradox, such as "Civilization is a nervous

disease," and landed in a talc of adventure in

Mexico or the Rocky Mountains. Or you may fol-

low the example of Edward Eggleston, who start, .

in at the middle and worked out at either end, and
sometimes at both. It makes no difference. If the

thing is in you at all, you will find good matter

for talk anywhere along the route. Hear what

Montaigne says again : "In our discourse all sub-

jects are alike to me; let there be neither weight
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nor depth, 't is all one; there is yet gruce and per-

tinence ; all there is tented with a mature and con-

stant judgment, and mixed with goodness, free-

dom, gayety, and friendship."

How close to the mark the old essayist sends his

arrow ! He is right about the essential qualities of

good talk. They arc not merely intellectual. They

.ire moral. Goodness of heart, freedom of spirit,

gayety of temper, and friendliness of disposition,

—these arc four fine things, and doubtless as ac-

ceptable to God as they are agreeable to men. The

talkability which springs out of these qualities has

its roots in a good soil. On such a plant one need

not look for the poison berries of malign discourse,

nor for the Dead Sea apples of frivolous mockery.

But fair fruit will be there, pleasant to the sight

and good for food, brought forth abundantly

according to the season.
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III

VAilUTIONS—ON A PLEASANT PHRASE FROM MON-
TAIGNE

Mi>i,taigne has given as our text, "Goodness,

freedom, gayety, and friendship,"—tliese are the

conditions which produce talkabihty. And on this

fourfold theme we may embroider a few variations,

by way of exposition and enlargement.

Goodness is the first thing and the most need-

ful. An ugly, envious, irritable disposition is not

fitted for talk. The occasions for offence are too

numerous, and the way into strife is too short and
touch of

j

f^- brisk

a friendly bout with any comer, on any ground,
is a decided advantage in a talker. It breaks up
the offensive monotony of polite concurrence, and
makes things lively. But quarrelsomeness is quite

another affair, and very fatal.

I am always a little uneasy in a discourse with

the Reverend Bellicosus Macduff. It is like play-
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ing golf on links liable to cnrthquakcs. One never

knows when the landscape will be thrown into con-

vulsions. Macduff has a tendency to regard a

difference of opinion as a personal insult. If he

makes a bad stroke he seems to think that the way

to retrieve it is to deliver the next one on the head

of the other player. He does not tarry for the

invitation to lay on ; and before you know what has

happenfl vo- flnd yourself in a position where yo'-.

are '\_ u cry, "Hold, enough!" and to be

liberally damned without any bargain to that

effect. This is discouraging, and calculated to make

one wish that human intercourse might be put, as

far as Macduff is concerned, upon the gold basis

of silence. _
On the other hand, what a deligKt sR^to talk

with that old worthy. Chancellor Howard Crosby,

He was a fighting man for four or five generations

back, Dutch on one side, English on the oth( r. But

there was not one little drop of gall in his blood.

His opinions were fixed to a degree; he loved to

do battle for them; he never changed them—at

least never in the course of the same discussion. He
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admired and respected a gallant adversary, and
urged him on, with quips and puns and daring
assaults and unqualified statements, to do his best.

Easy victories were not to his taste. Even if he
joined with you in laying out some common false-

hood for burial, you might bo sure that before the

affair was concluded there would be every prospect
of what an Irishman would call "an elegant wake."
If you stood up against him on one of his favor-
ite subjects of discussion you must be prepared for

hot work. You would have to take off your coat.

But when the combat was over he would be the man
to help you on with it again; and you would walk
home together arm in arm, through the twilight,

smoking the pipe of peace. Talk like that does good.
It quickens the beating of the heart, and leaves no
scars upon it.

But this manly spirit, which loves

" To drink delight of battle with its peers,"

is a very different thing from that mean, bad,

hostile temper which loves to inflict wounds and
injuries just for the saite of showing power, and
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whicli is never so happy as wlun it is making some

one HiiicL'. TlKTe iirc such people in tlic world, and

sometimes their brilliancy tempts us to forget their

iiiuligiianry. But to hiivc much converse with them

is as if we should make playmates of rattlesnakes

for their grace of movement and swif. .jss of

stroke.

1 knew a man once (I will not name him even

with an initial) who was malipnant to the core.

Learned, industrious, accomplished, he kept all his

talents at the service of a perfect genius for hatred.

Il yen crossed his path but once, he would never

cease to curse you. The grave might close over you,

but he would revile your epitaph and mock at

your memory. It was not even necessary that you

should do anything to incur hii- enmity. It was

enough to be upright and sincere and tucccssful,

to waken the wrath of this Shimei. Integrity was

an offence to him, and excellence of any kind filled

him. with spleen. There was no good cause within

his horizon that he did not give a bad word to, and

no decent man in the community whom he did not

try either to use or to abuse. To listen to him or to
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rend wlint lio Imd wiiltin was to Itnrn to think a
little worse of vwry one tlmt he r cntioncd, : nd
worst of all of him. He had the air of a ^vntk-

man, the vocabulary of a sehohir, the style- of a

Junius, and the heart of a Thermites.

Talk, in such comimny, is iiii|)()ssihle. The sense

of something evil, lurking l)eneatii the play of wit,

is like the knowlcilge that there arc snakes in the

grass. Every step must ue taken with fear. But
the real pleasure of <i walk through the meadow
comes from the feeling of security, of ease, of safe

and happy abandon t- fhe mood of the moment.
This ungirdlcd and unguarded felicity in m-.tual

discourse depends, after all, upon the assurance

of real goodness in your companion. I do not

mean a stiff impeccability of conduct. Prudes and

Pharisees are poor comrades. I mean simply

goodness of heart, the wholesome, g .erous, kind-

ly quality which thinketh no evil, rejoiccth not

in iniquity, hopcth all things, endurctl- all things,

and wisheth well to all men. Where you feel this

quality you can let yourself go, in the tusc of

hearty talk.
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Freedom is the Kcrond nolo that Montni^nc

strikes, and it is essential to the harmony of tallc-

ing. Very careful, prudent, precise persons arc sel-

dom entertaining in familiar speech. They arc like

tennis players in too fine clothes. They think more

of their costume than of the game.

A mania for absolutely correct pronunciation ia

fatal. The people who arc afflicted with this pain-

ful ailment arc as anxious about their utterance

as dyspeptics about their diet. They move through

their sentences as delicately as Agag walked. Their

little airs of nicety, their starched cadences and

frilled phrases seem as if they had just been taken

out of a literary bandbox. If perchance you hap-

pen to misplace an accent, you shall see their eye-

brows curl up like an interrogation mark, and they

will ask you what outhority you have for that

pronunciation. As if, forsooth, a man could not

talk without book-license! As if he must have a

permit from some dusty lexicon before he can

take a good word into his mouth and speak it out

like the people with whom he has lived

!

The truth is that the man who is very partlcu-
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lar not fo commit himsolf, in pronunoiRtion or

otherwise, anil talks ns if liis rciimrks wore be-

ing taken down in sliortlumd, and shudders at

the thought of making a mistake, will \mri.y \k

able to open your heart or let out the best )' it is

in his own.

Reserve and ]>rccision arc a great protection to

overrated reputations; but the; are death to

talk.

In talk it is not correctness of grammar nr-

elegance of enunciation f'.ui charms us ; it is spirit,

verve, the sudden turn of humour, the keen, i i-

gent taste of life. For this reason a touch of dia-

lect, a flavour of brogue, is delightful. Any dialect

is classic that has conveyed beautiful thoughts.

Who that ever talked with the poet Tennyson,

when he let himself go, over the pipes, would miss

the savour of his broad-rolling Lincolnshire vowels,

now heightening the humour, now deepening the

pathos, of his genuine manly speech? There arc

many good stories lingering in the memories of

those who knew Dr. James McCosh, the late presi-

dent of Princeton University,—stories too good,
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I fear, to get into a biography ; but the best of

them, in print, would not have the snap and vigour

of tlie poorest of tliciri, in talk, with his own inimi-

table Scotch-Irish brogue to set it forth.

A brogue is not a fault. It is a beauty, an heir-

loom, a distinction. A local accent is like a landed

inheritance; it marks a man's place in the world,

tells where he comes from. Of course it is possible

to have too much of it. A man does not need to

carry the soil of his whole farm around with him

on his boots. But, within limits, the accent of a

native region is delightful. 'T is the flavour of

heather in the grouse, the taste of wild herbs

and evergreen-buds in the venison. I like the maple-

sugar tang of the Vermonter's sharp-edged speech

;

the round, full-waisted r's of Pennsylvania and

Ohio; the soft, indolent vowels of the South. One

of the best talkers now living is a schoolmaster

from Virginia, Colonel Gordon McCabe. I once

crossed the ocean with him on a stream of stories

that reached from Liverpool to New York. He did

not talk in the least like a book. He talked like a

Virginian.
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When Jlontnijrnc mentions gayety as the third

element of satisfying tliscoursc, I fancy he does

not mean mere fun, though that has its vahie

at the right time and phice. But there is another

quality which is far more valuable and always fit.

Indeed it underlies the best fun and makes it wh.)lo-

some. It is cheerfulness, the temper which makes

the best of things and squeezes the little drops

of honey even out of tliistlc-blossoms. I think this

is what Montaigne meant. Certainly it is what he

had.

Cheerfulness is the background of all good talk.

A sense of humour is a means of grace. With it I

liave heard a pleasant soul make even that most

perilous of all subjects, the description of a long

illness, entertaining. The various physicians moved
through the recital as excellent comedians, and
the medicines appeared like a succession of timely

jests.

There is no occasion upon which this precious

element of talkability comes out stronger than

when we arc on a journey. Travel with a cheerless

and easily discouraged companion is an unadulter-
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atcd misery. But a cheerful comrade is better than

a waterproof coat and a foot-warmer.

I remember riding once with my lady Graygown

fifteen miles through a cold rainstorm, in an open

buckboard, over the worst road in the world, from

Lac a la Belle Riviire to the Metabetchouan River.

Such was the cheerfulness of her ejacu'ations (the

only possible form of talk) that we arrived at our

destination as warm and merry as if we had been

sitting beside a roaring camp-fire.

But after all, the very best thing in good talk,

and the thing that helps it most, is friendship.

How it dissolves the barriers that divide us, and

loosens all constraint, and diffuses itself like some

fine old cordial through all the veins of life—this

feeling that we understand and trust each other,

and wish each other heartily well ! Everything into

which it really comes is good. It transforms letter-

writing from a task into a pleasure. It makes music

a thousand times more sweet. The people who play

and sing not at us, but to us,—how delightful it

is to listen to them ! Yes, there is a talkabihty that
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can express itself even without words. There is an
exchange of thought and feeling which is happy
alike in speech and in silence. It is quietness per-

vaded with friendship.

Having come thus far in the exposition of Mon-
taigne, I shall conclude with an opinion of my own,
even though I cannot quote a sentence of his to

back it.

The one person of all the world in whom talk-

ability is most desirable, and talkativeness least

endurable, is a wife.
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A WILD STRAWBERRY

1 HE Swiftwater brook was laughing softly to
itself as it ran through a strip of hemlock forest on
the edge of the Woodlings' farm. Among the ever-

green branches overhead the gayly-dresscd warb-
lers,—little friends of the forest,—were flitting to

and fro, lisping their June songs of contented love:

milder, slower, lazier notes than those in which they
voiced the amourous raptures of May. Prince's Pine
and golden loose-strife and pink laurel and blue

hare-bells and purple-fringed orchids, and a score

of lovely flowers were all abloom. The late spring
had hindered some; the sudden heats of early sum-
mer had hastened others; and now they seemed to

come out all together, as if Nature had suddenly
tilted up her cornucopia and poured forth her treas-

ures in spendthrift joy.

I lay on a mossy bank at the foot of a tree, fill-

ing my pipe after a frugal lunch, and thinking how
hard it would be to find in any quarter of the globe
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a place more fair and fragrant tlian tliis likldcn

vale among tlic Alleghany Mountains. The perfume

of the flowers of the forest is more sweet and subtle

than the heavy scent of tropical blossoms. No lily-

field in Bermuda could give a fragrance half so

magical as the fairy-like odour of these woodland

slopes, soft carpeted with the green of glossy vines

above whose tiny leaves, in delicate profu:>ion,

" The slight Limuea hangt iti iwin-bom headi."

Nor are there ony birds in Africa, or among tha

Indian Isles, more exquisite in colour than these

miniature warblers, showing their gold and green,

their orange and black, their blue and white, against

the dark background of the rhododendron thicket.

But how seldom we put a cup of pleasure to our

lips without a dash of bitters, a touch of faultfind-

ing. My drop of discontent, that day, was the

thought that the northern woodland, at least in

June, yielded no fruit to match its beauty and its

fragrance.

There is good browsing among the leaves of the

wood and the grasses of the meadow, as every well-
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instructed angler knows. The briglit ctiierald tips

tlmt breuk from the hemlock and the bulsnm like

verdant flames have a pleasant savour to the tongue.

The leaves of the sassafras arc full of spice, and

the bark of the black-birch twigs holds a fine cor-

dial. Crinkle-root is spicy, but you must partake of

it delicately, or it will bite your tongue. Spearmint

and peppermint never lose their charm for the pal-

ate that still remembers the delights of youth. Wild

sorrel has an agreeable, sour, shivery flavour. Even
the tender stalk of a young blade of grass is a

thing that can be chewed by a person of childlike

mild with much contentment.

But, after all, these arc only relishes. They whet

the appetite more than they appease it. There

should be something to eat, in the June woods, as

perfect in its kind, as satisfying to the sense of

taste, as the birds and the flowers are to the senses

of sight and hearing and smell. Blueberries are

good, but they are far away in July. Blackberries

are luscious when they are fully ripe, but that will

not be until August. Then the fishing will be over,

and the angler's hour of need will be past. The one
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thing that is lacking now beside thia mountain

itream ii some fruit more luscious and dainty than

grows in the tropics, to melt upon the lips and flU

the mouth with pleasure.

But that is what these cold northern woods will

not offer. They are too reserved, too lofty, too

puritanical to make provision for the grosser wants

of humanity. They are not friendly to luxury.

Just then, as I shifted my head to find a softer

pillow of moss after this philosophic and immoral

reflection. Nature gavi me her silent answer. Three

wild strawberries, nod'iing on their long stems,

hung over my face. It was an invitation to taste

and see that they » ^re good.

The berries were not the round and rosy ones

of the meadow, but the long, slender, dark crimson

ones of the forest. One, two, three ; no more on that

vine ; but each one as it touched my lips was a drop

of nectar and a crumb of ambrosia, a concentrated

essence of all the pungent sweetness of the wild-

wood, sapid, penetrating, and delicious. I tasted

the odour of a hundred blossoms and the green

shimmering of innumerable leaves and the sparkle
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of lifted unbcami anil the breath of highland

breeze* and the long of many birdi and the mur-

mu' of flowing ttreanu,—all in a wild itrawberrjr.

Do you remember, in The Compleat Angler, a

remark which Isaak Walton quotes from a certain

"Doctor Bolder" about »trawbcrric«? "Doubtleu,"

•aid that wi»e old man, "God could have ma'^e a

better I .ry, but doubtleu God never did."

Well, the wild strawberry is the one that God

made.

ink it would have been pleasant to know a

man ho could sum up his reflections upon the

imporbw.it question of berries in such a pithy

saying as that which Walton repeats. His tongue

must have been in close communication with his

heart. He must have had a fair sense of that

sprightly humour without which piety itself is

often insipid.

I have often tried to find out more about him,

and some day I hope I shall. But up to the present,

all that the books have told mc of this obscure sage

is that his name was William Butler, and that he
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was an eminent physician, sometimes called "the

yEsculapius of his age." He was born at Ipswich,

in 1535, and educated at Clare Hall, Cambridge;

in the neighbourhood of which town he appears

to have spent the most of his life, in high repute as

a practitioner of physic. He had the honour of doc-

toring King James the First after an accident on

the hunting field, and must have provod himself a

pleasant old fellow, for the king looked him up at

Cambridge the next year, and spent an hour in his

lodgings. Tliis wise phjsician also invented a

medicinal beverage called "Doctor Buti ' Ale."

I do not quite like the sound of it, but perhaps it

was better than its name. This much is sure, at all

events: either it was really a harmless drink, or

else the doctor must have confined its use entirely

to his patients ; for he lived to the ripe age of

eighty-three years.

Between the time when William Butler first

needed the services of a physician, in 1535, and

the time when he last prescribed for a patient, in

1618, there was plenty of trouble in England.

Bloody Queen Mary sat on the throne; and there
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were all kinds of quarrels about religion and poli-

tics ; and Catholics and Protestants were killing one

another in the name of God. After that the red-

haired Elizabeth, called the Virgin Queen, wore the

crown, and waged triumphant war and tempestuous

love. Then fat James of Scotland was made king

of Great Britain ; and Guy Fawkes tried to blow

him up with gunpowder, and failed ; and the king

tried to blow out all the pipes in England with his

Counterblast Against Tobacco; but he failed too.

Somewhere about that time, early in the seven-

teenth century, a very small event happened. A
new berry was brought over from Virginia,—Fra-

grari Virginiana,~a.nA then, amid wars and

rumours of wars, Doctor Butler's happiness was
secure. That new berry was so much richer and

sweeter and more generous than the familiar Fra-

graria vesca of Europe, that it attracted the sin-

cere interest of all persons of good taste. It

inaugurated a new era in the history of the straw-

berry. The long lost masterpiece of Paradise

was restored to its true place in the affections of

man.
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Is there not a touch of merry contempt for all

the vain controversies and conflicts of humanity

in tlie grateful ejaculation with which the old doc-

tor greeted that peaceful, comforting gift of

Providence?

"From this time forward," he seems io say, "the

fates cannot beggar me, for I have eaten straw-

berries. With every Maytime that visits this dis-

tracted island, the white blossoms with hearts of

gold will arrive. In every June the red drops of

pleasant savour will hang among the scalloped

leaves. The children of this world may wrangle and

give one another wounds that even my good ale

cannot cure. Nevertheless, the earth as God created

it is a fair dwelling and full of comfort for all who

have a quiet mind and a thankful heart. Doubtless

God might have made a better world, but doubtless

this is the world He made for us; and in it He
planted the strawberry."

Fine old doctor ! Brave philosopher of cheerful-

ness ! The Virginian berry should Iiave been brought

to England sooner, or you should have lived longer,

at least to a hundred years, so that you might have
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welcomed a score of strawberry-seasons with grati-

tude and an epigram.

Since that time a great change has passed over

the fruit which Doctor Butler praised so well. That

product of creative art which Divine wisdom did not

choose to surp" s, human industry has laboured to

improve. It has grown immensely in size and sub-

stance. The traveller from America who steams into

Qucenstown harbour in early summer is presented

(for a consideration) witli a cabbage-leaf full of

pale-hued berries, sweet and juicy, any one of which

would outbulk a dozen of those that used to grow

in Virginia when Pocahontas was smitten with the

charms of Captain John Smith. They arc superb,

those light-tinted Irish strawberries. And there are

wonderful new varieties developed in "-he gardens

of New Jersey and Rhode Island, w...eh compare

with the ancient berries of the woods and meadows

as Leviathan with a minnow. The huge crimson

cushions hang among the plants so thick that they

seem like bunches of fruit with a few leaves at-

tached for ornament. You can satisfy your hunger

in such a berry-patch in ten minutes, while out in
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tlic field you must pick for half an hour, and in

tlie forest tlirice as long, before you can fill a small

tin cup.

Yet, after all, it is questionable whether men have

really bettered God's chef d'ocuvre in the berry line.

They have enlarged it and made it more plentiful

and more certain in its har\'est. But sweeter, more

fragrant, more poignant in its flavour.' \o. The
wild berry still stands first in its subtle gusto.

Size is not the measure of excellence. Perfection

lies in quality, not in quantity. Concentration en-

hances pleasure, gives it a point so that it goes

deeper.

Is not a ten-inch trout better than a ten-foot

sturgeon? I would rather read a tiny essay by
Charles Lamb than a five-hundred page libel on life

by a modem British novelist who shall be nameless.

Flavour is the priceless quality. Style is the thing

that counts and is remembered, in literature, in art,

and in berries.

No Joninda, nor Triumph, nor Victoria, nor any
other high-titled fruit that ever took the first prize

at an agricultural fair, is half so delicate and satis-
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f^-ing as the wild strawberry that dropped into my
mouth, under the hemlock tree, beside the Swift-
water.

A touch of surprise is essential to perfect
sweetness.

To get what you have been wishing for Is pleas-
ant; but to get what you have not been sure of,

makes the pleasure tingle. A new door of happi-
ness is opened when you go out to hunt for some-
thing and discover it with your own eyes. But there
is an experience even better than that. When you
have stupidly forgotten (or despondently forgone)
to look about you for the unclaimed treasures and
unearned blessings which are scattered along the
by-ways of life, then, sometimes by a special „,ercy,
a small sample of them is quietly laid before you so
that you cannot help seeing it, and it brings you
back to a sense of the joyful possibilities of liv-ng.

How full of enjoyment is the searcli .-xfter wild
things,-wild birds, wild flowers, wild honey, wil.l

berries! There was a country club on Storm King
Mountain, above the Hudson River, where they
used to celebrate a festival of flowers every spring.
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Men and women who had conservatories of their

own, full of rare plants and costly orchids, came

together to admire the gathered blossoms of tlie

woodlands and meadows. But the people who had

the best of the entertainment were the boys and

girls who wandered through the thickets and down

the brooks, pushed their way into the tangled

copses and crept venturesomely across the swamps,

to look for the flowers. Some of the seekers may have

had a few gray hairs ; but for that day at least they

were all boys and girls. Nature was as young as ever,

and they were all her children. Hand touched hand

without a glove. The hidden blossoms of friendship

unfolded. Laughter and merry shouts and snatches

of half-forgotten song rose to the lips. Gay adven-

ture sparkled in the air. School was out and nobody

listened for tlie bell. It was just a day to live, and

be natural, and take no thought for the morrow.

There is great luck in this affair of looking for

flowers. I do not see how any one who is prejudiced

against games of chance can consistently under-

take it.

For my own part, I approve of garden flowers
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because they arc so orderly and so certain; but

wild flowers 1 love, just because there is so much
chance about them. Nature is all in favour of cer-

tainty in great laws and of uncertainty in small

events. You cannot appoint the day and the place

for her flower-shows. If you happen to drop in at

the right moment she will give you a free admis-

sion. But even then it seems as if the table of beauty

had been spread for the joy of a higher visitor, and

in obedience to secret orders which you have not

heard.

Have you ever found the fringed gentian?

"Jud before the snmes.

There cartw a purple creature

That lavished all the hill;

And aummer hid her forehead.

And mockery was still.

The frosts were her amdilion:

The Tijrian would not come

Until the i^orth evoked her,—
'Creator, shall I bloom?'"

There are strange freaks of fortune in the find-

ing of wild flowers, and curious coincidences which
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make us feel us if some one were pluying friendly

tricks on us. I remember rcuiling, one evening in

May, a passage in a good Ixrak called The Proces-

sion of the Flox'crs, in which Colonel Higginson

describee the singular luck that a friend of his en-

joyed, year after year, in finding the rare blossoms

of the double rueanemonc. It setms that this man
needed only to take a walk in the suburt>s of any

town, and he would come upon a bed of these

flowers, without effort or design. I envied him his

good fortune, for I had never discovered even one

of them. But the next morning, as I strolled out

to fish the Swiftwater, down below Billy Lems's

spring-house I found a green bank in the shadow

of the wood all bespangled with tiny, trembling,

twofold stars,—double rueanemones, for luck! It

was a favourable omen, and that day I came home

with a creel full of trout.

The theory that Adam lived out in the woods

for some time before he was put into the garden

of Eden "to dress it and to keep it" has an air of

probability. How else shall we account for the arbo-

real instincts that cling to his posterity?
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There is a wilding strain in our blood that all

the civilization in the world will not eradicate. I
never knew a real boy-or. for that matter, a girl
worth knowing-who would not rather climb a tree,

any day, than walk up a golden stairway.

It is a touch of this instinct, I suppose, that
makes it more delightful to fish in the most insig-

nificant of free streams than in a carefully stocked
and preserved pond, where the fish are brought up
by hand and fed on minced liver. Such elaborate
precautions to ensure good luck extract all the spice
from the sport of angling. Casting the fly in such
a pond, if you hooked a fish, you might expect to
hear the keeper say, "Ah, that is Charles, we wiU
play him and put him back, if you please, sir; for
the master is very fond of him,"-or, "Now you
have got hold of Edward ; iet us land him and keep
him; he is three years old this month, and just
ready to be eaten." It would seem like taking trout
out of cold storage.

Who could find any pleasure in angling for the
tame carp in the fish-pool of Fontainebleau? They
gather at the marble steps, those venerable, courtly
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fi.sti, to receive tlieir riiHonN; nnil tlierc arc veterans

among them, in ancient livery, witli fringes of green

moss on their sliouhlera, who could tell yoa pretty

talcs of being fed by the white hands of maids of

lionour, or even of nibbling their crumbs of bread

from the jewelled fingers of u princess.

Tlierc is no sport in bringing pets to the table. It

may be necessary sometimes; but the true sports-

man would always prefer to leave the unpleasant

task of execution to menial hands, while he goes out

into the wild country to capture his game by his own

skill,—if he has good luck. I would rather run some

risk in this enterprise (even as the young Tobias

did, when the voracious pike sprang at him from

the waters of the Tigris, and would have devoured

him but for the friendly instruction of the piscatory

Angel, who taught Tobias how to land the mon-

ster),—I would far rather take any number of

chances in my sport than have it domesticated to

the point of dulness.

The trim plantations of trees which are called

"forests" in certain parts of Europe—scientifically

pruned and tended, counted every year by uni-
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f<.m,e,l f.,rostcrs, „„,1 ,Iefen,lo,I nRuinst all possible
<lq.re,iutions—,,rc n<l.„ir«bl.. un.l useful in their

»"y; but tlicv lack tbc noetic enchantment of the
fr..gn>cnts of native w„o.lia„d wliich linger nn.ong
the Adirondack., and the White Mountain-, or the
vast, shaffg^,, sj-lvan wildernesses wlnVh hide the
lakes and rivers of Canada. These Laurentian Hills
lie in \o Man's Land. Here jou do not need to keep
to the path, for there is none. You may make your
own trail, whithersoever fancy leads you; and at
night you may pitch your tent under any tree that
looks friendly and firm.

Here, if anywhere, you shall find Dryads, and
Naiads, and Oreads. And if you chance to see one,
by moonlight, combing her Ion- hair Inside the
glimmering waterfall, or slipping silently, with
gleaming shoulders, through the grove of silver

birches, you may call her by the name that pleases
you best. She is all your own discovery. There is no
social directory in the wilderness.

One side of our nature, no doubt, finds its satis-

faction ,n the rejfular, t),e proper, the conventional.

But there is another siue of our nature, underneath,
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that take diliglit in the .tr.inKi., the free, the ipon-
tnncous. Wc like lo di.covcr what »c call a Uw of
Niiture, and make our calculation» about it, and
harness the force which lies behind it for our own
purponc.. But wc ta«tc u different kind of joy
when an event occur* whicli nobody Idw forenccn or
counted upon. It tecnM like an evidence thot there

i« BomethinK 'i tlic world which in alive and my.-
teriouii and uiitrainnivllcd.

The weather-prophet tells us of nn approaching

storm. It comes according to the programme. We
admire the accuracy of the prediction, and con-

gratulate ourselves that we have such a good mete-

orological service. But when, perchance, a bright,

crystalline piece of weather arrives instead of the

foretold tempest, do we not feel a secret sense of

pleasure which goes beyond our mere comfort in

the sunshine? The whole affair is not as easy as a

sum in simple addition, after all,—at least not with

our present knowledge. It is a good joke on the

Weather Bureau. "Aha, Old Probabilities!" we say,

"you don't know it all yet; there are still some
chances to be taken !"
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Some day, I ,„,,,„,,,., ,u| ,|,i„^ ;„ t,,^. ,^^,^^^.^.^_^

above, and in tl.c cHrtli bcncatl,, ai„l i„ ti.e lK.„rr,

«f fill- men ami women wlio .Imll |„.(«,.^,,|. „.j|| ,^.

invctiKatod and t.xj.lained. We ,1,„1| live a p^.^.

(ectly ordered life, with no n.ci.lent,. liappy or
unlwippy. Kver>bo,lj. will act a,.n,rdi„K to rule,

'"id there will bo no .lotted lines „n the ,n«p of
human existence, no re^ons marke.l "unexplored."
I'erhap, that golden age of the machine will come,
Imt you and I will hanllv live to see It. An.l if that
.eem. to you a matter for tears, you must .1., your
own weeping, for I cannot find it in my heart to add
a single drop of regret.

The results of e.lmafion and s„oi.:l discipline ,:

humanity arc fine. It is a good thing that we can
count u,K,n them. But at the same time let us re-

joice in the play of native traits and in.lividual

vagaries. Cultivated n.anners are admirable, yet
there is a sudden touch of inborn grace and cour-
tesy that goes beyond them all. Xo array of accom-
plishments can rival the charm of an unsuspected
gift of nature, brought suddenly to light. I once
heard a peasant girl singing down the Trauiithal,
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and the echo of licr song outlives, in the hearing of
my heart, all memories of the grand opera.

The harvest of the gardens and the orchards, the

result of pnident planting and patient cultivation,

is full of sr.tisfaction. We anticipate it in due sea-

son, and when it comes we fill our mouths and are

grateful. But pray, kind Providence, let me slip

over the fence out of the garden now and then, to

shake a nut-tree that grows untended in the wood.
Give me liberty to put off my black coat for a day,
and go a-fishing on a free stream, and find by
chance a wild strawberry.
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'//e inaitted that the love that waa of real value in Ifie world was n't inter-

egling. and that the love that viis inlerealiny uvi* n't alwaya admirable.
Love that happened to a peraon lii^e the meaalea or ftta, and waa really of
no particular credit to Uaelf or iia virtima, waa the sort that got into the

booka and waa made much of: whereaa the kind that waa attained by liie

endeavour of true aoula, and that Hud wear in it. and that made thinga go
rig/U instead of tangling them up, waa too much like duty to make aatia-

factory reading for people of aentiment."—]L. S, Maktin; My Coueia
A nifiony.
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1 HE first (lay of spring is one tiling, and the first

spring day is unotlicr. Tlie difference between them

is sometimes as great as a montli.

The first day of spring is due to arrive, if the

calendar does not break down, about the twenty-

first of March, when tlie cartli turns tlie corner

of Sun Alley and starts for Summer Street. But
the first spring day is not on the time-table at all.

It comes when it is ready, and in the latitude of New
York this is usually not till after AH Fools' Day.

About this time,

—

"When chinks in April's windy dome

Let through a day of June,

And foot and thought incline to roam.

And every sound 's a tune,"—

it is the habit of the angler who lives in town to

prepare for the labours of the approaching sea-

son by longer walks or bicycle-rides in tlie parks,

or along the riverside, or in tlie somewhat de-
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moralized Edens of tlie suburbs. In the course

of these vernal peregrinations and circumrota-

tions, I observe that lovers of various kinds begin

to occupy a notable place in the landscape.

The burnished dove puts a livelier iris around

his neck, and practises fantastic bows and aniour-

ous quicksteps along the verandah of the pigeon-

house and on every convenient roof. The young
male of the human species, less gifted in the mat-
ter of rainbows, does his best with a gay cravat,

and turns the thoughts which circulate above it

towards the securing or propitiating of a best girl.

The objects of these more or less brilliant atten-

tions, doves and girls, show a becoming reciprocity,

and act in a way which leads us to infer (so far as

inferences hold good in the mysterious legion of

female conduct) that they are not seriously dis-

pleased. To a rightly tempered mind, pleasure is

a pleasant sight. And the philosophic observer who
could look upon this spring sp.^ctacle of the lovers

with any but friendly feelings would be indeed

what the great Dr. Samuel Johnson called " a per-

son not to be envied."
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Far be it from iiic to fall into sucli a desiccated

and supercilious mood. My small olive-branch of

fancy will be withered, in truth, and ready to drop

budless from the tree, when I cease to feel a mild

delight in the billings and cooings of the little

birds that separate from the flocks to fly together

in pairs, or in the uninstructive but mutually satis-

factory converse which Strcphon holds with Chloe

while thej- dally along the primrose path.

I am glad that even the stony and tumultuous

city affords some opportunities for these amiable

observations. In the month of April there is hardly

a clump of shrubbery in the Central Park which

will not serve as a trysting-place for yellow warb-

lers and catbirds just home from their southern

tours. At the same time, you shall see many a

bench, designed for the accommodation of six per-

sons, occupied at the sunset hour by only two, and

apparently so much too small for them that they

cannot avoid a little crowding.

These are infallible signs. Taken in conjunc-

tion with the eruption of tops and marbles among

the small boys, and the purchase of fishing-tackle
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and golf-clubs by the old boys, they certify us that

the vernal equinox has arrived, not only in the

celestial regions, but also in the heart of man.

I have been reflecting of late upon the relation

of lovers to the landscape, and questioning whether

art has given it quite the same place as that which

belongs to it ir. nature. In fiction, for example, and

in the drama, and in music, I have some vague

misgivings tliat romantic love has come to hold a

moro prominent and a more permanent position

than it fills in real life.

This is dangerous ground to venture upon, even

in the most modest and deprecatory way. The man

who expresses an opinion, or even a doubt, on this

subject, contrary to the ruling traditions, will have

a swarm of angry critics buzzing about him. He

will be called a heretic, a heathen, a cold-blooded

freak of nature. As for the woman who hesitates

to subscribe all the thirty-nine articles of romantic

love, if such a one dares to put her reluctance into

words, she is certain to be accused either of un-

womanly ambition or of feminine disappointment.
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Let us make haste, then, to get back for safety

to t le ornithological aspect of the subject. Here
there can be no penalties for heresy. And here I

make bold to avow my conviction that the pairing
season is not the only point of interest in the life

of the birds; nor is the instinct by which they mate
altogether and beyond comparison the noblest pas-
sion that stirs their feathered breasts.

'T is true, the time of mating is their prettiest

season; but it is very short. How little we should
know of the drama of their airy life if we had eyes
only for this brief scene ! Their finest qualities come
out in the patient cares that protect the young in

the nest, in the varied struggles for existence

through the changing year, and in the incredible

heroisms of the annual migrations. Herein is a
parable.

It may be observed further, without fear of re-

buke, that the behaviour of the different kinds of
birds during the prevalence of romantic love is not
always equally above reproach. The courtship of
English sparrows-blustering, noisy, vulgar-is a
sight to offend the taste of every gentle on-looker.m
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Some birilx roitorutc ami vocif. niti' tlu'ir l.)Vc-«ongii

in It fiisliion timt displays tluir iiicoiisidcmti'iicsfi

us well US their iKnorniicc of nmsic. This triiit is

most marked in domestic fowls. There was a guinea-

cock, once, that chose to do his wooing close under

the window of a farm-house where I was lo<lged.

He had no regard for my hours of sleep or medita-

tion. His amatory click-clack preventeil the morn-
ing and wrecked the tranquillity of the evening. It

was o<lious, l)rutal,—worse, it was absolutely

thoughtless. Herein is another parable.

Let us admit cheerfulU "lat lovers have a place

in the landscape and lend u charm to it. This does

not mean that they arc to take up all the room
there is. Suppose, for example, that a pair of them,

on Go; t Island, put themselves in such a position

as to completely block out your view of Niagara.
You cannot regard them with gratitude. They
even become a little tedious. Or suppose that you
are visiting at a countr, -house, and you find that
you must not enjoy the moonlight on the verandah
because Augustus and Amanda arc murmuring in

one corner, and that you must not go into the
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K»r.l<n liecausc Louis iiml L\,.,.W. ,m there, mxl
tlmt ^ou cannot Imvc n h,u| „„ tlic lake because

Hicliard and Rebecca have taken the Jmat.

Of course, unless jou happen to be a selfish ohi

curnuKlgeon, vou rejoice, by s.vnipatliy, in tlic

Imppiness of tiiesc estimable younR people. Hut
you fail to see why it should cover so much ground.
Why should they not pool their interests, and

"11 ffo out in tlie boat, or all walk in the garden,
or all .^it on the verandah? Then there would be
room for somebody else about the place.

In old times you could rely upon lovers for re-

tirement. But nowadays their role seems to be a
bold ostentation of their condition. They rely upon
other people to do the timid, shrinking part. So-
ciety, in America, is arranged principally for their

convenience; and whatever portion of the land-
scape strikes their fancy, they preempt and occupy.

All this goes upon the presumption that romantic
love is really the only important interest in life.

This train of thought was illuminated, the other

night, by an incident which befell me at a party.

It was an assembly of men, drawn together by their
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riiiiiiiiDii (Ic'viitiiin to the BjMjrt of cnnocmg. There

wire only tliroo or four of the Keiitler wx present

(lis honorary inniilwrs), mul only one of wlioin it

could Ijo HUspecfnl fhiit she wiis at tliat time »

victim or an ohjcit of the t<-n<lir jmiision. In tlie

c-oiirsc of the eviriinjr, hy way of diversion to our

di.sputntions on keels and centreljoards, canvas and

hirch-hark, cedar-w<M)d and bass-wood, puddles and

steerinK-Kear, a fine younj? Apollo, with .i big,

manly voice, sang us a few songs. But lie did not

chant the joys of weatlicring a sudden squall, or

running a rajiid feather-white with foam, or float-

ing down a long, quiet, ehn-bowered river. Not

all. His songs were full of sighs and yearnings,

languid lips and slieep's-eyes. His powerful voice

informed us that crowns of thorns seemed like gar-

lands of roses, and kisses were as sweet as samples

of lieavcn, and various other curious sensations

were experienced ; and at the end of every stanza

the reason was stated, in tones of thunder

—

"Because I lore you, dear."

Even if true, it seemed inappropriate. How
foolish the average audience in a drawing-room
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look, wliilc it i, |i,fcninK »" i.a«M„n,»tc lovc-.lit-

lie»! And yet I .uppco the .inRiT cl,o,e thcHo
»on«s not from any nmllcc ufon-thouKht, but .im-
ply becau,e .ong, of thin kin.l are «. abundant that
•t "•« next to impossible to find anything else in the
«hop«.

In regard to novels, the .ituation i, ahnost a.
.liscouraging. T..n love-stories are printed to one
of any other kind. We have a standing invitation
to consider the tribulations and difficulties of so,„c
young man or young woman in finding a mate It
nmst be admitted that the subject has its capa-
bilities of interest. Nature has her us., for the
lover, and she gives him an excellent part to play
in the drama of life. But is this tantamount to say-
ing that his interest is perennial and all-absorbing,
and that his -,„ „„ the stage is the only one that
18 signifir-.! . ;,,•; :,ieworthy?

Life is much too large to be expressed in the
terms of a single passion. Friendship, patriotism.
I.arental tenderness, filial devotion, the ardour of
adventure, the thirst for knowledge, the ecstasy of
rehg.o„.-these all have their dwelling in the
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heart of man. They mould character. They control

conduct. They are stars of destiny shining in the

inner firmament. And if art would truly hold the

mirror up to nature, it must reflect these greater

and lesser lights that rule the day and the night.

How many of the plays that divert and misin-

form the modern theatre-goer turn on the pivot

of a love-affair, not always pure, but generally

simple! And how many of those that are imported

from France proceed upon the theory that the

Seventh is the only Commandment, and that the

principal attraction of hfe lies in the opportunity

of breaking it! The matinee-girl is not likely to

have a very luminous or truthful idea of existence

floating around in her pretty little head.

But, after ail, the great plays, those that take

the deepest hold upon the heart, like Hamlet and

King Lear, Macbeth and Othello, are not love-

plays. And the most charming comedies, like The
Winter's Tale, and The Rivals, and Rip Van

Winkle, are chiefly memorable for other things than

love-scenes.

Even in novels, love shows at its best when it does
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not absorb the whole plot. Loma Doone i a lovers'

story, but ere is a blessed minimum of spooning
in it, and always enough of working and fighting
to keep the air clear and fresh. Tlie Heart of Mid-
lothian, and Hi/patia, and liomola, and The Cloi,-
ter and the Hearth, and John Inglesant, and The
Three Musketeers, and Notre Dame, and Peace and
War, and Quo F«i;,,_these are great novels be-
cause they are much more than tales of romantic
love. As for Henry Esmond, (which seems to me
the best of all,) certainly "love at first sight"
does not play the finest role in that book.

There are good stories of our own day—pa-
thetic, humourous, entertaining, powerful—in
which the element of romantic love is altogether
subordinate, or even imperceptible. The Rise of
Silas Lapham does not owe its deep interest to
the engagement of the very charming young peo-
ple who enliven it. Madame Delphine and Ole
'Stracted are perfect stories of their kind. I would
not barter The Jungle Books for a hundred of The
Brushwood Boy.

The truth is that love, considered merely as the
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preference of one persoi. for another of the oppo-

site sex, is not "the greatest thing in the world."

It becomes great only when it leads on, as it often

does, to heroism and self-sacrifice and fidelity. Its

chief value for art (the interpreter) lies not in

itself, but in its quickening relation to the other

elements of life. It must be seen and shown in its

due proportion, and in harmony with the broader

landscape.

Do you believe that in all the world there is only

one woman specially created for each man, and that

the order of the universe will be hopelessly askew

unless these two needles find each other in the hay-

stack? You believe it for yourself, perhaps; but do

you believe it for Tom Johnson? You remember

what a terrific disturbance he made in the summer

of 189-, at Bar Harbor, about EUinor Brown, and

how he ran away with her in September. You have

also seen them together (occasionally) at Lenox

and Newport, since their marriage. Are you hon-

estly of the opinion that if Tom had not married

EUinor, these two young lives would have been a

total wreck?
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Adam Smith, in Us book on The Moral Senti-

menu, goes so far as to say that "love is not inter-

esting to the observer because it is an affection of
the imagination, into which it is difficult for a third

party to enter." Something of the same kind oc-

curred to me in regard to Tom and Ellinor. Yet
I would not have presumed to suggest this thought
to either of them. Nor would I have quoted in their

hearing the melancholy and frigid prediction of
Ralph Waldo Emerson, to the effect that they
would some day discover "that all which at first

drew them together—those once sacred features,

that magical play of charm—was deciduous."

Deciduous, indeed.? Cold, unpleasant, botanical

word! Rather would I prognosticate for the lovers

something perennial,

"A sober certainty of waking bliss,"

to survive the evanescence of love's young dream.
Ellinor should turn out to be a woman like the

Lady Elizabeth Hastings, of whom Richard
Steele wrote that "to love her was a Uberal educa-
tion." Tom should prove that he had in him the
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lasting stuff of a true man and a hero. Then it

would make little difference whether their conjunc-

tion had been eternally prescribed in the book of

fate or not. It would be evidently a fit match, made

on earth and illustrative of heaven.

But even in th° making of such a match as this,

the various stages of attraction, - 'atuation, and

appropriation should not be displaced too promi-

nently before the world, nor treated as events of

overwhelming importance and enduring moment. I

would m'- counsel Tom and Ellinor, in the mid-

summer * their engagement, to have their photo-

graphs taken together in affectionate attitudes.

The pictures of an imaginary kind which deal

with the subject of romantic love are, almost with-

out exception, fatuous and futile. The inanely

amatory, with their languishing eyes, weary us.

The endlessly osculatory, with their protracted

salutations, are sickening. Even when an air of sen-

timental propriety is thrown about them by some

such title as "Wedded" or "The Honeymoon," they

fatigue us. For the most part, they remind me of

the remark which the Commodore made upon a cer-
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tttin painting of Jupiter and lo which hangs in the

writing-room of the Contrary Club.

"Sir," said that gently picrc'ng critic, "that

picture is equally unsatisfactory to the artist, to

t" e moralist, and to the voluptuary."

Nevertheless, having made a clean breast of my
misgivings and reservations on the subject of lovers

and landscape, t will now confess that the whole

of my doubts do not weigh much against my un-

reasoned faith in romantic love. At heart I am no

infidel, but a most obstinate believer and devotee,

^ly seasons of skepticism are transient. They are

connected with a torpid liver and aggravated by

confinement to a sedentary life and enforced absti-

nence from angling. Out-of-doors, I return to a

saner and happier frame of mind.

As my wheel rolls along the Riverside Drive in

the golden glow of the sunset, I rejoice that the

episode of Charles Henry and Matilda Jane has

not been omitted from the view. This vast and

populous city, with all its passing show of life,

would be little better than a waste, howling wilder-
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nesa if we could not catch a glimpse, now and then,

of young people falling in love in the good old-

fashioned way. Even on a trout-stream, I have seen

nothing prettier than the sight upon which 1 once

came suddenly as I was fishing down the Nevcrsink.

A boy was kneeling beside the brook, and a girl

was giving him a drink of water out of her rosy

hands. They stared with wonder and compassion

at the wet and solitary angler, wading down the

stream, as if he were some kind of a mild lunatic.

But as I glanced discreetly at their small tableau,

I was not unconscious of the new joy that came

into the landscape with the presence of

" A lover and his lass."

I knew how sweet the water tasted from that

kind of a cup. I also have lived in Arcadia, and

have not forgotten the way back.
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A FATAL SUCCESS

BeEKMAN DE PEYSTER was probably the
most passionate and triumphant fisherman in the

Petrine Club. He angled with the same dash and
confidence that he iiirew into his operations in the

stock-market. He was sure to be the first man to

get his flies on the water at the opening of the sea-

son. And when we came together for our faU meet-

ing, to compare notes of our wanderings on various

streams and make up the fish-stories for the year,

Beekman was almost always "high hook." We ex-

pected, as a matter of course, to hear that he had
taken the most and the largest fish.

It was so with everything that he undertook. He
was a masterful man. If there was an unusually

large trout in a river, Beekman knew about it before

any one else, and got there first, and came home with

the fish. It did not make him unduly proud, because

there was nothing uncommon about it. It was his
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habit to succeed, and all the rc»t of ua were hard-

ened to it.

When he married Cornelia Cochrane, we were

consoled for our partial loss by the apparent fit-

ness and brilliancy of the match. If Bcckman was a

masterful man, Cornelia was certainly what you

might call a mistrcssful woman. She had been the

head of her house since she was eighteen years old.

She carried her good looks like the family plate;

and when she came into tlie breakfast-room and said

good-morning, it was with an air as if she pre-

sented every one with a check for a thousand dol-

lars. Her tastes were accepted as judgments, and

her preferences had the force of laws. Wherever

she wanted to go in the summer-time, there the

finger of household destiny pointed. At Newport,

at Bar Harbour, at Lenox, at Southampton, she

made a record. When she was joined in holy wed-

lock to Beckman Dc Peyster, her father and mother

heaved a sigh of satisfaction, and settled down for

a quiet vacation in Cherry Valley.

It was in the second su mer after the wedding

that Beekman admitted to a few of his ancient
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Pctrinc cronies, in moment, of confidence (unju.ti-
fiablc. but natural), tliut lii, wife had one fault.

"It ia not exactly a fault," he .aid, "not a po.i-
tivc fault, you know. It i. ju.t a kind of a defect,

due to her education, of couwe. In evcrythinK el.c

Hhe'8 magnificent. But she doc n't care for fishing.

She .ay. it 's .tupid,-can't .ee why any one .hould
like the wood.,^all. camping out the lunatic'.

diver.ion. It '. ruther awkward for a man with ray
habits to have hi. wife take such a view. But it can
be changed by training. I intend to educate her
and convert her. I shall make an angler of h^ryet."
And so he did.

The new education wa. begun in the Adiron-
dacks, and the first lesson was given at Paul Smith's.
It was a complete failure.

Bcekman persuaded her to come out with hi.n
for a day on Meacham River, and promised to
convince her of the charm of angling. She wore a
ncv. gown, fawn-colour and violet, with a picture-
hat, very taking. But the Meacham River trout was
shy that day; not even Beekman could induce him
to rise to the fly. ^at the trout lacked in con-
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fidrnrc the moaquitocA more than made up. Mra.

Dc Pcyntcr came home much aunbiimetl, and ex-

premed a hij^hly unfavourable opinion of flailing

ai an amuaemcnt and of Mcacham River ai a resort.

"The nice people don't come to the Adirondacka

to fish," aaid ahc; "they come to talk about the

fiahing twenty yeara ago. Beaidca, w1: -l Jo you wont

to catch that trout for? If you do, the other men

will say you bought it, and the hotel will have to

put in a new one for the rest of the season."

The following year Beekman tried Mooschcad

Lake. Heri^ 'w found an atmosphere more favour-

able to I'll, plan of education. There were ii good

many people who really flalicd, and short expedi-

tions in the woods were quite fashionable. Cornelia

had a cnmping-rostume of tlic niopt approved style

made by Dewlap on Fifth Avenue,—pearl-gray

with linings of rose-silk,—and consented to go with

her husband on n trip up Moose River. They pitched

their tent the first evening at the mouth of Misery

Stream, and a storm came on. The rain sifted

through the canvas in a fine spray, and Mrs. De

Peyster sat up all night in a waterproof cloak,
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A FATAL S U C CESS
holding iin umbrella. The next day they were back

at the hotel in time for lunch.

"It wild horrid," «hc fold her most intimntc

friend, "jicrfcctly horrid. The idea of ilccpinR in a

ihowcr-bath, and eating your breakfint from a tin

plate, just for sake of catching a few silly fish!

Why not send your guides out to get them for

you?"

But, in spite of this profession of obstinate

heresy, Bcckman obseri'ed with secret joy that there

were signs, before the end of the season, that Cor-

nelia was drifting a little, a very little but still per-

ceptibly, in the direction of a change of heart. She

began to take an interest, as the big trout came

along in September, in the reports of the catches

made by the different anglers. She would saunter

out with the other people to the comer of the

porch to see the fish weighed and spread out on the

grass. Several times she went with Beckman in the

canoe to Hardscrabble Point, and showed distinct

evidences of pleasure when he caught large trout.

The last day of the season, when he returned from

a successful expedition to Roach River and Lily
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Bay, she inquired with some particularity about the

results of his sport ; and in the evening, as the com-

pany sat before the great open fire in the hall of

the hotel, she was heard to use this information with

considerable skill in putting down Mrs. Minot Pea-

body of Boston, who was recounting the details of

her husband's catch at Spencer Pond. Cornelia was

not a person to be contented with the back seat, even

in fish-stories.

When Bcekman observed these indications he was

much encouraged, and resolved to push his edu-

cational experiment briskly forward to his custom-

ary goal of success.

"Some things can be done, as well as othei ," he

said in his masterful way, as three of us were walk-

ing home together after the autumnal dinner of the

Petrine Club, whicli he always attended as a gradu-

ate member. "A real fisherman never gives up. I

told you I'd make an angler out of my wife ; and

so I will. It has been rather difficult. She is 'dour'

in rising. But she's beginning to take notice of the

fly now. Give me another season, and I'll have her

landed."
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Good old Beekman! Little did he think— But

I must not interrupt the story with moral reflec-

tions.

The preparations that he made for his final effort

at conversion were thorough and prudent. He had
a private interview with Dewlap in regard to the

construction of a practical fishing-costume for a
lady, which resulted in something more reasonable

and workmanlike than had ever been turne-' out by
that famous artist. He ordered from Hook &
Catchett a lady's angling-outfit of the most enticing

description,—a split-bam'^no rod, light as a girl's

wish, and strong as a matron's will : an oxidized

silver reel, with a monogram on one side, and a
sapphire set in the handle for good luck; a book
of flies, of all sizes and colours, with the correct

names inscribed in gilt letters on each page. He
surrounded his favourite sport with an aureole of
elegance and beauty. And then he took Cornelia
in Septembe; to the Upper Dam at Rangcley.

She went reluctant. She arrived disgusted. She
stayed incredulous. She returned— Wait a bit, and
you shall hear how she returned.
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The Upper Dam at Rangelcy is the place, of all

others in the world, where the lunacy v,i angling

may be seen in its incurable stage. There is a cosy

little inn, called a camp, at the foot of a big lake.

In front of the inn is a huge dam of gray stone,

over which the river plunges into a great oval pool,

where the trout assemble in the early fall to per-

petuate their race. From the tenth of September to

the thirtieth, there is not an hour of the day or

night when there are no boats floating on that pool,

and no anglers trailing the fly across its waters.

Before the late fishermen are ready to come in at

midnight, the early fishermen may be seen creeping

down to the shore with lanterns in order to begin

before cock-crow. The number of fi.ih taken is not

large,—perhaps five or six for the whole company

on an average day,—but the size is sometimes enor-

mous,—nothing under three pounds is counted,

—

and they pervade thought and conversation at the

Upper Dam to the exclusion of every other subject.

There is no driving, no dancing, no golf, no tennis.

There is nothing to do but fish or die.

At first, Cornelia thought she would choose the
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latter alternative. But a remark of that skilful

and morose old angler, McTurk, which she over-
heard on the verandah after supper, changed her
mind.

"Women have no sporting instinct," said he.

"They only fish because they see men doing it. They
are imitative animals."

That same night she told Beekman, in the sub-
dued tone which the architectural construction of
the house imposes upon all confidential communi-
cations in the bedrooms, but with resolution in every
accent, that she proposed to go fisliing with him
on the morrow.

"But not en that pool, right in front of the
house, you understand. There must be some other
place, out on the lake, where we can fish for three

or four days, until I get the trick of this wobbly
rod. Then I'll show that old bear, McTurk, what
kind of an animal woman is."

Beekman was simply delifrted. Five days of dili-

gent practice at the mouth of Mill Brook brought
his pupil to the point where he pronounced her

safe.
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"Of course," lie sa-d patronizingly, "you have 'nt

learned all about it yet. That will take years. But

you can get your fly out thirty feet, and you can

keep the tip of your rod up. If you do that, the

trout will hook himself, in rapid water, eight times

out of ten. For playing him, if you follow my direc-

tions, you '11 be all right. We will try the pool to-

night, and hope for a medium-sized fish."

Cornelia said nothing, but smiled and nodded.

She had her own thoughts.

At about nine o'clock Saturday night, they an-

chored their bu it on the edge of the shoal where

the big eddy swings around, put out the lantern

and began to fish. Beekman sat in the bow of the

boat, with his rod over the left side ; Comeha in the

stem, with her rod over the right side. The night

was cloudy and very black. Each of them had put

on the largest possible fly, one a "Bee-Pond" and

the other a "Dragon ;" but even these were invisible.

They measured out the right length of line, and

let the flies drift back until they hung over the

shoal, in th' uurly water where the two currents

meet.
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There were three other hoats to the left of them.

McTurk was their only neiKhbo.ir in the darkness
on the right. Once they hearrl hi„, swearing softly
to himself, and knew that he had hooked and lost
a fish.

Away down at the tail of the pool, dimly visible

through the gloom, the furtive fisherman, Parsons,
had anchored his boat. No noise ever came from
that craft. If he wished to change his position, he
did not pull up the anchor and let it down again
with a bump. He simply lengthene,! or shortened
his anchor rope. There was no click of the reel
when he played a fish. He drew in and paid out
the line through the rings by hand, without a
sound. What he thought when a fish got away, no
one knew, for he never said it. He concealed his
angling as if it had been a conspiracy. Twice that
night they heard a faint splash in the water near
liis boat, and twice they saw him put his arm over
the side in the darkness and bring it back again
very quietly.

"That 's the second fish for Parsons," whisnered
Beekman, "what a secretive old Fortunatus he is!
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He knows more about fishing than any man on the

pool, and talks less."

Cornelia did not answer. Her thoughts were all

on the tip of her own rod. About eleven o'clock a

fine, drizzling rain set in. The fishing was very

slock. All the other boats gave it up in despair; but

Cornelia said she wanted to stay out a little longer,

they might as well finish up the week.

At precisely fifty minutes past eleven, Beckman

reeled up his line, and remarked with firmness that

the holy Sabbath day was almost at hand and they

ought to go in.

"Not till I 've landed this trout," said Cornelia.

"What? A trout ! Have you got one?"

"Certainly; I 've had him on for at least fif-

teen minutes. I 'm playing him Mr. Parsons'

way. You might as well light the lantern and

got the net ready; he 's coming in towards the

boat now."

Beekman broke three matches before he made

the lantern bum ; and when he held it up over the

gunwale, there was the trout sure enough, gleaming

ghostly pale in the dark water, close to the boat,
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A FATAL SUCCESS
and quite tired out. lie clipped the net over the
fish and drew it in,—a monster.

"I '11 carry that trout, if you please," said Cor-
nelia, as they stepped out of the bout; and she
walked into the eamp, on the last stroke of mid-
night, with the fish in her hand, and quietly asked
for the steelyard.

Eight pounds and fourteen ounces,—that was
the weight. Everybody was amazed. It was the
"best fish" of the year. Cornelia showed no sign
of e.xultation, until just as John was carrying the
trout to the ice-house. Then she flashed out:—
"Quite a fair imitation, Mr. AIcTurk,—is

n't it.?"

Now McTurk's best record for the last fifteen

years was seven pounds and twelve ounces.

So far as McTurk is concerned, this is the end
of the story. But not for the De Peysters. I wish it

were. Bcekman went to sleep that night with a
contented spirit. He felt that his experiment in

education had been a success. He had made his wife
an angler.

He had indeed, and to an extent which he little
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Buapccted. That Upper Dam trout was to her like

the first taste of blood to the tiger. It seemed to

change, at once, not so much her chaructcr as the

direction of her vital energy. She yielded to the

lunacy of angling, not by slow degrees, (as first a

transient delusioii, then a fixed idea, then a chronic

infirmity, finally a mild insanity,) but by a sudden

plunge into the most violent mania. So far from

being ready to die at Upper Dam, her desire now

was to live there—and to live solely for the sake

of fishing—as long as the season was open.

There were two hundred and forty hours left

to midnight on the thirtieth of September. At

least two hundred of these she spent on the pool;

and when Beekman was too exhausted to manage

the boat and the net and the lantern for her, she

engaged a trustworthy guide to take Beekman's

place while he slept. At the end of the last day

her score was twenty-three, with an average of five

pounds and a quarter. His score was nine, with an

overage of four pounds. He had succeeded far

beyond his wildest hopes.

The next year his success became even more
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astonishing. They went to the Titun Club in Can-
wl«. Tlie ugliest and most inaccessible sheet of
«uter in that territory is Lake Plmruoh. But it is

famous for the extraordinary fishing at a certain
•pot near the outlet, where there is just room
enough for one canoe. They camped on Lake Pha-
raoh for six weeks, by Mrs. De Peyster's connnand

;

and her canoe was always the first to reach the fish-

ing-ground in the morning, and the last to leave it

in the evening.

Some one asked him, when he returned to the
city, whether he had good luck.

"Quite fair," he tossed off in a careless way; "we
took over three hundred pounds."

"To your own rod?" asked the inquirer, in ad-
miration.

"No-o-o," said Beekman, "there were two
of us."

There were two of them, also, the following year,
when they joined the Natasheebo Salmon Club and
fished that celebrated river in Labrador. The cus-
tom of drawing lots every night for the water that
each member was to angle over the next day, seemed
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to be especially deiigned to fit the situation. Mrs.

De Pejrster could fiali her own pool and her hus-

band's too. The result of that year's fishing was

something phenomenal. She had a score that made
a paragraph in the newspapers and called out edi-

torial comment. One editor was so inadequate to the

situation as to entitle the article in which he de-

scribed her triumph "The Equivalence of Wom-
an." It was well-meant, but she was not at all pleased

with it.

She was now not merely an angler, but a "rec-

ord" angler of the most virulent type. Wherever

they went, she wanted, and she got, the pick of the

water. She seemed to be equally at home on all kinds

of streams, large and small. She would pursue the

little mountain-brook trout in the early spring, and

the Labrador salmon in July, and the huge speckled

trout of the northern lakes in September, with the

same avidity and resolution. All that she cared

for was to get the best and the most of the fish-

ing at each place where she angled. This she al-

ways did.

And Beekman,—^well, for him there were no more
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IcK »j.,.r«tion. from tl.c partner of hu life while
he went off to fl.h .ome favourite .trc«m. There
«ere no more home-comings „ftcr a good ,l«y',

port to find her clad in cool and dainty r,, ,„t on
the verandah, ready to welcome him witt, f, , „||v

badinage. There wa. not even any c. l„.. „f Ic
fly around Hardscrabble Point whiK sIk at i,, t|„

canoe reading a novel, looking up «,th nd.l in,!

pleasant interest when he caught a larger (isl, tUn
usual, as an older and wiser person looks at h el il,|

playing some innocent game. Those days of a
divided interest between man and wife were gone.
She was now fully converted, and more. Beekman
and Cornelia were one; and she was the one.

The last time I saw the De Peysters he was fol-

lowing her along the Beaverkill, carrying a land-
ing-net and a basket, but no rod. She paused for
a moment to exchange greetings, and then strode
on down the stream. He lingered for a few minutes
longer to light a pipe.

"Well, old man," I said, "you certainly have suc-

ceeded in making an angler of Mrs. De Peyster."

"Yes, indeed," he answered,—"have n't I?" Then
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he continued, after a few thoughtful puffs of

smoke, "Do you know, I 'm not quite so sure as I

used to be that fishing is the best of all sports. I

sometimes think of giving it up and going in for

croquet."
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"SiupflON.

—

Have you ever teen any American books on angling, f'Uherf

"FwHBH.—JVo. / do not think there are any published. Brother Jona-

than it not uti aufficiently civilized to produce anything origiruxl on the

gentle art. There is good trout-fishing in America, and the ttrrnmt,

which are all free, are much less fished than in our Island, 'from the

small number of gentlemen,' as an American uriler says, 'uho are at

leisure to give their time to it.'"—WiLUAH Andrew Chatto: The

Angler's Souvenir (London, 1835).
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FISHING IN BOOKS
That wise man and accomplished scholar, Sir
Henry Wotton. the friend of I,.ak Walton and
<unbassador of King James I. to the repoblic of
^'""^*' '"'' ''--"^to'ned to say that "he would
rather live five May months than forty Decem-
lx>rs. The reason for this preference was no secret
to those who knew him. It had nothing to do with
Br.t,sh or Venetian politics. It was simply because
December, with al] its domestic joys, is practically
a dead month in the angler's calendar.

His occupation is gone. The better sort of fish
are out of season. The trout are lean and haggard •

.t .s no trick to catch them and no treat to eat them
The salmon, all except the silly kelts, have run out
to sea, and the place of their habitation no „,a„
knoweth. There is nothing for the angler to do but
-a-t for the return of spring, and meanwhile en-
courage and sustain his patience with such small
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consolations in kind as a friendly Providence may

put within his reach.

Some solace may be found, on a day of crisp,

wintry woather, in the childish diversion of catch-

ing pickerel through the ice. Tisis method of

taking fish is practised on a large scale and with

elaborate machinery by men who supply the mar-

ket. I speak not of their commercial enterprise

and its gross equipage, but of ice-fishing in its

more sportive and desultory form, as it is pur-

sued by country boys and the incorrigible village

idler.

You choose for this pastime n pond where the ice

is not too thick, lest the labour of cutting through

sliould be discouraging; nor too thin, lest the

chance of breaking in should be embarrassing. You

then chop out, with almost any kind of a hatchet

or pick, a number of holes in the ice, making each

one six or eight inches in diameter, and placing

them about five or six feet apart. If you happen

to know the course of a current liowing through

the pond, or the location of a shoal frequented by
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minnows, you will do well to keep near it. Over each
hole you set a small contrivance called a -'tilt-up "
It consists of two sticks fastened in the middle, at
right angles to each other. The stronger of the two
is laid across the opening in the ice. The other is

thus balanced above the aperture, with a baited
hook and line attached to one end, while the other
end is adorned with a little flag. For choice, I would
have the flags red. They look gayer, and I imagine
they are more lucky.

When you have thus baited and set your tilt-ups
-twenty or thirty of them,-you may put on'

your skates and amuse yourself by gliding to and
fro on the smooth surface of the ice, cutting fibres
of eight and grapevines and diamond twists, while
you wait for the pickerel to begin their part of the
performance. They will let you know when they are
ready.

A fi»h, swimming around in the dim depths un-
der tho ice, sees one of your baits, fancies it, and
takes it u,. The moment he tries to run away with
it he tilt.s the little red flag i„to the air and waves
>t br -ward and forward. "Be quick!" he signals
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all unconsciously; "here I am; come and pull

me up!"

When tvo or three flags are fluttering at the

same moment, far apart on the pond, you must

skate with speed and haul \n your lines promptly.

How hard it is, sometimes, to decide which one

you will take first! That flag in the middle of tlie

pond has been waving for at least a minute; but

the other, in the comer of tlie bay, is tilting up and

down more violently : it must be a larger fish. Great

Dagon! there 's another red signal flying, away

over by the point! You hesitate, you make a few

strokes in one direction, then you whirl around and

dart the other way. Meantime one of the tilt-ups,

constructed with too short a cross-stick, has been

pulled to one side, and disapppurs in the hole. One

pickerel in the pond carries a flag. Another tilt-up

ceases to move and falls flat upon the ice. The bait

has been stolen. You dash desperately toward the

third flag and pull in the onlj- fish that is left,—

probably the smallest of them all

!

A surplus of opportunities does not insure the

best luck.
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A room with seven doors—like the famous apart-

ment in Washington's licudquarters at Newburgh
—IS an invitation to bewilderment. I would rather
sec one fair opening in life than be confused by
three dazzling chances.

There was a good story about fishing through
the ice which formed part of the stock-in-conversa-

tion of that ingenious woodsman, Martin Moody,
Esquire, of Big Tuppcr Lake. " 'T was a blame
cold day,' he said, "and the lines friz up stiffer 'n

a fence-wire, jus' as fast as I pulled 'em in, and
my fingers got so dum' frosted I could n't bait the

hooks. But the fish was thicker and hungrier 'n

flies in June. So I jus' took a piece of bait and held

it over one o' the holes. Every time a fish jumped
up to git it, I 'd kick him out en the ice. I tell ye,

sir, I kicked out more 'i, four hundred pounds of
pick'rel that morning. Yaas, 't was a big lot, I

'low, but then 't was a cold day! I jus' stacked 'em

up solid, like cordwood."

Let us now leave this frigid subject! Iced fish-

ing is but a chilling and unsatisfactory imitation of

real sport. The angler will soon turn from it with
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««ticty, an.; seek a better consolation for the winter
of \m discontent in the entertainment of fishing i„
books.

I!)

Akouno is the only ., >rt that boasts the hon-
our of having given a i .ssic to literature.

Izaak Walton's sue.
, ss with The CompUat i„-

gler was a fine illustration of fisherman's luck He
Bet out, with some aid from «„ adept in fly-fishing
and cookery, named Thomas Barker, to produce a
little "discourse of fish and fishing" which should
serve as a useful manual for quiet persons inclined
to follow the contemplative man's recreation. He
came home with a book which has made his name
beloved by ten generations of gentle readers, and
given h.m a secure place in the Pantheon of letters,

-not a haughty eminence, but a modest niche, all
Ins own, and ever adorned with grateful offerings
of fresh flowers.

This was great luck. But it was well-deserved,
and therefore it has not been grudged or envied.

Walton was a man so peaceful and contented,
so friendly in his disposition, and so innocent in
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"11 l.i» goings, that only three other writers, so far
as I know, have ever spoken ill of him.

One was that sour-complexioned Cromwellian
trooper, Richard Franck, who wrote in 16.58 an
envious hook ontitle.1 Xorthern Memoir., cakulated
for the Meridian of Scotland, S^-c, to Huch U added
The Contemplative ana PractUal Angler. In this
book the furious Franck first pays Walton the flat-
tery of imitation, and then further adon>s l,in> with
abuse, calling The Cumpleat Angler "an indigested
octavo, stuffed with n.orals from Dubravius and
other.," and more than hinting that the fathe, of
anglers knew little or nothing of "his uncultivated
art." Walton was a Churchman and a Loyalist,
you see, while Franck was a Commonwealth man
nnd an Independent.

The second detractor of Walton was Lord Byron,
who wrote

"The qmint. old. rrucl coxcomb in his gullet

ShouU have a hmk. aud a small trout to pull it."

But Byron is certainly a poor authority on the
<»uality of mercy. His contempt need not cause an
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honest man ovcr«lii'Iining distress. I should call it

a complimcntnry dislike.

The third author who expressed unpleaannt sen-

timents in regard to Wiilton was Leigh Hunt.

Here, again, I fancy that pnrtizan prejudice had

something to do with the dislike. Hunt was a radi-

cal in politics and religion. Moreover there was a

feline strain in his character, which made it neces

sary for him to scratch somebody now and then,

as a relief to his feelings.

Walton was a great quoter. His book is not

"stuffed," as Franck jealously alleged, but it is cer-

tainly well sauced with piquant references to othor

writirs, as early as the author of the Book of Job,

and .3 late as John Dennys, who betrayed to the

world The Secrets of Angling in 1613. Walton fur-

ther seasoned his book with fragments of informa-

tion about fish and fishing, more or less apocryphal,

gathered from ^Elian, Pliny, Plutarch, Sir Fran-

cis Bacon, Dubravi'is, Gcsner, Rondeletius, the

learned Aldrovundus. the venerable Bcde, the di-

vine Du Barlas, and many others. He borrowed

fn rlj- for the adornment of his discourse, and did
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not soiirn to make uac of what may be called the

quotationt,—that is to 8ay, the unpublished re-

nmrk.s of his near rontcmpoiaries, caught in

friendly conversation, or handed down by oral tra-

dition.

But these various seasonings did not disguise,

they only enhanced, the delicate flavour of the dish

which he served up to his readers. This was all of

his own taking, and of a sweetness quite incom-

parable.

I like a writer who is original enough to water

his garden with quotations, without fear of being

drowned out. Such men are Charles Lamb and

James Russell Lowell and John Burroughs.

Walton's book is as fresh as a handful of wild

violets and sweet lavender. It breathes the odours

of the green fields and the woods. It tastes of simple,

l:n!iicly, appetizing things like the "syllabub of

new verjuice in a new-made haycock" which the

milkwoman promised to give Piscator the next time

he come that way. Its music plays the tune of A

Contented Heart over ond over again without dul-

ness, and charms us into harmony with
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
"A rwise like the mvnd of a hiddni brook
In the leafy month of June,
Tluit to the sleeping woods all night
Singeth a quiet tune."

Walton has been quoted even more than any of
the writers whom he quotes. It would be difficult
even .f it were not ungrateful, to write about ang-
hng without referring to Wn,. Some pretty saying
some wise refleetion from his pages, suggests itself
at almost every turn of the subject.

And yet his book, though it be the best, is not the
only readable one that his favourite recreation has
begotten. The literature of angling is extensive, as
any one may see who will look at the list of the
collection presented by Mr. John Bartlett to Har-
vard University, or study the catalog,ie of the
piscatorial library of Mr. Dean Sage, of Albany,
who himself has contributed an admirable book on
The Riatigotiche.

Nor is this literature altogether composed of
dry and technical treatises, interesting only to the
confirmed anglimaniac, or to the young novice
ardent in pursuit of practical information. There
is a good deal of juicy readinj; in it.
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Books about angling sliould be divided (accord-

ing to De Quincey's method) into two classes,—

the literature of knowledge, and the literature of

power.

The first class contains the handbooks on rods

and tackle, the directions how to angle for different

kinds of fish, and the guides to various fishing-re-

sorts. The weakness of these books is that they soon

fall out of date, as the manufacture of tackle is

improved, the art of angling refined, and tlie fish

in once-famous waters are educated or extermi-

nated,

Alas, how transient is the fashion of iliis world,

even in angling! The old manuals with their precise

instruction for trimming and painting trout-rods

eighteen feet long, and their painful description

of "oyntments" made of nettle-juice, fisli-hawk oil,

camphor, cat's fat, or assafoedita, (supposed to

allure the fish,) are altogether behind the age.

Many of the flies described by Charles Cotton and

Thomas Barker seem to have gone out of style

among the trout. Perhaps familiarity has bred

contempt. Generation after generation of fish have
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seen these same old feathered confections floating

on the water, and learned by sharp experience that
they do not taste good. The blase trout demand
something new, something modem. It is for this

reason, I suppose, that an altogether original fly,

unheard of, startling, will often do great execution

in an over-fished pool.

Certain it is that the art of angling, in settled

regions, is growing more dainty and difficult. You
must cast a longer, lighter line; you must use finer

leaders
;
you must have your flies dressed on smaller

hooks.

And another thing is certain: in many places

(described in the ancient volumes) where fish were
once abundant, they are now like the shipwrecked
sailors in Vergil his A'neid,—

"ran nanies in gurgite vinto."

The floods themselves are also disappearing. Mr.
Edmund Clarence Stedman was telling me, the
other day, of the trout-brook that used to run
through the Connecticut village when he nourished
a poet's youth. He went back to visit the stream a
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few years since, and it was gone, literally vanished

from the face of earth, stolen to make a water-

supply for the town, and used for such base pur-

poses as the washing of clothes and the sprinkling

of streets,

I remember an expedition with my father, some

twenty years ago, to Nova Scotia, whither we set

out to realize the hopes kindled by an Angler's

Guide written in the early sixties. It was like look-

ing for tall clocks in the farmhouses around Boston.

The harvest had been well gleaned before our ar-

rival, and in the very place where our visionary

author located his most famous catch we found a

summer hotel and a sawmill.

'T is strange and sad, how many region" ere

are where "the fishing was wonderful forty years

ago"!

The second class of angling books—the litera-

ture of power—includes all (even those written

with some purpose of instruction) in which the

gentle fascinations of the sport, the attractions of

living out-of-doors, the beauties of stream and
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woodlan., the reconection, of ,,app, adventure,
and the cW..l thought, that „,ake the be.t of a

and find some ^t expression in his words. Of such
book, thank Heaven, the.e is a plent, to bring a
Mayt.de charm and cheer into the fisherman's dull
December. I will name, b, way of random tribute
from a grateful but unmethodical memory, a few
of these consolatory volumes.

First of all comes a family of books that werebom in Scotland and smell of the heather
Whatever a Scotchman's conscience permits him

to do, .shkely to be done with vigour and a fiery
nnnd. In trade and in theology, in fi,,-„^ ,„, ;;;
fightmg, he is all there and thoroughly kindhd.

There ,s an old-f.shioned book called Tke Moor
and me Loch, by Jol„, Colquhoun, which is full of
contagious enthusiasm. Thomas Tod Stoddart was
a n,ost impassioned angler, (though over-given
to strong language,) and in his Angling Uemi-
n^cences he has touched the subject with a happy
hand,-happiest when he breaks into poetry and
tosses out a song for the fisherman. Professor John
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Wilson of tlie University of Kdinhurgh held tlie

chair of Moral Philosophy in that institution, but

his true fame rests on his well-earned titles of

A. M. and F. R. S.,—Master of Angling, and

Fisherman Royal of Scotland. His BccTcatlona of

Christopher North, albeit their humour is some-

times too boisterously hammered in, are genial

and generous essays, overflowing with passages of

good-fellowship and pedestrian fancy I would

recommend any person in a dry and melancholy

state of mind to read his paper on "Streams," in

the first volume of Essays Critical and Imagina-

tive. But it must be said, by way of warning to

those with whom dryness is a matter of principle,

that all Scotch fishing-books are likely to be sprin-

kled with Highland Dew.

Among English anglers, Sir Humphry Davy

is one of whom Christoplier North speaks rather

slightingly. Nevertheless his Salmonia is well worth

reading, not only because it was written by a

learned man, but because it exhales the spirit of

cheerful piety and vital wisdom. Charles Kingsl^y

was another great man who wrote well aboul ang-
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ling. His Chalk-Strean Studie. are clear „„.,
sparkhng. The, clean, tl.e mind „n.I refresh the
heart and put us more in love with living. Of quite
a different st^^le are the Ma.ins and Hints for an
Angler, and MWrie, of FUhing, which .ere writ-
ten by Richard Penn. a grandson of the founder of
Pennsylvania. This is a curious and rare little
volume, professing to be a compilation from the

nrnon Place Book of the Houghton Pishing
^b, and dealing with the subject f™„ « Pick-

wck.an point of view. I suppose that William Penn
would have thought his grandson a frivolous
writer.

But he could not have entertained such an opin-
ion of the Honourable Robert Boyle, of whose Oc
cas.onal RcflecHons no less than twelve discourses
treat -'of Angling Improved to Spiritual Uses."
The t^les of some of these discourses are quaint
enough to quote. "Upon the being called upon to
r.se early on a very fair morning." "Upon the
mounting, singing, and lighting of larks." "Upon
fi*.ng with a counterfeit fly." "Upon a danger
ansmg from an unseasonable contest with 1h.
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stecrbnmn." "I'^pon one's {Irlnking water out of the

briin of \m Imt." With sucli j^ood texts it is cimy

to endure, and easier still to spare, the scmions.

Englisiinien carry their lo>e of travel into their

anglinmnia, and many of their books describe fish-

ing adventures in foreign parts. Rambles u-Hh a

Fiahing-liod, by E. S. Roseoc, tells of happy days

in the Salzkunimcrgut and the Bavarian High-

lands and Normandy. Fish-Tails and a Feu- Others,

by Bradnock Hall, contains some delightful chap-

ters on Norway. The Hod in India, by H. S.

Thomas, narrates wonderful adventures with the

Mahseer and the Rohu and other pagan fish.

But, after all, I like the English angler best

when he travels at home, and writes of dry-fly fish-

ing in the Itchen or the Test, or of wet-fly fishing

in Northumberland or Sutherlandshire. There is a

fascinating booklet that appeared quietly, some

years ago, called An Amateur Angler's Days in

Dove Dale. It runs as easily and merrily

and kindly as a lifle river, full of peace and

pure enjoyment. Other books of the same qual-

ity have since been written by the same pen,—

•
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Do!/, in Clover, Frc.h Wood,, By Mcadou- and
'Stream. It i, no s .ret, I Ix.li.ve, tl.at the autl.or
'•< Mr. Kdward MnrMnn, tl,e senior member of a
London publi»),ing-l.o„,o. But l,c 8till clings to l,is

retiring pen-nnme of "Tl,e A lateur Angler," „n,l
roprosonts hinuself, by a graceful fiction, as all „„.
skiile<l in the art. An instance of sinnlar modesty; i,

found in Mr. Andrc« Lang, who entitles the first

chapter of In", delightful Ar,gl!„g Slctche, (with-
out which no fisherman's library is complete), "Coi -

fcssions of a Duffer." This an engaging liberty
which no one else would dare to take.

The best English fish-story pure and simple,
that I know, is "Crocker's Hole," by R. P. Black-
mure, the creator of Lorna Dome.

Let us turn now to American books about ang-
ling. Of these the merciful dispensations of Provi-
dence have brought forth no small store since Mr.
William Andrew Chatto made the ill-natured re-

mark which is pilloried at the head of this chapter.
By the way, it seems that Mr. Chatto had never
heard of "The Schuylkill Fishing Company,"
which was founded on that romantic stream neat
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riiiladclpliia in 1732, nor seen tl .luthentic Ilit-

torical Memoir ol tliat celebrated and amusing

society.

I urn sorry for the man who cannot find picasuri'

in reading tlic appendix of The American ,iri/rhr\i

Book, by Thaddeus Norris; or the iliscursivc pages

of Frank Forester's Fiah and Fiihing; or the intro-

duction and notes of that unexcelled edition of

Walton whicli was made by the Ilcverend Doctor

George W. Bethunc; or Superior Fishing and

Game Fish of the N 'A, by Mr. Robert B. Roose-

velt ; or Henshall's Book of the Black Bass; or the

admirable disgressions of Mr. Henry P. Wells, in

his Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle, and The American

Salmon Angler. Dr. William C. Prime has never

put his profound knowledge of the art of angling

into a manual of technical instrucon; but he has

written of the delights of the sport in Owl Creek

Letters, and in / Go A-Fishing, »-.id in wme of

the chapters of Along New Fngland Roads and

Ammg Neu' England Hills, with a persui-sive skill

that has created man^' new anglers, and made many

old ones grateful. It is a fitting coincidence of
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heredity thnt liis niece, Mrs. Annie Truml)ull Slan-

Hon, is the nuthor of the most tender and pathetic

of all angling stories, F'uhin' Jimmy.

But it is not only in books written altogether

from his peculior point of view and to humour his

hannless insanity, that the angler may find pleas-

ant reading about his fovouritc pastime. There

are excellent bits of fishing scattered all through

the field of good literature. It seems os if almost

all the men who could write well had a friendly

feeling for the contemplative sport.

Plutarch, in The Livea of the Xoble Greciant

and Romani, tells a capital fish-story of the man-

ner in which the Egyptian Cleopatra fooled that

far-famed Roman wight. Marc Antony, when they

were angling together on the Nile. As I recall it,

from a perusal in early boyhood, Antony was hav-

ing very bad luck indeed; in fact he had taken

nothing, and was sadly put out about it. Cleopatra,

thinking tn get a rise out of him, secretly told one of

her attendants to dive over the opposite side of the

barge and fasten a salt fish to the Roman general's
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liook. Tlic attcmiiint wiis iiimli pliiisnl with t'lU

ronimissioii, and, linving cxiciitwl it, pr.xiidcd to

(uld 11 fiiir stroke of his own; for wlicn he hud made
the fish fust on the hook, he gave a nni< jmll to

the line and held on tiglitly. Antony was much ex-

cited and iK-gnn to haul violently at his tackle.

"By Jupiter!" he exclainu , "it was long in

coming, hut I have a colossal hite now."

"Have a care," said Cleopatra, laughing bi lind

her sunshade, "or he will drag you into the atcr.

You must give him line when he pulls han

"Not a denarius will I give !" rudely responded

Antony. "I mean to hi 'c this halibut or Hades !"

At this moment the man under the boat, being

out of breath, let the line go, and Antony, falling

backward, drew up the salted herring.

"Take that fish off the hook, Palinurus," he

proudly said. "It is not as large as I thought, but

it looks like the oldest one that has been caught to-

day."

Such, in efl'ect, is the tale narrated by the vera-

cious Plutarch. And if any careful critic wishes to

verify my quotation from memory, he may compare
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it with the proper page of Langhome's transla-

tion; I think it is in tlie second volume, near the
end.

Sir Walter Scott, who once described himself as

"No fisher.

Bid a well-wuher

To the game,"

has an amusing passage of angling in the third

chapter of Redgauntlet. Darsie Latimer is relating

his adventures in Dumfriesshire. "By the way,"
says he, "old Cotton's instructions, by which I

hoped to qualify myself for the gentle society of
anglers, are not worth a farthing for this meridian.

I learned this by mere accident, after I had waited

four mortal hours. I shall never forget an impu-

dent urchin, a cowherd, about twelve years old,

without either brogue or bonnet, barelegged, with

a very indifferent pair of breeches,—how the vil-

lain grinned in scorn at my landing-net, my
plummet, and the gorgeous jury of fliis which I

had assembled to destroy all the fish in the river.

I was induced at last to lend the rod to the sneer-

ing scoundrel, to see what he would make of it;
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and he not only half-filled my basket in an hour,

but literally taught me to kill two trouts with my
own hand."

Thus ancient and well-authenticated is the

superstition of the angling powers of the bare-

footed country-boy,—in fiction.

Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, in that valuable but

over-capitalized book. My Novel, makes use of

Fishing for Allegorical Purposes. The episode of

John Burley and the One-eyed Perch not only

points a Moral but adorns the Tale.

In the works of R. D. Blackmore, angling plays

a less instructive but a pleasanter part. It is

closely interwoven with love. There is a magical

description of trout-fishing on a meadow-brook in

Alice Lorraine. And who that has read Loma
Doone, (pity for the man or woman that knows not

the delight of that book!) can ever forget how

young John Ridd dared liis way up tlie gliddery

water-slide, after loaches, and found Lorna in a

fair green meadow adorned with flowers, at the top

of the brook?

I made a little journey into the Doone Country
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once, just to see that brook and to fish in it. Tl,e
stream looked .mailer, and the water-slide less terri-
We, than they seemed in the book. But it was a
mighty pretty place after all; and I suppose that
even John Ridd, when he came back to it in after
.years, found it shrunken e little.

All the streams were larger in our boyhood than
they are now, except, perhaps, that which flows
from the sweetest spring of all, the fountain of
love, which John Ridd discovered beside the Bag-
worthy River,-and I, on the willow-shaded banks
of the Patapsco, where the Baltimore girls fish for
gudgeons,-and your Come, gentle reader, is there
no stream whose name is musical to you, because of
a hidden spring of love that you once found on its

shor^? The waters of that fountain never fail, and
in them alone we taste the undiminished fulness of
immortal youth.

The stories of William Black are enlivened with
fish, and he knew, better than most men, how they
should be taken. Whenever he wanted to get two
young people engaged to each other, all other de-
vices failing, he sent them out to angle together.
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If it had not been for fishing, everything in A

Princess of Thtde and White Heather would have

gone wrong.

But even men who have been disappointed in love

may angle for solace or diversion. I have known

some old bachelors who fished excellently well ; and

others I have known who could find, and give, much

pleasure in a day on the stream, though they had

no skill in the sport. Of this class was Washington

Irving, with an extract from whose Sketch Book I

will bring this rambling dissertation to an end.

"Our first essay," says he, was along a moun-

tain brook among the highlands of the Hudson ; a

most unfortunate place for the execution of those

piscatory tactics which had been invented along the

velvet margins of quiet English rivulets. It was one

of those wild streams that lavish, among our ro-

mantic solitudes, unheeded beauties enough to fill

the sketch-book of a hunter of the picturesque.

Sometimes it would leap down rocky shelves, mak-

ing small cascades, over which the trees tlu-cw their

broad balancing sprays, and long nameless weeds

hung in fringes from the impending banks, drip-
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ping with diamond drops. Sometimes it would brawl
and fret along a ravine in the matted shade of
« forest, filling it with murmurs; and, after this
termagant career, would steal forth into open day,
With the most placid, demure face imaginable; as
I have seen some pestilent shrew of a housewife,
after filling her home with uproar and ill-humour,
come dimpling out of doors, swimming and courte-
sying, and smiling upon all the world.

"How smoothly: would this vagrant brook glide,
at such times, through some bosora of green
meadow-land among the mountains, where the quiet
was only interrupted by the occasional tinkling of
a bell from the lazy cattle among the clover, or the
«ound of a woodcutter's axe from the neighbouring
forest

!

"For my part, I was always a bungler at all

kinds of sport that required either patience or
adroitness, and had not angled above half an hour
before I had completely 'satisfied the sentiment,'
and convinced myself of the truth of Izaak Wal-
ton's opinion, that angling is something like poe-
try,—

a man must be born to it. I hooked myself
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I instead of the fish; tangled my Unc in every tree;

I lost my bait; broke my rod; until I gave up the

attempt in despair, and passed the day under the

trees, reading old Izaak, satisfied that it was his

fascinating vein of honest simplicity and rural

feeling that had bewitched me, and not the passion

for angling."
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It was not all unadulterated sweetness, of course.

Tl .'re were enough difficulties in the way to make

it seem desirable; and a few stings of annoyance,

now and then, lent piquancy to the adventure. But

a good memory, in dealing with the past, has the

art of straining out all the beeswax of discomfort,

Hid storing up little jars of pure hydromel. As

we look back it our six weeks in Norway, we agree

that no period of our partnership in experimental

honeymooning has yielded more honey to the same

amount of comb.

Several considerations led us to the resolve of

taking our honeymoon experimentally rather than

chronologically. We started from the self-evident

proposition that it ought to be the happiest time

in married life.

"It is perfectly ridiculous," said my lady Gray-
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gown, "to suppose that a tiling like tlint can be

fixed hy the calendar. It may possibly full in the

first month after the wedding, but it is not likely.

Just think how slightly two people know each other

when they get married. They are in love, of course,

but that is not at all the same as being well ac-

quainted. Sometimes the more love, the less acquaint-

ance ! And sometimes the more acquaintance, the less

love ! Besides, at first there are always the notes of

thanks for the wedding-presents to be written, and

the letters of congratulation to be answered, and it is

awfully haru to make each one sound a little dif-

ferent fr'sm the others and perfectly natural. Then,

you know, everybody seems to suspect you of the

folly of being newly married. You run across your

friends everywhere, and they grin when they see

you. You can't help feeling as if a lot of people

were watching you through opera-glasses, or tak-

ing snap-shots at you with a kodak. It is absurd

to imagine that the first month must be the real

honeymoon. And just suppose it were,—what bad

luck that would be! What would there be to look

forward to?"
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Every word that fell from licr lips seemed to iiie

like the wisdom of Diotima.

"You arc right," I ried; "Portia could not hold

a candle to you fo; dear argument. Besides, sup-

pose ' wo people arc imprudent enough to get mar-

ried in the first week of December, as we did!

what becomes of the chronological honeymoon

then? There is no fishing in December, and all the

rivers of Paradise, at least in our latividc, are

frozen up. No, my lady, we will discover ou.- month
of honey by the empirical method. Each year we
will set out together to seek it in a solitude for

two; and we will compare notes on moons, and

strike the final balance when we arc sure that our

happiest experiment has been completed."

We art not sure of that, even yet. We are still

engaged, as a committee of two, in our philosoph-

ical investigation, and we decline to make anything

but a report of progress. We know more now than

we did when we first went honeymooning in the

city of Washington. For one thing, we arc certain

that not even the far-famed rosemary-fields of Nar-

bonne, or the fragrant hillsides of the Corbieres,
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yield a sweeter ImneHt lo tlic bu«j-nCTii of tlic licci

than the Norwegian nienilows iinil inountiiin-slopcii

yielded to our idlcncM in t'\e lunimcr of 1888.

II

The rural landscape of Norwoy, on the long

caiitcrly »lo|)c that Icodg up to the watershed among

the mountains of the western coast, is not unlike

lli.it of Vermont or New Hampshire. The railway

from Chri;tiania to the Randsfjord carried us

through a hilly country of scattered farms and

villages. Wood j^layed a prominent part in the

scenery. There were dark stretches of forest on the

hilltops and in the valleys; rivers filled with float-

ing logs; sawmills beside the waterfalls; wooderi

farmhouses painted white; and rail-fences around

the fields. The people seemed sturdy, prosperous,

independent. They had the familiar h abit of coming

down to the station to see the train arrive and de-

part. We might have fancied ourselves on a journey

through the Connecticut valley, if it had not been
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fur the aoft sing-aong of tlic Norwcginn speech

iind tlic unifonn politcncM of tlic ruilwiiy nffloiala.

What a room that waa in the inn at Kamlafjortl

where we apent our first night out ! Vast, bare, primi-

tive, witli eight windows to admit the ])crsistvtit

nortumal twilight ; a sea-like floor of blue-puinted

boards, anbroken by a single iaiand of rar|K't ; and

a castellated atovc in one comer: an ajiartriient for

giai. , with two little beda for dwarfs on opposite

shores of the ocean. There was no telephone ; so we

arranged a system of communication with a fiahing-

;, to make sure that the sleepy partner should be

a ike in time for the early boat in the morning.

'j.'ie journey up the lake took seven hours, and

reminded us of a voyage on Lake George ; placid,

picturesque, and pcrvoded by sunmier boarders.

Somewhere on the woy we had lunch, and were well

fortified to take the rood when the steamboat landed

us at Odnaes, at the head of the lake, about two

o'clock in the afternoon.

There are several methods in which you may

drive through Norway. The government maintains

posting-stations at the farms along the main triiv-
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oiled highways, where ^-ou eun hire hor.e« and car-
nages of various kind.. There are also English
tourist agencies which make a business of providing
travellers with co.nplete transportation. You may
try either of these methods alone, or you may make
a judicious mixture.

Thus, by an application of the theory of per-
mutations and combinations, you have your choice
among four ways of accomplishing a driving-tour.
F-rst, you may engage a carriage and pair, with a
driver, from one of the tourist agencies, „„d roll
through your journey in seder' v ease, provided
your horses do not go lame or give out. Second,
you may rely altogether upon the posting-stations
to send you on your journey; and this is a very
pleasant, lively way, provided there is not a crowd
of travellers on the road before you, who take up
all the comfortable conveyances and leave you
nothing but a jolting cart or a ramshackle kariol of
the time of St. Olaf. Third, you may rent an easv-
nding vehicle (by choice a well-hung gig) for the
entire trip, and change ponies at the stations as
you drive along; this is the safest way. The fourth
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metliod is to liirc your l.orsefle.h at tlic beginning
for the whole journey, and pick up your vehicles

from place to place. Tliis method is theoretically

possible, but I do not know any one who has tried it.

Our gig was waiting for us at Odnaes. There was
a brisk little mouse-coloured pony in the shafts;
and it took but a moment to strap our leather port-
manteau on the board at the back, perch the postboy
on top of it, and set out for our first experience of
a Norwegian driving-tour.

The road at first was level and easy; and we
bowled along smoothly through the valley of the
ICtnaclv, among drooping birch-trees and green
fields w ere the larks were singing. At Tomlevolden,
ten miles farther on, we reached the first station,
a comfortable old farmhouse, with a great array
of wooden outbuildings. Here we had a chance to
try our luck with the Norwegian language in de-
manding "en hest, saa straxt som muligt." This
was what the guide-book told us to say when we
wanted a horse.

There is great fun in making a random cast on
the surface of a strange language. You cannot
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tell what will come up. It Is like un experiment in

witchcraft. We should not have been at all sur-

l)rise(l, I must confess, if our preliminary incan-

tation had brought forth a cow or a basket of eggs.

But the good people seeme.! to divine our inten-

tions; and while we were waiting for one of the

stable-boys to catch and harness the new horse, a
yellow-haired maiden inquired, in very fair English,

if we would not be pleased to have a cup of tea and
some butter-bread; which we did with great com-
fort.

The Skydsgut, or so-called postboy, for the next
stage of the journey, was a full-grown man of con-

siderable weight. As he climbed to his perch on our

portmanteau, my lady Graygown congratulated me
on the prudence which had provided that one side

of that receptacle should be of an inflexible stiff-

ness, quite incapable of being crushed; otherwise,

asked she, what would have become of her Sunday
frock under the pressure of this stern necessity of
a postboy ?

But I think we should not have cared very much
if all our luggage had been smashed on this jour-
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ney, for the road now began to ascend, and the

views over the Etnadal, with its winding river, were

of a breadth and sweetness most consoling. Up and
lip wc went, curving in and out through the forest,

crossing wild ravines and shadowy dells, looking

back at every turn on the wide landscape bathed in

til :den light. At the station of Sveen, where we
changed horse and postboy again, it was already

evening. The sun was down, but the mystical radi-

ance of the northern twilight illumined the sky.

The dark fir-woods spread around us, and their

odourous breath was diffused through the cool, still

air. We were crossing the level summit of the pla-

teau, twenty-three hundred feet above the sea. Two
tiny woodland lakes gleamed out among the trees.

Then the road began to slope gently towards the

west, and emerged suddenly on the edge of the

forest, looking out over the long, lovely vale of

Valders, with snow-touched mountains on the hori-

zon, and the river Baegna shimmering along its

bed, a thousand feet below us.

What a heart-enlarging outlook ! What a keen

joy of motion, as the wheels rolled down the long
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incline, and the sure-footed pony swung between

the sliufts and rattled his hoofj merrily on tlie hard

road! What long, deep breaths of silent pleasure

in the crisp nij^lit air! What wondrous mingling of

lights in the aftci-glow of sunset, and the primrose

bloom of the first stars, and faint foregleamings of

the rising moon creeping over the hill behind us

!

What perfection of companionship without words,

as we rode together through a strange land, along

the edge of the dark

!

When we finished the thirty-fifth mile, and drew

up in the courtyard of the station at Frydenlund,

Graygown sprang out, with a little sigh of regret.

"Is it last night," she cried, "or to-morrow morn-

ing? I have n't the least idea what time it is; it

seems as if we had been traveling in eternity."

"It is just ten o'clock," I answered, "and the

landlord says there will be a hot supper of trout

ready for us in five minutes."

It would be vain to attempt to give a daily rec-

ord of the whole journey in which we made this fair

beginning. It was a most idle and unsystematic pil-

grimage. We wandered up and down, and turned
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iislde wlien fancy beckoned. Sometimes wc h'"Ticd

on ns fnst as the horses would carry us, driving

sixty or seventy miles a day ; sometimes wc loitered

(uul dawdled, as if we did not care whether we got

anywhere or not. If a place pleased us, wc stayed

and tried the fishing. If we were tired of driving,

we took to the water, and travelled by steamer along

a fjord, or hired a rowboat to cross from point to

point. One day we would be in a good little hotel,

with polyglot guests, and serving-maids in stagey

Norse costumes,—like the famous inn at Stalhcim,

which commands the amazing panorama of the

Naerodal. Another day wc would lodge in a plain

farmhouse like the station at Nedre Vasenden, where

eggs and fish were the staples of diet, and the farm-

er's daughter wore the picturesque peasants' dress,

with its tall cap, without any dramatic aiis. Lakes

r.nd rivers, precipices and gorges, waterfalls and

glaciers and snowy mountains were our daily repast.

We drove over five hundred miles in various kinds

of open wagons, kariols for one, and stolkjaerrea

for two, after we had left our comfortable gig

behind us. We saw the ancient dragon-gabled
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church of Burgund: and the doliKl.tf.,1, showery
to«n of Bergen; and the gloomy cliffs of the Gei-
ronger-Fjord laced «ith fihny cataracts; and the
hewitched crags of the Ilon.sdal ; and the wide, .ks-
oltttc landscape of Jerkin; and a hundred other
unforgotten scones. Somehow or other we went,
(around and about, and up and down, now on
wheels, and now on foot, an.l now in a boat,) all

the way from Christiania to Throndhjem. My ludy
Graygown could give you the exact itinerary, for
she has been well brought up, and always keeps a
diary. All I know is, that we set out from one city
and arrived at the other, and we gathered by the
way a collection of instantaneous photographs. I
am going to turn them over now, and pick out a
few of the clearest pictures.

m
Here is the bridge over the Naeselv at Pager-

naes. Just below it is a goo<l pool for trout, but
the river is broad and deep and swift. It is difficult

wading to get out within reach of the fish. I have
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taken half a Jozcn small ones and come to the vm\
of my cast. There is a biff one lying out in the

nn'ddle of the river, I am sure. But the water already

ri.ses to my hips ; another step will l.ring it over the

top of my waders, and send me downstream feet

uppermost.

"Take care!" cries Graygown from the grassy
bink, where she sits placidly crocheting some mys-
terious fabric of white yam.

She does not see the large rock lying at the bot-

tom of the river just beyond me. If I can step on
that, and stand there without being swept away,
I can reach the mid-current with my flies. It is a
long stride and a slippery foothold, but by good
luck "the last step which costs" is accomplished.

The tiny black and orange hackle goes curling out
over the stream, lights softly, and swings "round
with the current, folding and expanding its feath-

ers as if it were alive. The big trout takes it

promptly the instant it passes over him ; and I play

him and net him without moving from my perilous

perch.

Graygown waves her crochet-work like a flag,
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"Bravo!" she cries. "That's a beauty, nearly two

pounds! But do be curcful about coininff back;

you arc not good cnougli to take any risks yet."

\ I

i ! !

The station at Skogstad is a solitary farmhouse

lying far up on the bare hillside, with its bams and

out-buIlding8 grouped around a central courtyard,

like a rude fortress. The river travels along the

valley below, now wrestling its way through a nar-

row passage among the rocks, now spreading out

at leisure in a green meadow. As we cross the bridge,

the crystal water is changed to opal by the sunset

glow, and a gentle breeze ruffles the long pools, and

the trout are rising freely. It is the perfect hour

for fishing. Would Graygown dare to drive on alone

to the gate of the fortress, and blow upon the long

horn which doubtless hangs beside it, and demand

admittance and a lodging, "in the name of the

great Jehovah and the Continental Congress,"

—

while I angle down the river a mile or so?

Certainly she would. What door is there in Eu-

rope at which the An-erican girl is afraid to knock?

"But wait a moment. How do you ask for fried
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chicken and pancakes in Norwegian? Kj/Uing og

Pandekage? How fierce it aounda! AH right now.

Run along and fish."

The river wclcomea mc like an old friend. The

tunc thot it sings is the same tliat the flowing water

repeats all around the world. Not otherwise do the

lively rapids catry the familiar air, and the larger

falls drone out a burly bass, along the west branch

of the Penobscot, or down the valley of the Bou-

quet. But here there are no forests to conceal the

course of the stream. It lies as free to the view as a

child's thought. As I follow on from pool to pool,

picking out a good trout here and there, now from

a rocky comer edged with foam, now from a swift

gravelly run, now from a snug hiding-place that

the current has hollowed out beneath the bonk, all

the way I can sec the fortress far above mc on the

hillside.

I am as sure that it has alreidy surrendered to

Graygown as if I could discern her white banner

of crochet-work floating from the battlements.

Just before dark, I climb the hill with a heavy

basket of fish. The castle gate is open. The scent of
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chicken iind panciikcn milutcii the wcury pil({rim.

In u cosy liKlc piirlour, lulormd with fluffy niata

and pictuns fnuiicd in plne-conc«, lit hy n hiinRinff

lump with glHss pcndantu, sits tlic iiiiittreiis of tli<!

occiision, cahuly triumphant and plying lier cro-

chet-neodlc.

Tlicrc in »omething mysterious about a wonmn's

funcy-work. It seems to liavc all the soothing clmnn

of the tohiu-co-piant, witliout its inconveniences.

Just to sec lier tranquillity, while she relaxes lier

mind and busies her fingers with a bit of tatting

or embroidery or crochet, gives me a sense of being

domesticated, a "homey" feeling, anywhere in the

wide world.

If you ever go to Norway, you must be sure

to see the Loenvand. You can set out from the

comfortable hotel at Falcidc, go up the Indvik

Fjord in a rowhoat, cross over a two-mile hill on

foot or by carriage, spend a happy day on the

lake, and return to your inn in time for a late sup-

per. The lake is p»rhaps the most beautiful in Nor-
way. Long ami narrow, it lies like a priceless
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crlKnll(l of imlrnt Kmn. liM.lon m„| ^uunlul i,y

jcalou, .„ount«in.H. It i» fcl by luiKe Klucien,, *|,icl,

ImiiK over the ,lioul<ler« of thi^ hill, like mnnvd
cloiilts of ice.

As wc row along the «liore, trollinR in vain for

the trout that live in the ice-cohl water, frafftnent*

of the tattered iloth-of-,ilver far ahove us, „„ the

opjmsitf side, are loosiiie.l hv the toueh of the sum-
mer sun, and fall from the ;)recii)iee. They drift

downwar.1, at Hrst, as noiselessly as thistle.lowns;

then they .strike the roeks and come rrashiuK tow-

ards the lake with the hollow roar of an avalanclie.

At the head of the lake we find ourselves in an
enormous amphitheatre of mountain!^. (Jlarirrs ait

peering down upon us. Snow-fields glare at us with

glistening eyes. Black crags seem to ben.I above us

with an eternal frown. Streamers of foam float from
the forehead of the hills ami the lips of the dark
ravines. But there is a little river of cold, pure
water flowing from one of the rivers of ice, and a

pleasant shelter of young trees and bushes grow-
ing among the debris of shattered rocks ; and there

we build our camp-fire and eat our lunch.
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Hunger is a most impudent appetite. It makes

a man forget all the proprieties. What place is

there so lofty, so awi'ui, that he will not dare to

sit do'vn in it and partake of food? Even on the

side of Jlount Sinai, the elders of Israel spread their

out-of-door table, "and did eat and drink."

I see the Tarn of the Elk at this moment, just

as it looked in the clear sunlight of that August

afternoon, ten years ago. Far down in a hollow of

the desolate hills it nestles, four thousa"-' feet above

the sea. ^'hc moorland trail hangs high above it,

and, though it is a mile awa3-, every curve of the

treeless shore, every shoal and reef in the light green

water is clearly visible. With a powerful field-glass

one can almost see the large trout for which the

pond is famous.

The shelter-hut on the bank is built of rough

gray stones, and the roof is leaky to the light as

well as to the weather. But there are two beds in it,

one for my guide and one for me ; and a practicable

fireplace, which is soon filled with a blaze of com-

fort. There is also a random library of novels,
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wliich former fishermen have tt'-u^'ii fully left be-

hind them. I like strong reaujig in tht- wiii'.-mess.

Give me a story with plenty oi' .anger an i whole-

some fighting in it,
—"The Three Musketeers," or

"Treasure Island," or "The Afghan's Knife." In-

tricate studies of social dilemmas a.. ^ tales of mild

philandering seem bloodless and insipid.

The trout in the Tarn of the Elk are large, un-

doubtedly, but they are also few in number and

shy in disposition. Either some of the peasants have

been fishing over them with the deadly "otter," or

else they belong to that variety of the trout family

known as Trutta damnosa,—the species which you

can see but cannot take. We watched these aggra-

vating fish playing on the surface at sunset; we

saw them dart beneath our boat in the early morn-

ing ; but not until a driving snowstorm set in, about

noon of the second day, did we succeed in per-

suading any of them to take the fly. Then they rose,

for a couple of hours, with amiable perversity. I

caught five, weighing between two and four pounds

each, and stopped because my hands wore so numb

that I could cast no longer.
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Now for a long tramp over tlie hills and home.

Yes, home; for yonder in the white house at Driv-

stuen, with fuchsias and geraniums blooming in the

windows, and a pretty, friendly Norse girl to keep

licr company, my lady is waiting for me. See, she

comes running out to tlie door, in the gathering

dusk, with a red flower in her hair, and hails me with

the fisherman's greeting. What luck?

Well, this luck, at all events ! I can show you a

few good fish, and sit down with you to a supper

of reindeer-venison and a quiet evening of music

and talk.

Shall I forget thee, hospitable Stuefloten, dear-

est to our memory of all the rustic stations in Nor-

way? There are no stars beside thy name in the

pages of Baedeker. But in the book of our hearts

a whole constellation is thine.

The long, low, white farmhouse stands on a green

hill at the head of the Romsdal. A flourishing crop

of grass and flowers grows on the stable-roof, and

there is a little belfry with a big bell to call the

labourers home from the fields. In the corner of
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the living-]:-room of the old house there is a broad
nrepiace built across the angle. Curious cupboards
are tucked away everywhere. The long table in
the d.nu,g-room groans thrice a day with generous
fare. Tl> ro are as many kinds of hot bread as in
a Virginia country-house; the cream is thick enough
to make a spoon stand up in amazement; once, at
dinner, we sat embarrassed before six different va-
rieties of pudding.

In the evening, when the saffron light is begin-
ning to fade, we go out and walk in the road be-
fore the house, looking down the long mystical
vale of the Rauma, or up to the purple western hills
from which the clear streams of the Ulvaa flow to
meet us.

Above Stuefloten the Rauma lingers and mean-
ders through a smoother and more open valley,
with broad beds of gravel and flowery meadows.
Her. the trout and grayling grow fat and lusty,
and here we angle for them, day after day, in water
so crystalline that when one steps into the stream
one hardly knows whether to expect a depth
inches or six feet.

of SIX
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Tiny English flies and leaders of gossamer are

the tackle for such water in midsummer. With this

delicate outfit, and with a light hand and a long

line, one may easily outfish the native angler, and

fill a twelve-pound basket every fair day. I remem-

ber an old Norwegian, an inveterate fisherman,

whose footmarks we saw ahead of us on the stream

all through an afternoon. Footmarks I call them

;

and so they were, literally, for there were only the

prints of a single foot to be seen on the banks of

sand, and between them, a scries of small, round,

deep holes.

"What kind of a bird made those marks, Fred-

erik?" I asked my faithful guide.

"That is old Pedersen," he said, "w ith his wooden

leg. He makes a dot after every step. We shall

catch him in a little while."

Sure enough, about six o'clock we saw him stand-

ing on a grassy point, hurling his line, with a fat

worm on the end of it, far across the stream, and

letting it drift down with the current. But the water

was too fine for that styl'^ of fishing, and the poor

old fellow had but a half dozen little fish. My creel
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was already overflowing, so I cnptied out aU of the

gra,hngi„toh;sbag,„„d„.ento„uptheriverto
complete

„,3, talc of trout before dark

under the trees, beside the road. The sturdy L,pony trots gayly homeward. The pale yellow starsboss o„tbove the hi„s again, as they did on
t first „,ght when w,- wore driving down into

the Valders. Frederik leans over the back of the-t, telling us marvellous tales, in his broken Eng-
'^h, of the fishing in a certain lake a.ong the
n>ounta,ns. and of the reindeer-shooting on the
Ijeld beyond it.

"It is sad that you go to-morrow," says he; "butyou come back a.other year, I think, to fish in that
Jake, and to shoot those reindeer."

Yes Frederik, we are coming back to Norway
-n,e day, perhaps,-who can tell.P It is one of the
hundred places that we are vaguely planning to
-..t. For, though we did not see the midnight sun
there, wo saw the honeymoon most distinctly. And
't«as bright enough to take pictures by its light
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•My hmrt i, Hxed tlrm ami ilabU in Iht Mitf tiuU uIKmoWk rte mn-
thine and the tummtr, 'te /Iou>«r. avd Vie aiure tku, ttiall bteomt. ai il

wrrt, inlenvom into man't iiiUmce. He ehall take from all Iheir
beauty and enjay their bIot/."—RicHAlu) Jirrtiuu: The Li/e at Ou
Field*.
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WHO OWNS THE MOUNTAINS?
It was the little lad that a.skc,l the question ; and
the answer also, as .you will see. was n.ainly hi.,.

We had been keeping Sun.lay afternoon to-
gether in our favourite fashion, following out that
pleasant text which tells us to "hehold the fowls
of the air." There is no injunction of Holy Writ
less burdensome in acceptance, or n.ore profitable
in obedience, than this easy out-of-,loors co,„n,and-
n.ent. For several hours we walked in the way of
this precept, through the untangled woods that lie

behind the Forest Hills Lodge, where a pair of
p.geo„-hawks had their nest; and around the
bra„,bly shores of the small pond, where Maryland
yellow-throats and song-sparrows were settled; and
under the lofty hemlocks of the fragn,ent of forest
across the road, where rare warblers flitted silently
among the tree-tops. The light beneath the ever-
greens was growing dim as we came out from their
shadow into the wMespread glow of the sunset, on
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the rdgc of a gra.s.sy hill, ..verlooking the long
valley of the G«lo Hiv.r, an<l uplooking to the
Fnineoniii Mountains.

It was the henediction hour. The placid air of
the ,Iay she.l „ new tranquillity over the con.soling

landscape. The heart of the earth seeme.l to taste
a repose nmre perfect than that of common days.
A hermit-thrush, far up the vale, sang his vesper
h^mn; while the swallows, seeking their evening
neal, circled above the river-fields without an effort,

twittering softly, now a. ! then, as if they must
give thanks. Slight and indefinr.l.le touches in the
scene, perhaps the mere absence of the tiny human
figures passing along the road or labouring in the
distant meadows, perhaps the blue curls of smoke
rising lazily from the fan,,house chimneys, or the
family groups sitting under the nmple-trees be-
fore the door, diffused a sabbath atmosphere over
the world.

^^

Then said the lad, lying on the grass beside me,
"Father, who owns the mountains?"

I happened to have heard, the day before, of
two or three lumber companies that had bouglit
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WHO OWNS Tin; mountains?
»ome of tli<- wooflliiml sIoik,; „, I t„l,l |,i,„ llioir

nainn., adding tli.it flwri' mrc ,,r..h,.l.lv „ ^«>,|

runny diffircnt outi.rs, whosi. .luiins taken all to-

Kitlier would cover Uio whole Franconia r.inKf of
hilli.

"Will," answered the lad. after a nioimnt nf
silence, "I don't see what dirtVrenet that niaken.

Kvcryboily can look at them."

They lay stretched out before iis In the lc(el sun-

light, the sharp peaks outlined ;.pilnst the sky, the

vast ridges of forest sinking smoothly towards the

valleys, the deep hollows gatlu rin- purple shadows

in their bosoms, and the little foothills standiiiK

out in rounded promontories of brijflitir green

from the darker mass behind them.

Far to the cast, the long comb of Twin Mountain
extc J -ts,

1 :„-ck into the untrodden wilderness.

Mount ij.ur..ul lifted a clear-cut i-yramid through

the translucent air. The huge bulk of Lafayette

ascended majestically in front of us, crowned with

a rosy diadem of rocks. Eagle Cliff and Dald Moun-
tain stretched their line of scalloped peaks across

the entrance to the Notch. Beyond that shadowy
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va^ tl,c swelling summits of Cannon Mountain
rolled away to meet the tumbling waves of Kins-
man, dominated by one loftier crested billow that
seemed almost ready to curl and break out of green
s.lence into snowy foam. Far down the sleeping
LandafF valley the undulating dome of Moosilauke
trembled in the distant blue.

They were all ours, from crested clifF to wooded
base. The solenm groves of firs and spruces, the
plumed sierras of lofty pines, the stately pillared
forests of birch and beech, the wild ravines, the
tremulous thickets of silvery poplar, the bare
peaks with their wide outlooks, and the cool vales
resounding with the ceaseless song of little river.,
-we knew and loved them all; they ministered
peace and joy to us; they were all ours, though w«
held no title deeds and our ownership had never
been recorded.

What is property, after all.' The law says there
are two kinds, real and personal. But it seems to
me that the only real property is that which i.
truly personal, that which we take into our inner
We and make our own forever, by understanding
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and ad. .ition and sympathy and love. This is the

only kind of possession that is worth anything.

A gallery of great paintings adorns the house
of the Honourable Midas Bond, and every year
adds a new treasure to his collection. He knows
how much they cost him, and he keeps the run of
the quotations at the auction sales, congratulating

himself as the price of the works of his well-chosen

artists rises in the scale, and the value of his art

treasures is enhanced. But why should he call them
his? He is only their custodian. He keeps them well

varnished, and framed in gilt. But he never passes

through those gilded frames into the world of
beauty that lies behind the painted canvas. He
knows nothing of those lovely places from which
the artist's soul and hand have drawn their inspi-

ration. They are closed and barred to him. He has
bought the pictures, but he cannot buy the key.

The poor art student who wanders through his

gallery, lingering with awe and love before the

masterpieces, owns them f^ir more truly than Midas
does.

Pomposus Silverman purchased a rich library
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a few years ago. The books were rare and costly.

That was the reason why Pomposus bought them.

He was proud to feel that he was the possessor of

literary treasures which were not to be found in

the houses of his wealthiest acquaintances. But the

threadbare Bucherfreund, who was engaged at a

slender salary to catalogue the library and take

care of it, became the real proprietor. Pomposus
paid for the books, but Bucherfreund enjoyed

them.

I do not mean to say that the possession of much
money is always a barrier to real wealth of mind
and heart. Nor would I maintain that all the poor

of this world are rich in faith and heirs of the

kingdom. But some of them arc. And if some of
the rich of this world (through the grace of Him
with whom all things are possible) are also modest

in their tastes, and gentle in their hearts, and open
in their minds, and ready to be pleased with un-

bought pleasures, they simply share in the best

things which are provided for all.

I speak not now of the strife that men wage over

the definition and the laws of property. Doubtless
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there is much here that needs to be set right. There
are men and women in the world who arc shut out

from the right to earn a living, so poor that they

must perish for want of daily bread, so full of
misery that there is no room for the tiniest seed

of joy in their lives. This is the lingering shame
of civilization. Some day, perhaps, we shall find the

way to banish it. Some day, every man shall have

his title to a share in the world's great work and
'the world's large joy.

But meantime it is certain that, where there are

a hundred poor bodies who suffer from physical

privation, there are a thousand poor souls who suf-

fer from spiritual poverty. To relive this greater

suffering there needs no change of laws, only a

change of heart.

What does it profit a man to be the landed pro-

prietor of countless acres unless he can reap the

harvest of delight that blooms from every rood

of God's earth for the seeing eye and the loving

spirit." And who can reap that harvest so closely

that there shall not be abundant gleaning left for

all mankind.' The most that a wide estate can yield
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to its legal owner is a living. But the real owner
can gather from a field of goldenrod, shining in

the August sunlight, an unearned increment of
delight.

We measure st-cess by accumulation. The meas-
ure is false. The true measure .. appreciation.

He who loves most has most.

How foolishly we train ourselves for the work
of life

!
We give our most arduous and eager efforts

to the fu'tivation of tliose faculties which will

serve up i the competitions of the forum and the

markct-])lace. But if we were wise, we should care
infinitely more for the unfolding of those inward,
secret, spiritual powers by which alone we can be-

come the owners of anything that is worth having.

Surely God is the great proprietor. Yet all His
works He has given away. He holds no title-deeds.

The one thing that is His, is the perfect under-
standing, the perfect joy, the perfect love, of aU
things that He has made. To a share in this high
ownership He welcomes all who are poor in spirit.

This is the earth which the meek inherit. This is

the patrimony of the saints in light.



WHO OWNS THE MOUNTAINS?
"Come, laddie." I said to ,:,,. eo„,rade, "let usgo home. You and I are very .ich. We o«„ the

mountains. But .e can never sell them, and we
-on t want to."
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I

A CASUAL INTBODUCTION

On the South Sl.o.e of Lon« I.U„d. all thing,
nehne to a natural .o,n„olcnce. There are no ambi-
*'7 ""'""''""" - ''-««-t eliffs, no hasty tor-
rents, no bustling waterfalls in tluit land,

"In which U ,eemelh always afternoon.-

The salt meadows sleep in the summer sun; the
farms and market-gardens yield a placid harvest
to a race of singularly unhurried tillers of the soil;
the low h,lls rise with gentle slopes, not earing to
get too h,gh in the world, only far enough to catch
a pleasant Jimpse of the sea and a breath of fresh
a,r; U,e very trees grow leisurely, as if they felt
that they had "all the time there is." And from this
drean,^ land, close as it lies to the unresting ocean,
he tumult of the breakers and the foam of ever-
turning tides are shut off by the languid lagoons of
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the Great South Bay and a long range of dune,,
crested with wire-grass, bay-bushes, and wild-roses.

In sueh a country you could not expect a little

brook to be noisy, fussy, energetic. If it were not
lazy, it would be out of keeping.

But the actual and undisguised idleness of this

particular brook was another affair, and one in

which it was distinguished among its fellows. For
almost all the other little rivers of the South Shore,
lazy as they may be by nature, yet manage to do
some kind of work before they finish the journey
from their crystal-clear springs into the brackish
waters of the bay. They turn the wheels of sleepy

gristmills, while the miller sits with his hands in his

pockets underneath the willow-trees. They fill reser-

voirs out of which great steam-engines pump the
water to quench the thirst of Brooklyn. Even the
smaller streams tarry long enough in their seaward
sauntering to irrigate a few cranberry-bogs and so

provide that savoury s-.,ce which makes the Long
Island turkey a fitter suDJect for Thanksgiving.

But this brook of which I speak did none of these

useful things. It was absolutely out of business.m
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There wai not a mill, nor a rcwrvoir, nor a cnm-
bcrry-bog, on all its course of a short mile. The
only profitable affair it ever undertook was to fill

a small ice-pond near its entrance into the Groat
South Bay. You could hardly call this a very ener-

getic enterprise. It amounted to little more than a

good-natured consent to allow itself to be used by
the winter for the making of ice. if the winter

happened to be cold enough. Even tlus passive

industry came to nothing; for the water, being
separated from the bay only by a short tideway
under a wooden bridge on the south country road,
was too brackish to freeze easily; and the ice, being
pervaded with weeds, was not much relished by the

public. So the wooden ice-house, innocent of pai.-t,

and toned by the weather to a soft, sad-coloured

«ray, stood like an improvised ruin among the pinc-
tre?8 beside the pond.

It was through this unharvestcd ice-pond, this

fallow field of water, that my lady Graygown and
I entered on acquaintance with our lazy, idle brook.

We had a house, that summer, a few miles down the
bay. But it was a very small house, and the room
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timl wc like bc,t wtt» o,.t of <|.K,r». So we «,k.„1

imidi tiinu in „ ,„ilboat,-b^ name "Tlic I'liticncc,"

—iiuiking yoyagcH of exploration into watery cor-

ner!, and by^^ay<i. Sailing past the woo<kn bridge
one day, when a strong .ast «;t„l |„ul made a very
low tide, we observed the wattr flowing out beneath
the rottd with an eddying current. We were inter-

ested to discover where such a stream came from.
But the 8.ii..K)at could not go under tlie bridge, nor
even '., ikc a landing on the shore without risk of

p il.ng aground. Tlie next day we came back in a
rowboat to follow the clue of curiosity. Tlie ti.le

was high now, and we passed with the reversed cur-
rent under the bridge, almost bumping our heads
against the timbers. Emerging upon the pond,
we rowed across its shallow, « eed-encumbered wa-
ters, and were introducerl without ceremony to
one of the most agreeable brooks that we had ever
met.

It was quite broad where it came into the poid,—
a hundred feet from side to side,—bordered with
flags and rushes and feathery meadow grasses.

The real channel meandered in sweeping curves
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from bank to b,ink, an.l tlio water, cxcij.t in the

-wifter current, wn, filial wi,h an numzing quantity
of «onic aquatic .iio.sk. The woods came sfraKgling
<lown on cither shore. There were fallen trees in the

«trcam here an.l there. On one of the points an old
8 ^amp-maple, with it, decrepit hrunches and its

leave, already touched with the hectic colours of
decay, hung far out over the water which was
undermining it, looking and leaning downward,
like an aged man who bends, halfsudly and half-

willingly, towards the grave.

But for the most part the brook lay wide open
to the sky, and the tide, rising and sinking some-
what irregularly in the pond below, made curious

alternations in its depth and in the swiftness of its

current. For about half a mile we navigated this

lazy little river, and then we found that rowing
woul.1 carry us no farther, for we came to a place

when, the stream issued with a livelier flood froi:

an archway in a thicket.

This woodland portal was not more than four

feet wide, and the branches of the small trees were
closely interwoven overhead. We shipped the oars
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and took one of then, for a paddle. Stooping down,
we pushed the boat through the archway and found
ourselves in the Fairy Dell. It was a long, narrow
bower, perhaps four hundred feet from end to end
With the brook dancing through it in a joyous,'
n,us,cal flow over a bed of dean yellow sand and
white pebbles. There were deep places in the curves
where you could hardly touch oottom with an oar,
and shallow places in the straight runs where the
boat would barely float. Not a ray of unbrr .en sun-
J.ght leaked through the green roof of this winding
corndor; and all along the sides there were delicate
mosses and tall ferns and wildwood flowers that love
the shade.

At the upper end of the bower our progress in
the boat was barred by a low bridge, on a forgotten
road that wound through the pine-woods. Here I
loft my lady Graygown, seated on the shady corner
of the bridge with a book, swinging her feet over
the stream, while I set out to explore its further
course. Above the wood-road there were no more
fairy dells, nor easy-going estuaries. The water
came do-.vn through the most complicated piece of

SIS
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underbrusli that I have ever encountered. Alders

and swamp maples and pussy-willows and gray

birches grew toRethcr in a wild confusion. Black-

berry bushes and fo.x-grapes and cat-briers trailed

and twisted themselves in an incredibl'f tungle.

There was only one way to advance, and that was

to wade in the middle of the brook, stooping low,

lifting up the pendulous alder-branches, tlireading

a tortuous course, now under and now over tht in-

numerable obstacles, as a darning-needle is pushed

in and out through the yarn of a woollen stocking.

It was dark and lonely in that difficult passage.

The brook divided into many channels, turning

this way and that way, as if it were lost in the

woods. There were huge clumps of Osmunda regal-

U spreadiig their fronds in tropical profusion.

Mouldering logs were covered with moss. The water

gurgled slowly into deep corners under the banks.

Catbirds and blue jays fluttered screaming from

the thickets. Cotton-tailed rabbits darted away,

showing the white flag of fear. Once I thought I

saw the fuscous gleam of a red fox stealing silently

through the brush. It would have been no surprise
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toWtheb.kofa™eeoo„,or.ethee,esofa
wildcat gleaming through the leaves
For more than an hour I was pushing „,,,,,oughth. miniature Wilderness of ha' a J:'

w.th-a ra,lroad embankn.ent and theafternoon express, with its parlour-cars, thunding down to Southampton! '
^^undcr-

P s joy, the sense of adventure the f. r .

.-.neonSaturday.^^,,,,,,^,^,^^^ ;*°
to such a costume as mine? What did I [
t%said!

"""^t did I care what

•"ent tofi„d that civilization, with all its ab^.es and conventionalities, was so threatenngt
to m, new-found wilderness. M, first enthu-
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siasm was not a little chilled as I walked back, along
an open woodland path, to the bridge where Gray-
gxjwn was placidly reading. Reading, I say, though
her book was closed, and her brown eyes were wan-
dering over the green leaves of the thicket, and the

white clouds drifting, drifting lazily across the blue

deep of the sky.

n
A BETTER ACftUAINTANCE

On the voyage home, she gently talked me out
of my disappointment, and into a wiser frame of
mind.

It was a surprise, of course, she admitted, to find

that our wilderness was so little, and to discover

the trail of a parlour-car o" the edge of Paradise.

But why not turn the siu^rise around, and make
it pleasant instead of disagreeable? Why not look

at the contrast from the side that we liked best?

It was not necessary that everybody should take
the same view of life that pleased us. The world

would not get on very well without people who pre-

ferred parlour-cars to canoes, and patent-leather
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«I.oe, to India-rubber boots, and ten-course dinners
to I..cnic« in the woods. Tbese good people were un-
consciously toiling at the hard and necessary work
of hfe in order that we. of the chosen and fortunate
few should be at liberty to enjoy the be.t things
in the world.

Why should we neglect our opportunities, which
were also our real duties? The nervous disease of
c.vd,zation n,ight prevail all around us, but that
ought not to destroy our grateful enjoyment of the
lucd intervals that were granted to us by a merciful
Providence.

Why should we not take this little untamed
brook, running :ts humble course through the bor-
ders of civilized life and midway between two flour-
.shmg summer resorts,-a brook without a single
house or a cultivated field on its banks, as free
and beautiful and secluded as if it flowed through
""les of trackless forest,-why not take this brook
"« a .g„ that the ordering of the universe had a
"good intention" even for inveterate idlers, and
that the great Arranger of the world felt some
>.ndness for such gipsy-hearts as ours? What law,
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human or divine, was tl.cre to prevent us from
making this stream our symbol of deliverance from
the conventional and commonplace, our guide to lib-

erty and a quiet mind?

So reasoned Graygown with her

"most silver flow

Of subtle-paced counsel in distress."

And, according to her word, so did we. Tliat lazy,

idle brook became to us one of the best of friends;

the pathfinder of happiness on many a bright sum-
mer day; and, through long vacations, the faith-

ful cncourager of indolence.

Indolence in the proper sense of the word, you
understand. The meaning which is commonly given
to it, as Archbishop Trench pointed out in his sug-
gestive book about Words and Their Uses, is alto-

gether false. To speak of indolence as if it were a
vice is just a great big verbal slander.

Indolence is a virtue. It comes from two Latin
words, wliich mean freedom from anxiety ar grief.

And that is a wholesome state of mind. There are
times and seasons when it is even a pious and
blessed state of mind. Not to be in a hurry; not to

S23
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be ambitious or jealous or resentful; not to feel

envious of anybody ; not to fret about to-day nor

worry about to-morrow,—that is the way wc ought

all to feel at some time in our lives ; and that is the

kind of indolence in which our brook faithfully en-

couraged us.

'T is an age in which such encouragement is

greatly needed. We have fallen so much into the

habit of being always busy that we know not how

nor when to break it off with firmness. Our business

tags after us into the midst of our pleasures, and

we are ill at ease beyond reach of the telegraph and

the daily newspaper. We agitate ourselves amaz-

ingly about a multitude of affairs,—the politics of

Europe, the state of the weather all around the

globe, the marriages and festivities of very rich

people, and the latest novelties in crime, none of

which are of vital interest to us. The more earnest

souls among us are cultivating a vicious tendency

to Summer Schools, and Seaside Institutes of Phi-

losophy, and Mountaintop Seminaries of Modern

Languages.

We toil assiduously to cram something more into
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those scTaj)-lmgs of knowledge wliicli we fondly

call our minds. Seldom do we rest tranquil long

enough to find out whether there is anything in

them already that is of real value,—any native

feeling, any original thought, which would like to

come out and sun itself for a while in quiet.

For my part, I am sure that I stand more in

need of a deeper sense of contentment with life than

of a knowledge of the Bulgarian tongue, and that

all the paradoxes of Hegel would not do me so

much good os one hour of vital sympathy with the

careless play of children. The Marquis du Paty

dc I'Huitrc may espouse the daughter and heiress

of the Honourable James Bulger with all imagina-

ble pomp, if he will. Ca ne m'intrigue point du

tout, I would rather stretch myself out on the grass

and watch yonder pair of kingbirds carrying

luscious flies to their young ones in the nest, or

chasing away the marauding crow with shrill cries

of anger.

What a pretty battle it is, and in a good cause,

too ! Waste no pity on that big black ruffian. He

is a villain and a thief, an egg-stealer, an ogre, a
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dcvourcr of unfledged innocents. The kingbirds are

not afraid of him, knowing that he is a coward at

heart. Tlicy fly upon him, now from below, now

from above. They buff'ct him from one side and

from the other. They circle round him like a pair

of swift gunboats round an antiquated man-of-

war. They even perch upon his back and dash their

beaks into liis neck and pluck feathers from his

piratical plumage. At last his lumbering flight has

carried him far enough away, and the brave little

defenders fly back to the nest, poising above it on

quivering wings for a moment, then dipping down

swiftly in pursuit of some passing insect. The war

is over. Courage has had its turn. Now tenderness

comes into play. The young birds, oil ignorant of

the passing danger, but always conscious of an in-

satiable hunger, are uttering loud remonstrances

and plaintive demands for food. Domestic life be-

gins again, and they that sow not, neither gather

into barns, are fed.

Do you suppose that this wondrous stage of

earth was set, and all the myriad actors on it

as6
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taught to play their parts, without a spectator in

view? Do you think that there is anything better

for you and me to do, now and then, than to sit

down quietly in a humble seat, and watch a few

scenes in the drama? Has it not something to say

to us, and do wc not understand it best when wc

have a peaceful heart and free from dolor? Thai

is what in-dolence means, and there arc no Ijettcr

teachers of it then the light-hearted birds and un-

toihng flowers, commended by the wisest of all mas-

ters to our consideration; nor can we find a more

pleasant pedagogue to lead us to their school than

a small, merry brook.

And this was what our chosen stream did for us.

It was always luring us away from an artificial life

into restful companionship with nature.

Suppose, for example, we found ourselves grow-

ing a bit dissatisfied with the domestic arrange-

ments of our little cottage, and coveting the splen-

dours of a grander establishment. An afternoon on

the brook was a good cure for that folly. Or sup-

pose a day came when there was an imminent pros-

pect of many formal calls. We had an important
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engagement iiji the brook ; und while we kept it we

could think with natiiifurtion of the joy of our

callers when they discovered that they could dis-

charge their whole duty with a piece of pasteboard.

This was an altruistic pleasure. Or suppose that a

few friends were coining to supper, and there were

no flowers for the supper-table. VVe could easily

have bought them in the village. But it was far

more to our liking to take the children up the

brook, and come back with great bunches of wild

white honeysuckle and blue flag, or posies of arrow-

heads and cardinal-flowers. Or suppose that I was

very unwisely and reluctantly labouring at some

serious piece of literary work, promised for the

next number of The Scribbler't Review; and sup-

pose that in the midst of this labour the sad news

came to me that the fisherman had forgotten to

leave any fish at our cottage that morning. Should

my innocent babes and my devoted wife be left to

perish of starvation while I continued my poetical

comparison of the two Williams, Shakspeare and

Watson? Inhuman selfishness! Of course it was my
plain duty to sacrifice my inclinations, and get my
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fly-rod, and row iiwny ncro!i!i the liu

, *itli a decep-

tive uppcuraiicc of cheerfulne:iii, to catch a banket

of trout in

m
THE IECRF.T9 OF INTIMACT

There! I came within eiglit letters of telling the

name of the brook, a thing that I am firmly resolved

not to do. If it were on ordinary fishless little river,

or even a stream with nothing better than grass-

pike and sunfish in it, you should have the name

and welcome. But when a brook contains spo'kled

trout, and when their presence is known to a very

few persons who guard the secret as the dragon

guarded the golden apples uf the Hesperides, and

when the size of the trout is large beyond the

dreams of hope,—well, when did you know a true

angler who would willingly give away tlie name of

such a brook as tliat? You may find an cncourager

of indolence in almost any stream of the South

Side, and I wish you joy of your brook. But if you

want to catch trout in mine you must discover it for
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•"Icmnly .wear wcrecjr.

"^

Th.twa.thcw.^.„wW,hthefrccdo™oftF

boy
.

the v,lU«c. the .on of Weh but «,poct«bIP-n -. and a„ i„.ete.te aii^oun. ,p„l..„a«ed fourteen ,e«r,. with .horn I had forced «

c™e.nt.n,ac,.I.a,teIha«h,n.«houtthep.ea,ure
of explonn« .he idle brook, and expre»,in« the

: :r
"'"' '" '^^- ''«.«. (in th„t ^.leai

forty j,ear, ago" when all fi.hing ,«, good)fere .u.t have been trout in it. A .ortai'tt
™.. over the bo,Waee.„ega.edat,„e.o.e.l;
-.fhe were searching the inmost depth, of „;character before he spoke.

^
"Sajr, do you want to know something?"
I -uredlum that an increase of knowl^lgewa.

the chief aim of my life.

"Do you promise you won't tell?"
I expressed my readiness to bo bound to silence

b^^the most awful pledge tl.t the law would sane-

"Wish you may die?"
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I not only «.i,h„, „,„t I ,„i^,,t ,,j^^ h^j ^^^^ p^^

'""> certain tliat I uould die.

"Well, «|,„t', the matter with ratchin,- ,,,,,1 i„
t'".U.r,K,k „„«? Do you want to „o w,tl, ,.„ „e^f
i'"tui<l.yf I »«w four or five bully on.s In-- «

.,.k

and got three."
'

On the appointed day wc ma,i. the ^.n„.,e
lunded at the upper bridge, walked arou.,! I,", tij
"oodpath to the railroad embankment, a.,.1 !„ .,„
to worn, our way down through the tangle,! w.lder-
m-s8. Fly-fishing, of course, was out of the question.
The only po8.,ibIc n,ethod of angling was to let the
line, baited with a juicy "garden hackle," drift
down the current as far as possible before you, un-
der the alder-branches and the cat-briers, into the
holes and comers of the stream. Then, if there
ean.e a gentle tug on the rod, you must strike, to
one side or the other, as the branches might allow,
and trust wholly to luck for a chance to play the
fi='l.. Many a trout we lost that day,-the largest
ones, of course,-and n.any a hook was en.bedded
w a sunken log, or hopelessly entwined a.nong the
boughs overhead. But when we came out at the
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bridge, very wet and disheveled, we had seven

pretty fish, the heaviest about half a pound. The
Fairy Dell yielded a brace of smaller ones, and
altogether wc were reasonably happy as we took up
the oars and pushed out upon the open stream.

But if there were fish above, why should there

not be fish below.? It was about sunset, the angler's

golden hour. We were already committed to the

crime of being late for supper. It would add little

to our guilt and much to our pleasure to drift

slowly down the middle of the brook and cast the

artful fly in the deeper corners on eiti. . jhore. So
I took off the vulgar bait-hook and put on a deli-

cate leader with a Queen of the Water for - tail-fly

and a Yellow Sally for a dropper,—innocent little

confections of feathers and tinsel, dressed on the

tinest hooks, and calculated to tempt the appetite

or the curiosity of the most capricious trout.

For a long time the whipping of the water pro-

duced no result, and it seemed as is the dainty

style of angling were destined to prove less profita-

ble than plain fishing with a worm. But presently

we came to an elbow of the brook, just above the
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estuary, where there was quite a stretch of clear

water along the lower side, with two half-sunken

logs sticking out from the bank, against which the

current had drifted a broad raft of weeds. I made
a long cast, and sent the tail-fly close to the edge
of the weeds. There was a swelling ripple on the

surface of the water, and a noble fish darted from

under the logs, dashed at the fly, missed it, and
whirled back to his shelter.

"Gee!" said the boy, "that was a whacker! He
made a wake like a steamboat."

It was a moment for serious thought. What was

best to be done with t'lat fish.' Leave him to set-

tle down for the night and come back after him

another day? Or try another cast for him at once?

A fish on Saturday evening is worth two on Mon-
day morning. I changed the Queen of the Water
for a Royal Coachman tied on a number fourteen

hook,—white wings, peacock body with a belt of

crimson silk,—and sent it out again, a foot farther

up the stream and a shade closer to the weeds. As it

settled on the water, there was a flash of gold from
the shadow beneath the logs, and a quick turn of
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the wrist made the tiny hook fast in the fish. He
fought wildly to get back to the shelter of his logs,
but the four ounce rod had spring enough in it to
hold him firmly away from that dangerous retreat.
Then he splurged up and down the open water, and
made fierce dashes among the grassy shallows, and
seemed about to escape a dozen times. But at last
his force was played out; he came slowly towards
the boat, turning on his side, and 1 netted him in
my hat.

"Bully for us;" said the boy, "we got him!
What a dandy !"

It was indeed one of the handsomest fish that I
have ever taken on the South Side.-just short of
two pounds and a quarter,-small head, broad tail,

and well-rounded sides coloured with orange and
blue and gold and red. A pair of the same kind, one
weighing two pounds and the other a pound and
three qr.arters, were taken by careful fishing down
the lower end of the pool, and then we rowed home
through the dusk, pleasantly convinced that there
is no virtue more certainly reward,.! than the pa-
tience of anglers, and cnhrely willing to put up

23i
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with a cold supper and a mild reproof for the sake
of sport.

Of course we could not resist the temptation to
show those fish to the neighbours. But, equally of
course, wc evaded the request to give precise in-
formation as to the precise place where they were
caught. Indeed, I fear that there nmst have been
something confused in our description of where we
had been on that afternoon. Our carefully selected
language may have been open to misunderstanding.
At all events, the next day, which was the Sabbath,
there was a row of eager but unprincipled anglers
sitting on a bridge over another stream, and fishing
for trout with worms and large expectations, but
without visible results.

The boy and I agreed that if this di.l not teach
a good moral lesson it was not our fault.

I obtained the boy's consent to admit the part-
ner of my life's joys and two of our children to the
secret of the brook, and thereafter, when we visited
.t. we took the fly-rod with us. If by chance another
l>oat passed us in the estuary, we were never fishing,

but only gathering flowers, or going for a picnic,
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
or taking photographs. But when the uninitiated
ones had passed bj, we would get out the rod again,
and try a few more casts.

One day in particular I remember, when Gray-
gown and little Teddy wore my companions. We
really had no hopes of angling, for the hour was
mid-noon, and the day -,vas warm and still. But
suddenly the trout, by one of those unaccountable
freaks which make their disposition so interesting
and attractive, began to rise all about us i. . bend
of the stream.

"Look!" said Teddy; "wherever you see one of
those big smiles on the water, I believe there', a
fish!"

Fortunately the rod was at hand. Graygown and
Teddy managed the boat and the landing-net with
consummate skill. We landed no less than a dozen
beautiful fish at that most unlikely hour and then
solemnly shook hands all around.

There is a peculiar pleasure in doing a thing
l.ke this, catching trout in » place where nobody
thmks of looking for them, and at an hour when
everybody believes they cannot be caught. It ,. more
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A LAZY, IDLE BROOK
fun to take one good fish out of an old, fishcd-out

stream, near at hand to the village, than to fill

11 basket from sonic far-famed and well-stocked

water. It j's the unexpected touch that tickles our

sense of pleasure. While life lasts, we are always

hoping for it and expecting it. There is no country

so civilized, no existence so humdrum, that there is

not room enough in it somewhere for a lazy, idle

brook, an encourager of indolence, with hope of

happy surprises.
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THE OPEN FIB E

U^TITINO UP

Man is the animal that has made friends with
the fire.

All the other creatures, in their natural state, are
afraid of it. They look upon it with wonder and
dismay. It fascinates them, sometimes, with its glit-
tenng eyes in the night. The squirrels and the hares
come pattering softly towards it through the under-
brush around the new camp. The fascinated deer
stares into the blaze of the jack-light while the
hunter's canoe creeps through the lily-pads. But
the charm that masters them is one of dread, not
of love. It is the witchcraft of the serpent's 1am-
L-nt look. When they know what it means, when
the heat of the fire touches them, or even when its
smell comes clearly to their most delicate sense, they
recognize it as their enemy, the Wild Huntsman
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
whose red liounds can follow, follow for day, with-

out wearying, growing stronger and more furiout

with every turn of the chase. Let but a trail of

smoke drift down the wind across the forest, and

all the game for miles and miles will catch the signal

for fear and flight.

Many of the animals have learned how to make

houses for themselves. The cubane of the beaver is

a wonder of neatness and comfort, much prefer-

able to the wignain .>f his Indian hunter. The musk-

rut knows how thick and higli to build the dome of

his waterside cottage, in iirder to protect himself

against the frost of the coming winter and the

floods of the following spring. The woodchuck's

house has two or three doors; and the squirrel's

dwelling is provided with a good bed and a con-

venient storcliouse for nuts and acorns. The sportive

otters have a toboggan slide in front of their resi-

dence; and the moose in winter make a "yard,"

where they can tj.ke exercise comfortably and find

shelter for sleep. But there is one thing lacking in

all these various dwellings,—a fireplace.

Man is the only creature that dares to light a
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THE OPEN FIRE
Are and to live with it. The rctt,on ? Became he alone
has learned how to put it out.

It is true that two of hi, humbler friend, have
been converted to fire-worship. Tlie dog and the

cat, being half-hunmnizcd, linvc Iwgun to love the

fire. I suppose that a cat seldom comes so near to

feeling a true sense of affection as when she has fin-

ished her saucer of bread and milk, and stretched

herself luxuriously underneath the kitchen stove,

while her faithful mistress washes up the dishes.

As for a dog, I am sure that his admiring love for

his master is never greater than when they come in

together from the hunt, wet and tired, and the man
gathers a pile of wood in front of the tent, touches

it with a tiny magic wand, and suddenly the clear,

consoling flame springs up, saying cheerfully,

"Here we are, at home in the forest ; come into the

warmth
; rest, and eat, and sleep." When the weary,

shivering dog sees this miracle, he knows that his

master is a great man and a lord of things.

After all, that is the only real open fire. Wood
is the fuel for it. Out-of-doors is the place for it.

A furnace is an underground prison for a toiling

ili3
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
slave. A stove is a cage for a tame bird. Even a

broad hearthstone and a pair of glittering andirons

the best ornament of a room—must be accepted

as an imitation of the real thing. The veritable open
fire is built in the open, with the whole earth for a

fireplace and the sky for a chimney.

To start a fire in the open is by no means as

easy as It looks. It is one of those simple tricks that

every one thinks he can perform until he tries it.

To do it without trying,—accidentally and un-
willingly,—that, of course, is a thing for which

any fool is fit. You knock out the ashes from your
pipe on a fallen log; you toss the end of a match
into a patch of grass, green on top, but dry as punk
underneath; you scatter the dead brands of an old

fire among the moss,—a conflagration is under way
before you know it.

A fire in the woods is one thing; a comfort and
a joy. Fire in the woods is another thing; a ; 'rror,

an uncontrollable fury, a burning shame.

But the lighting up of a proper fire, kindly, ap-
proachable, serviceable, docile, is a work of intelli-

gence. If, perhaps, you have to do it in the rain,



THE OPEN FIRE
with a single match, it requires no h'ttle art and
skill.

There is plenty of wood everywhere, but not a
b.t to burn. The fallen trees are waterlogged. The
dead leaves are as damp as grief. The charred sticks
that you find in an old fireplace are absolutely in-
combustible. Do not trust the handful of withered
tw.gs and branches that you gather from the spruce-
tr.es. They seem dry, but they are little better for
jour purpose than so much asbestos. You make a
P.le of them in some apparently suitable hollow,
and lay a few larger sticks on top. Then you hastily
-ratch your solitary match on the seat of your
trousers and thrust it into the pile of tw,g.. What
appe.nsP The wind whirls around in your stupid

I'ttle hollow, and the blue flame of the sulphur spirts
and sputter, for an instant, and then goes out Or
perhaps there is a moment of stillness; the match
flares up bravely; the nearest twigs catch fire,
era khngand sparkling; you hurriedly lay on mor.
-^j;but the fire deliberately dodgesVm,c:;:

the corner „,,He pile where the twigs a. few 'tand dampest, snaps feebly a few times, and empires
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
in smoke. Now where are you? How far is it to th
nearest match?

If you are wise, you will always make your fir

before you light it. Time is never saved by doin<
a thing badly.

II

THE CAMP-FIRE

In the making of fires there is as much difference

as in the building of houses. Eveiything depends
upon the purpose that you have in view. There is

the camp-fire, and the cooking-fire, and the smudge-
fire, and the little friendship-fire,-not to speak of
other minor varieties. Each of these has its own
proper style of architecture, and to mix them is

false art and poor economy.

The object of the camp-fire is to give heat, and
incidentally light, to your tent or sh,nty. You can
hardly build this kind of a fire unless you have a
good axe and know how to chop. For the first thing
that you need is a solid backlog, the thicker the
better, to hold the heat and reflect it into the tent.

This log must not be too dry, or it will bum out
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THE OPEN FIRE
quickly. Neither must it be too dun,p, else it will
smoulder nnd discourage the fire. The best wood
for it is the body of a yellow birch, and, ne.xt to
that, a green balsam. It should be five or six feet
long, and at least two and a half feet in diameter. If
you cannot find a tree thick enough, cut two or three
lengths of a smaller one; lay the thickest log on
the ground first, about ten or twelve feet in front
of the tent

;
drive two strong stakes behind it, slant-

ing a little backward
; and lay the other logs on top

of the first, resting against the stakes.

Now you are ready for the hand-chunks, .,r and-
irons. These are shorter sticks of wood, eight or ten
inches thick, laid at right angles to the backlog,
four or five feet apart. Across these you are to build
up the firewood proper.

Use a dry spruce-tree, not one that has fallen,

but one that is dead and still standing, if you want
a lively, snapping fire. Use a hard maple or a hick-
ory if you want a fire that will burn steadilv and
make few sparks. But if you like a fire to'blaze
up at first with a splendid flame, and tlien burn on
with an enduring heat far into the night, a young
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
white birch with the bark on is tlio tree to choose

Six or eight round sticks of this hiid across th(

hand-chunks, with perhaps a few quartering! of f

larger tree, will make a glorious iire.

But before you put these on, you must be readj

to light up. A few splinters of dry spruce or pint

or balsam, stood endwise against the backlog, or

better still, piled up in a pyramid between the hand-

chunks ; a few strips of birch-bark ; and one good

match,—these are all that you want. But be sure

that your match is a good one. It is better to set

to this before you go into the brush. Your comfort,

even your life, may depend on it.

"Avec ces allumettes-la," said my guide at Lac

St. Jean one day, as he vainly tried to light his

pipe with a box of parlour matches from the hotel,

— "avec ces gnognottes d'allumettes on pourra

mourir au boU!"

In the woods, the old-fashioned brimstone match

of our grandfathers—the match with a brown head

and a stout stick and a dreadful smell—is the best.

But if you have only one, do not trust even that

to light your fire directly. Use it first to touch ofi' a
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THE OPEN FIRE
roll of birch-bark wbicl, you hold in jour hand.
Then, «hcn the bark i.s well alight, crinkling and
curling, push it ider the heap of kindlings, give
the flame time to take a good hold, and lay your
wood over it, a stick at a time, until the whole pile
is blazing. Now your fire is started. Your friend-

ly little red-haired gnome is ready to serve you
through the night.

He will dry your clothes if you are wet. He will

cheer you up if you are despondent. He will dif-
fuse an air of sociability through the cnmp, and
draw the men together in a half circle for story-
telling and jokes and singing. He will hold a flam-
beau for you while you spread your blankets on
the boughs and dress for bed. He will keep you
warm while you sleep,—at least till about three
o'clock in the morning, when you dream that you
are out sleighing in your pajamas, and wake up
with a shiver.

"Holi, Ferdinand, Franfow!" you call out from
your bed, pulling the blankets over your ears ; "Ra-
manchez le feu, ,'il von, plait. C'eH m, freite de
chien,"
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THE COOKIMO-FIBE

Of course such a fire as I have been describing

can be used for cooking, when it has burned down
a little, and there is a bed of hot embers in front

of the backlog. But a correct kitchen fire should

be constructed after another fashion. What you
.it now is not blaze, but heat, and that not dif-

.used, but concentrated. You must be able to get

close to your fire without burning your boots or

scorching your face.

If you have time and the material, make a fire-

place of big stones. But not of granite, for that

will split with the heat, and perhaps fly in your

face.

If you are in a hurry and there are no suitable

stones at hand, lay two good lops nearly parallel

with each other, a foot or so apart, and build your

fire between them. For a cooking-fire, use split wood
in short sticks. Let the first supply bum to glowing

coals before you begin. A frying-pan that is luke-
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THE OPEN FIRE
warm one minute and ml-liot tlu- mxt is tlio alronii-

nation of desolation. If you want l.lack toast, have
it made before a fresh, sputtering, blazing heap of
wood.

In fires, as in men, an exress of energy is a lark

of usefulness. The best work is done without many
sparks. Just enough is tlie riglit kind of a fire and
a feast.

To know how to cook is not a very elegant ucoom-

plishment. Yet there arc times an<I seasons wlun it

seems to come in better than familiarity with the

dead languages, or much skill upon the lute.

You cannot always rely on your guides for a

tasteful preparation jf food. Many of them are

ignorant of the diflTcrence between frying and broil-

ing, and their notion of boiling a potato or a fish

is to reduce it to a pulp. Now and then you find a
man who has a natural inclination to the culinary

art, and who does very well within familiar limits.

Old Edouard, the Montaignais Indian who
cooked for my friends H. E. G. and C. S. D. last

summer on the Ste. MarguMte en has. was such
a man. But Edouard could not read, and the
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
only way l.e could tell the n«tur.- of the canned
provisions was by the pictures on the cun.. If the
picture was strange .o him, there ««, no K„e,s,,in«
what he would do with the content, of the can
He was capable of roasting strawberries, and sen-
'ng green peas cold for desscr* ()nc day a can of
mullagatawny soup and a can of apricots were
Imnded out to him simultaneou«Ij. and without ex-
planations. Edouard sol. ..1 the problem by opening
both cans and cooking them together. We had a
now soup that day. mullagatau-ny aux apricoU. It
was not as bad as it sounds. It tasted somewhat like
chutney.

The real reason why food that is cooked over an
open fire tastes so good to us is because we arc rt^ally
I'ungry when we get it. The man who puts up pro-
v.s.ons for camp has a great advantage over the
dealers who must satisfy the pampered appetite of
people in houses. I never can get any bacon in New
York like that which I buy at a little shop in Quebec
to take into the w.ods. If J ever set up in the gro-
cery business, I shall try to get a good trade among
anglers. It will be easy to please my customer.
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" P«rtl3. due to tl.e fact tJmt tl.oy ..^. u.,«„^ cooked
over an open fire. In th.cit^tl.ey never t..te„,,
good. It ;, not „,eroIv a diffo-^nce in freHh„e,» It
" a change in tl.e sauce. If the truth must (,e tol.l
even by an angler, there are at least five .wdt-«,.,er
fi»h which are bette. than trout,-to eat. There is
none better to catch.

IV

THE S- DOE-FIBB

But enough of the cooking-fire. Let u, turn now
to the subject of the smudge, known in Lower
Canada as la boucane. The smudge owes its ex-
"tence to the pungent mosquito, the sanguinary
black-%, and the peppery midge.-Z. n.aringo^n
lamoustique, et U briOot. To what it owes its Eng-
>.;h name I do not know ; but its French name means
'n>ply a thick, nauseating, intolerable smoke
The smudge is called into bein.^ for the express

purpose of creating a smoke of this kind, wh.ch is
as disagreeable to the mosquito, the black-fly, and
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tMe .nulKc «, it i, to the nmn «l.„,n tl.cy arc dcvour-
">«. But the. „,an «unive. the ,,nokc, while the \x.
.cct, »uccu„.b to it. being de»tro^ed or driven away
Therefore the .mudge, dark and bitter in it«,'f
frequently become,, like adversity. ,weet in it, u,e.'
It n.u,t be rt^garded a, a fom, of fl,^ with which
man ha, made friend, under the prcure of a cruel
necessity.

It would «em a. if it ought to bo the simplest
affair in the world to light up a smudge. And so it
is- if you are not trying.

An attempt to produce ain.ost any other kind of
a fire will bring forth smoke abundantly. But when
you deliberately undertake to create a smudge,
flames break from the wettest timber, and green
mo„ blazes with a furious heat. You hastily gather
handful, of seemingly incombustible material and
throw it on the fire, but the conflagration increases.
Grass and green leave, hesitate for an instant and
t^-en flash up like tinder. The more you put on, the
more your smudge rebels against its proper task of
smudging. It makes a pleasant warmth, to encour-
age the black-flies; and bright light to attract and
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TI.C proper ,ay to ,„„kc a ....udRe i, tM,. Bo-nn
«"-ver,,iu,,,„,,^«,^,^,^.^,^^^^

^^^
not «„,b,t.ou,. Don't ,ry to ,nake„,„.oUv..t

J^.onK„,,.er„«oo,Uupp,, of,tuff ,.,.;.,,,,_M, to ,,pprc.. fire «.it,.out ..ot,,enn« it. Mo.of H eerta.n K.n,I .,„ .,„, ,,t „„, ,,,^. ^,,^^_ ^^^^^|__

H«ir-dec„,o., .o„, , ^„„,,,

pleasant ,tuff.„ vegetable wet blanket. Ti.eb,.: ofde«H ever«r.n tree.. :.e.,oek. spruce, or bal,n.i,
better st„Gatber a plentiful .tore of it. Bu..t
trj' to make a smoke yet.

Let your fire burn a nhile longer; eheer it „n
Ii»fIn n 1 ,

'* enecr it up a'tHe. Get some clear, resolute, unquenchable coal,

a^ow.ntbebeaHofit.Do„.ttr,tomake«smok;

Now pile on your smouldering fuel. Fan it with
.our hat. Kneel down and blow it, ana i„ ten .

.

utes you w.,1 have a smoke that will make you wi.hyou had never been born.

That is the proper way to make a smudge. But
255
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the easiest way is to ask your guide to make it for

you.

If he makes it in an old iron pot, so much the

better, for then you can move it around to the wind-

ward when the breeze veers, and carry it into your

tent without risk of setting everything on fire, and

even take it with you in the canoe while you are

fishing.

Some of the pleasantest pictures in the angler's

gallery of remembrance are framed in the smoke

that rises from a smudge.

With my eyes shut, I can call up a vision of eight

birch-bark canoes floating side by side on Moosehcad

Lake, on a fair June morning, fifteen years ago.

They are anchored ofi" Green Island, riding easily

on (he long, gentle waves. In the stern of each

canoe there is a guide with a long-handled net ; in

the bow, (in angler with a light fly-rod ; in the mid-

dle, a smudge-kettle, smoking steadily. In the air

to the windward of the little fleet hovers a swarm of

flies drifting down on the shore breeze, wich bloody

purpose in their breasts, but baffled by the protect-

ing smoke. In the water to the leeward plays a school
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THE OPEN FIRE
of speckled trout, feeding on tl.e minnows that hang
around the sunken ledges of rock. As a larger wave
than usual passes over the le,lges, it lifts the fish
up, and you can see the big fellows, three, and four,
and even five pounds apiece, poising then.selves in
the clear brown water. A long cast will send the fly
over one of them. Let it sink a foot. Draw it up with
a fluttering motion. Now the fish sees it, and turns
to catch it. There is a yellow gleam in the depth,
a sudden swirl on the surface; you strike sharply
and the trout is matching his strength against the
spnng of your four ounces of split bamboo.
You can guess at his size, as he breaks water, by

the breadth of his tail: a pound of weight to an
mch of tail,_that is the traditional measure, and it

usually comes pretty close to the mark, at least in
the case of large fish. But it is never safe to record
the weight until the trout is in the canoe. As the
Canadian hunters say, "Sell not the skin of the bear
while he carries it."

Now the breeze that blows over Green Island
drops away, and the smoke of the eight smudge-
kettles falls like a thick curtain. The canoes, the dark
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shores of Norcross Point, the twin peaks of Spen-

cer Mountain, the dim blue summit of Katahdin, the

dazzling sapphire sky, the flocks of fleece-white

clouds shepherded on high by the western wind, all

have vanished. With closed eyes I sec another vision,

still framed in smoke,—a vision of yesterday.

It is a wild river flowing into the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, on the Cote Nord, far down towards

Labrador. There is a long, narrow, swift pool be-

tween two parallel ridges of rock. Over the ridge on

the right pours a cataract of pale yellow foam. At

the bottom of the pool, the water slides down into

a furious rapid, and dashes straight through an im-

passable gorge half a mile to the sea. The pool is

full of salmon, leaping merrily in their delight at

coming into their native stream. The air is full of

black-flies, rejoicing in the warmth of the July sun.

On a slippery point of rock, below the fall, are two

anglers, tempting the fish and enduring the flies.

Behind them is an old habitant raising a mighty

column of smoke.

Through the cloudy pillar which keeps back the

Egyptian host, you see the waving of a long rod.
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THE OPEN FIRE
A silver-gray fly .ith „ barbed tail darts out across
the pool, swings around with the current, well under
water, and slowly works past the big rock in the
centre, just at the head of the rapid. Aln,ost past
.t. but not quite: for suddenly the fly disappears;
the hne begins to run out; the reel sings sharp and
shnll

; a salmon is hooked.

But how well is he hooked.^ That is the question
Th,s IS no easy pool to play a fish in. There is no
chance to jun,p into a canoe and drop below him,
and get the current to help you in drowning him
Vou cannot follow him along the shore. You cannot
even lead him into quiet water, where the gaffer can
creep near to him unseen and drag him in with a
qu:ck stroke. You must fight your fish to a finish,
and all the advantages are on his side. The current
IS ternbly strong. If he makes up his mind to go
downstream to the sea, the only thing you can do
>s to hold him by main force; and then it is ten to
one that the hook tears out or the leader breaks.

It is not in human nature for one man to watch
another handling a fish in such a place without giv-
mg advice. "Keep the tip of your rod up. Don't let
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your reel overrun. Stir him up a little, he 's sulking.

Don't let him 'jig,' or you '11 lose him. You 're play-

ing him too hard. There, he 's going to jump again.

Drop your tip. Stop him, quick! he 's going down

the rapid !"

Of course the man who is playing the salmon does

not like this. If he is quick-tempered, sooner or later

he tells his counsellor to shut up. But if he is a

gentle, early-Christian kind of a man, wise as a

serpent and harmless as a dove, he follows the ad-

vice that is given to him, promptly .ind exactly.

Then, when it is all ended, and he has seen the big

fish, with the line over his shoulilor, poised for an

instant on the crest of the first billow of the rapid,

and has felt the leader stretch and give and map!

—then he can have the satisfaction, while he reels in

his slack line, of saying to his friend, "Well, old

man, I did everything just as you told me. But I

think if I had pushed that fish a little harder at the

beginning, as I wanted to, I might have save<l

him."

But really, of course, the chances were all against

it. In such a pool, most of the larger fish get away.
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">g foam. A salmon darts from tl. ^ >
tl,» », *» .

"'^ boiimg water at

J"JP at the s,de of the fall, .here th. water is thJn-d -oiled over and over in the spra/l II'
-'-"•sesc,osehes,deus..hatr:me:d::r
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bumps his nose against a jutting rock, nnd flops

back into the pool. Now comes a fish «ho has made
Iiis calculations exactly. He leaves tlie pool about

eight feet from the foot of the fall, rises swiftly,

spreads his fins, and curves his tail as if he were
flying, strikes the water where it is thickest just

below the brink, hjlds on desperately, and drives

himself, with one last wriggle, through the bending
stream, over the edge, and up the first step of the

foaming stairway. He has obeyed the strongest in-

stinct of his nature, and gone up to make love in

the highest fresh water that he can reach.

The smoke of the smudge-fire is sharp and tear-

ful, but a man can learn to endure a good deal of

it when he can look through its rings at such scenes

xs these.

THE LITTLE FEIENDSHIP-FIEE

There are times and seasons when the angler has

no need of any of the three fires of which we have

been talking. He sleeps in a house. His breakfast
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«nd dinner are cooked f„rhi,„i„„,it,,,„„^
no great danger fro. b,«ek-«ie. or „.o.,uieoe:;;
^eneed.„o«.,ashe.t.outto«pe„dadu,ont„

a l;t]f„ends,np.fire to burn pleasantl, beside hi.„

jh.ieheeat.bi..r.,a,farea„dpro,on,,bi.„oon.

1 et ,t ,s far from being useless ; and Ifo-ne. should be sorr, to hVe without it. Its only'

r " *° ""''"' ^ -•''^ -tre of interest where

ogether or to supp,, a kind of companionship toa lone fisherman. It is kindled and burns for noother purpose than to give you the sense of being
at home .nd at ease. Why the fire should do this Icannot tell, but it does.

You may build your friendship-fire in almostany way that pleases you, but this is the way in
wh-ch you shall build it best. You have no axe! of
-urse, so you must look about for the driest sticks
that you can find. Do not seek them close beside the
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
stream, for there they arc likely to be water-soaked;

hut go back into the woods a bit and gather a good

armful of fuel. Then break it, if you can, into

lengths of about two feet, and construct your fire

in the following fashion.

Lay two sticks parallel, and put between them n

pile of dried grass, dead leaves, small twigs, and
the pai^er in which your lunch was -.rapped. Then
lay two other sticks crosswise on top of your first

pair. Strike your match and touch yoi-r kindlings.

As the fire catches, lay on other pairs of sticks, each

pair crosswise to the pair that is below it, until you
have a pyramid of flame. This is "a Micmac fire"

such as the Indians make in the woods.

Now you can pull off your wading-boots and

warm your feet at the blaze. You can toast your

bread if you like. You can even make shift to broil

one of your trout, fastened on the end of a birch

twig if you have a fancy that way. When your hun-

ger is satisfied, you shake out the crumbs for the

birds and the squirrels, pick up a stick with a coal

at the end to light your pipe, put some more wood
on your fire, and settle down for an hour's reading
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THE OPEN FIRE
if you Imve a book in your pocket, or for n goo.I
talk if you have „ comrade witli you.

The stream of time flows swift and smooth, by
such a fire as this. The moments slip past unheeded

;

the sun sinks down liis western arch; the shadows
begin to fall across the brook; it is time to move on
for the afternoon fishing. The fire has almost burned
out. But do not trust it too much. Throw some sand
over it, or bring a hatful of water from the brook
to pour on it, until you are sure that the last glow
ing ember is oxtinguished, and nothing but the
black coals and the charred ends of the sticks are
lefl.

Even the littl? friendship-fire must keep the law
of the bush. AH lights out when their purpose is

fulfilled!

VI

ALTABS OF BEMEMBEANCE

It is a question that we have often debated, in
the informal meetings of our Petrine Club: Which
is pleasanter,-to fish an old stream, or a new one?
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
The younger meniljcrs arc nil for tlie "fresli

woods and pastures new." They speiik of the delight

of turning off from the high-road into some faintly-

marked trail; following it blindly through the

forest, not knowing how far you linve to go ; hear-

ing the voice of waters souniling through the wood-

land; leaving the path impatiently and striking

straight across the underbrush ; scrambling down u

steep bank, pushing through a thicket of alders,

and coming out suddenly, face to face with a beau-

tiful, strange brook. It reminds you, of course, of

some old friend. It is a little like the Bcaverkill, or

the Ausable, r the Gale River. And yet it is dif-

ferent. Ev"ry stream has its own character and dis-

position. Your new acquaintance invites you to a

day of discoveries. If the water is high, you will

follow it down, and have easy fishing. If the water

is low, you will go upstream, and fish "fine and

far-off." Every turn in the avenue which the little

river has made for you opens up a new view,—

a

rocky gorge where the deep pools are divided by

white-footed falls ; a lofty forest where the shadows

are deep and the trees arch overhead ; a flat, sunny
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THK OPEN KIUE
stretch where the strciini is spreml out, uiij jiohlily

islands divide the chiinnels, and tlic big fish arc kirk-

ing at tlie sides in the sheltered rorners under the

hushes. From s« r to scene jou foIl.)w on, delighted

and expectant, until the night suddenly drops its

^eil, and then you will be lucky if you can find your

way home in the dark !

Yes, it is all very good, this exploration of new

streams. But, for my part, I like still letter to go

back to a faniilmi- little river, and fish or dream

along the banks where I have dreamed and fislud

before. I know every bend and curve: the sharp

turn where the water runs under the roots of the

old hemlock-tree; the snaky glen, where the alders

stretch their arms far out across the stream; the

meadow reach, where the trout are fat and silvery,

and will only rise about sunrise or sundown, unless

the day is cloudy; the Naiad's Elbow, wliere the

brook rounds itself, smooth and dimpled, to embrace

a cluster of pink laurel-bushes. All these I know

;

yes, and almost every current and eddy and back-

water I know long before I come to it. I remember

where I caught the big trout the first year I came
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FISUERMAN'B LUCK
to the trcnm; and wlicrc I loit a big({cr ono. I

remember the pool where there were plcity of good

ftih laat year, and wonder whether they arc there

new.

Better thingi than thcac I remember: the com-

panion! with whom I have fr<llowed the stream

in day« long past; the rendezvoux with ii com-

rade at the place wliere the rustic bridge crosses

the brook ; the hours of sweet converse beside

the friendship-fire; the meeting at twilight with

my lady Graygown and the children, who have

coin:; down by the wood-road to walk home with

me.

Suroly it is pleasant to follow an old stream.

Flowers grow alon^j its banks which are not to be

found anywhere else in the wide world. "There is

r )soniary, that 's for remembrance; and there is

pans IS, that 's for thoughts!"

One May evening, a couple of years since, I was

angling in the Swiftwater, and came upon Joseph

Jetf'erson, stretched out on a large r.'ck in mid-

stream, and casting the fly down a long pool,

lie had passed the threescore years and ten, but



THE OPEN FIRE
lie wtts nil cngcr and an liiippy m a boy in liia

fi.«liin^.

"Vou here!" I cried. "Wliat good foriunc

brought you into tliese »nfer!i?"

"Ah," he answered, "I flsticd this brook forty-five

years ago. It wos in tlic Paradise Valley tlmt I first

thought of Rip Van Winkle. I wanted to come Iwck

agoin for the sake of old times."

But what has nil this 'o do with an open fire? I

will tell you. It is at the places along the stream,

where the little flames of love and friendship have

en kindled in bygone days, that the past re-

ams most vividly. These ore the altars of remcm-

L ince.

It is strange how long a small fire will leave its

mark. The charred sticks, the black coals, do not

decay easily. If they lie well up the bank, out of

reoch of the spring floods, they will stay there for

years. If you have chanced to build a rough fire-

place of stones from the brook, it seems almost as if

it would last forever.

There is a mossy knoll beneath a great butternut-

tree on the Swiftwater where such a fireplace was
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK
built four years ago ; and whenever I come to that

place now I lay the rod aside, and sit down for a

little while by the fast-flowing water, and re-

member.

This is what I see : A man wading up the stream,

with a creel over his shoulder, and perhaps a dozen

trout in it ; two little lads in gray corduroys run-

ning down the path through the woods to meet him,

one carrying a frying-pan and a kettle, the other

with a basket of lunch on his arm. Then I see the

bright flames leaping up in the fireplace, and hear

the trout sizzling in the pan, a»>'1 «mell the appetiz-

ing odour. Now I see the lads coming back across

the foot-bridge that spans the stream, with a bottle

of milk from the nearest farmhouse. They are

laughing and teetering as they balance along the

single plank. Now the table is spread on the moss.

How good the lunch tastes ! Never were there such

pink -fleshed trout, such crisp and savoury slices of

broiled bacon. Douglas, (the beloved doll that the

younger lad shamefacedly brings out from the

pocket of his jacket,) must certainly have some of

it. And after the lunch is finished, and the bird's
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THE OPEN FIRE
portion has been scattered on the moss, we creep

carefully on our hands and knees to the edge of the

brook, and look over the bank at the big trout that

is poising himself in the amber water. We have tried

a dozen times to catch him, but never succeeded.

The ne.xt time, perhaps——
Well, the fireplace is still standing. The butter-

nut-tree spreads its broad branches above the

stream. The violets and the bishop's-caps and the

wild anemones are sprinkled over the banks. The

yellow-throat and the water-thrush and the vircos

still sing the same tunes in the thicket. And the elder

of the two lads often comes back with me to that

plea-ant place and shares my fisherman's luck be-

side the Swiftwater.

But the younger lad.'

Ah, my little Barney, you have gone to follow

a new stream,—clear as crystal,—flowing through

fields of wonderful flowers that never fade. It is

a strange river to Teddy and me; strange and

very far away. Some day we shall see it with you

;

and you will teach us the names of those blossoms

that do not wither. But till then, little Barney, the
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other lad and I will follow the old aircam that flows

by the woodland fireplace,—your altar.

Rue grows here. Yes, there is plenty of rue. But

there is also rosemary, that 's for remembrance!

And close beside it I sec a little heart's-ease.
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A SLUMBER SONG

roH THE fishebman's child

1* URL your sail, my little boatie;

Here 's the haven, still and deep.

Where the dreaming tides, in-streaming,

Up the channel creep.

Sec, the sunset breeze is dying

;

Hark, the plover, landward flying,

Softly down the twilight crying;

Come to anchor, little boatie,

In the port of Sleep.

Far away, my little boatie.

Roaring waves arc white with fnam

;

Ships are striving, onward driving.

Day and night they roam.

Father 's at the deep-sea trawling,
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In the darkness, rowing, liiiiiling.

While the hungry winds are calling,

—

God protect him, little hoatie,

Bring him safely home!

Not for yon, my little boatie.

Is the wide and weary sea

;

You 're too slender, and too tender,

You must rest with me.

All diiy long you have been straying

Up and down the shore and playing;

Come to port, make no delaying!

Day is over, little boatie,

Night falls suddenly.

Furl your sail, my little boatie;

Fold your wings, my tired dove.

Dews arc sprinkling, stars are twinkling

Drowsily above.

Cease from sailing, cease from rowing;

Rock upon the drcam-tidc, knowing

Safely o'er your rest are glowing.

All the night, my little boatie,

Harbour-lights of love.
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INDEX
Adah: hll uriy eduration, 08;

hia opinion of woman, 134.

"Afghan's Knife, The." 193.

Algebra: the equation of life, 13.

"Alice Lorraine." 167.

"Along New England Roads,"
103.

Altars of remembrance, 269.

"Amateur Angler's Days in

Dove Dale, An." 41. 161.
' 'American Angler's Book, The,"

163.

' 'American Salmon Angler.The,"

163.

"Among New England Hills,"

163.

"Angler, The Compleat," Se«
Walton, Izaak.

Angler: the education of an, 125,

"Angler's Guide, The," 157.

Angling: an affair of luck, 6; a
means of escape from tiedium

vitip, 14; houks about, classi-

fied. 155, 156.

' 'Angline Reminiscences " of

Thomas Tod Stoildart. 158.

"Angling .Sketches," by Andrew
Lang, 163.

Antony: deceived by Cleopatra.

164.

Arden, the Forest of: direction

for reaching, 1 5.

Ascension Day: good for fishing,

7.

Bald Mountain. 203.

Banquets: two delectable ones,

22, 23.

279

Baptists, Seventh-Day; an in-

ducement tu join them, 7.

Barber: the philosophic conduct
of a, 15.

Barker, Thomas. 155.

Bartlett, Mr. John: piscatorial

collection of. 154.

Bergen: town of, 186.

Berrie-H, 87; Izaak Walton quoted
on, 89.

Bethune, Rev. Dr. George W.,
an editor of Waiton. 103.

Birds: their unexpecte<lncsH, 25;

their courage, 2S, 225; their

manner of singing, 03-00,

85.

Birds named:
Blue jay, 219.

BobUnk, 84.

Brown thrush, 05.

Catbird, 109, 219.

Crow, 225.

English sparrow, not a bird,

04, HI.
Groslienk, rose-l.reanted, 05.

Hooded warbler, 25.

Kingbird. 225. 226.

Mockingbird, 05.

Oriole, 65.

Parrot, 04.

Partridge. 27.

Pigeon-hawk, 201.

Redstart. 26.

Robin, 65.

Rose - breasted grosbeak,

65.

Ruffed grouse, 23.

Spotted aaudpiper, 28.
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Birdi named

:

Hwallow, 202.

Thnmh, 203.

Veery, 65.

ViroM. 271.

Watflr-thruih, 271.

White-throat, OS.

Wood thnub, 66.

Wren, 6S.

Yellow-throat, 201, 271.

Yellow warblers, 100.

Blaek, William: his knowledge

of angUng, 168.

Blaokmore, R. D., 162; fishing

described by, 167.

"Book of the Black Base," 103.

Borgund: church at, 1S6.

Boyle, Hon. Robert, 160.

Brogue: as an ornament of

speech, 78.

Brook: a laiy. idle, 216; iii the

Dower, 217; considered as a
sign, 221; the lesson of a, 226;

fishing in a, 231.

Browsing: a diversion for ang-

lers, 86.

Burroughs, John, 153.

butler. Dr. William: hii pleas-

ant saying about the straw-

berry, 80; his character aa a
physician and a philosopher.

90-91.

"By Meadow and Stream," 162.

Byron, Lord: a detractor of Wal-
ton, 151.

Camp-fire: the art of kindling a,

246.

Camping: pleasures of, 19.

Cannon M^mntain, 205,

"Chalk-Stream Studies," 160.

Chance: a goad word with a bad
reputation, 12.

Chatto, William Andrew, 144,

162.

Cheerfulness: a virtue in good

talk, 70.

Christian oharaolar: Ultutratad,

34.

CivtliMtion: a oarvotu i

Cleopatra, 164.

"Cloister and the Hearth, The,"
117.

Colquhmn, John, 158.

Conversation: compared with

talk, IS.

Cook; a good, 251.

Cooking-fire: the art of kindlini

a. 2S0.

Cotton, Charles, 57. 1S5.

Crinkle-root, 87.

"Crooker's Hole." 163.

Crosby. Chancellor Howard: a
good talker, 73.

Davy, Sir Humphry: slighted by
Christopher North, 150.

"Days in Clover," 162.

Days: Superstitions about them,

7.

Dennys, John: "The Beoreta of

Angling," quoted, 152.

DePeyater. Mr, and Mra.: the

success of, in the art of the

angler, 125.

De Quincey, Thomas, 155.

Deucalion: the first artistic fish-

erman, 5.

Dickinson, Emily: quoted. O?

Drivstuen, 104.

Eagle Cliff. 203.

Elizabeth, Queen, 01.

Elk: the Tarn of the. 102.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo: quoted,

119.

English sparrows: beasts, not

birds. 64.

"Essays Critical and Imagina-

tive" of Christopher North,

159.

Etnadal, 183.

"Ettrick Shepherd," the, 67.
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INDEX
Furnrn-M, 1M.
Faleidfl, IBO.

FnwkM, (Juy, 91.

Firo: Itimr of Animali of, 241; kin-
dlinff a firf in (h» wrxMlii, 244;
the canip'Hre, 246; the cwjk-
ing-fin*. 2.'^0; the imuitit^flre,
2Xi; the Ut(l«> frieodihip-ftre,

262.

FI»h: their waywardncM, 47,

236; how en ansler feelii nt>nut
them. 30; whether they ran
hear. 58-00; domefltieated, M.

FUb named;
Grami-plke. 220.

OrayUng. 57. ISA.

GrilM, 261.

Ouananlohe, 40, 42, 47. 48,

Pickerel. 146.

Pike, 12. 100.

Halmon. .34, 41, 261.

Sunfich. 230.

Trout, B.. 60. Ifl6, 107.187,
105. 220. 234, 236, 253,
257.

"Fiahin' Jimmy." 164.

Fisliins: paitim; an affair of
luck, 5; lucky days for. 6; a
raeanfl of encape from routine,

14; the only eventful mode uf
life. 15; goo<i luck in. denrv-
ingof gratitude, 31 ; the Mhool-
ing of a woman angler, 127;
catching pickerel through the
ice. 146; the beet winter diver-
aion in-doors, 150; books on,
155. 157; fish and *i8l 'i.g. 163;
in old streams ai.J new
265.

"Fidh-Tails and a Few Otheis,"
101.

Flies: various theories for the
use of. 47; the grasshopper a
last hope, 48; style in, 155.

Flowers: wil.l an.! tame, 96;
lUL i. ia finding. 08.
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Flowmn named:
Anemone, 271.

Anemone, double rue, Oft

BUhop'R-cap. 271.

Gentian, fringe*), 07.

Hare-bells, 85.

Heart'«i-eAM<. 272.

Laurel, mountain, 85.

LooMi-strife. ypllow. M.
Orchiil. purple-fringed , 85.
Prinre'n pine. 85.

Rosemary. 208, 272.
Rue. 272.

Twin-flower, 80,

Violet. 271.

• 'Fly-Fi*her's Lntomology.The,"
50.

*

'
Fly-Rod* and Fly-Tackle,"
163.

Fontainebleau, 00.

Forester. Frank. 163.

Forests: real and artificial, 101.
Fox: red, 210.

Franok, Richard; a detractor of
Walton, 151.

Franconia Mountains, 202.
Freedom of spirit: an essential

of good company, 70.
"Fresh Woo<ls," 162.

Friendliness
: Its magical power

80.

Friendship-fire, the little, 262.

Gambling: a harmless variety of
11.

"Game Fish of the North"
163.

Garfield, Mount, 203,

Geiranger-Fjord: cliffs of, 186.
Golf; respectfully alluded to,

71.

Gra(itu<le: a virtue. 31.
Graygown. my Lady: her praise.

dedication. 80, 177.180.221.
Grayling, .17.

Great .South Bay, the, 214.
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Owollnn: Ihdr «lfiiWlo«iw«. 3;

.ui»ri..r <iu.llly ol llw Mi-
Iat'h nftluflitinn. fi.

any, Htr lilwMil 3».

ilabiti: lh« plwMUr* ol ohmniiDI

thflm, tA.

H»ll. BrnilnnckiKM.

H>nil<l, lis.

Ilutlnin. IJMly F.lli«b«lh: h«r

"Ulxriil tnlucatlon," IIK.

"H»rl. A Cont»iit«<l." 214.

••H»rl of MWIothlM, Th.."

Hnry Eiraond; ronuuitlolo« In,

U7.
Illuinioii, Colonel ThomM
Wmtwortb: quot«<l. *

HoMymoon: > Norwuian. 17li.

HoUMi: the dUmdvmlM* "' U»-

Int In them. 16; buUt by (our-

(oowd «rchit«ct«. 34J.

Humour: •• a meui of «r«o«.

79.

••Hyp«li«." 117.

••I Oo A-FUhlng." 163.

Indolence, defined, 323; the

teacheri of, 227.

Indvik Fjord. 190.

Irving, Washington: quoted, 84,

16B.

Jamee, WUUam-. HU defence of

chance, 12.

JumeH of Hcotland, 91.

Jelleri™. Richard: quoted, 200.

JefIer.on. JoMph: a» an angler,

67; a4 fisherman, 268.

Jerkin. 186.

"John Ingleeanl," 117.

Johnson. Dr. Samuel: his word

"cluhable," 63; quoted, 108.

"Jungle Books, The," 117.

Kant. Emmanual: hla nil« »«

talk, 09.

Kariol. l«0. IKS.

Katahdin. Mount. 2M.

King, Clarence: a good talker.

69.

"Klngl«r." 116.

Klngsley, Charln. 150.

Kinsman Mountain. 204.

Lafayette. Mount, 203.

Lake fle<irge: a ecana on, 11,

l,ake« nameil:

George, 11, 179,

Lnenvand, the, 190,

Mooseheail, 128, 3SS.

Pharaoh. 139.

Rangeley, 131.

m. John. 60.

Ijimb. Charles; quoted, 2; his

essays, 94. 163.

"Und of Steady Habits, The,

15.

LandaB valley. 204.

Long, Mr. Andrew: his "Angling

Sketches," 162.

LUe: reflections, chiefly upon Us

uncertainty, 14, 21,36.36, 103;

the philosophy of a quiet life,

233-226.

"Uttle Flowers of 81. FrancU,"

quote<l. 21.

Loenvand. the, 190.

Long Island: a good place to

cure insomnia. 213.

"Lorna Doone." 117, 163.

Love: romantic love not the

"greatest thing in the world,"

118.

Lovers: sudden appearance oi,

in the lanilscape in spring, 108;

their relation to the landscape,

108; charm added to the

Inmlscape by. 108; society

arranged for their conve-

nience, 100.
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Lowtll. JkmM Ru«»ll; quot»<l,

&4; klluilml to, laj,

Lu«Un: hlfi ilubiuui f1»h itorv
&9.

I.uok: imUnpfniialtlfl to finlwr-

tiivn, 3; varleiim of, 7; ij,©

fharm of iryir.B it. O; » and-
je<*tf<>fgriititu<li'.;n; iiottol^i
boMtwl of. ;i4; B iniMble ..f

life. 34; tb« way to iimka
frien.I* of it. 36.

Lulh«r, Marim: lU* oplni.-n of
pU«, 12.

Lyilon, Sir i;<lwar(| Uulwer, hin
fiahy advioe, 107.

"Mub«lh," 115.

MiMwluff, thfl lUvereixJ lleUior>-

MUI, 71.

"Mxianie Delphln*." 117.

Mttli«nancy: m hrilliiint rxamr)Ie
of, 20.

Marriage: philonophically con-
«iil«rtHj. 117-110. 177

Manton, Mr. Edwani. ifi2.

Mary, "Bloody" Queen. 00.
"Maxinu and Hints for an Anjt-

ler." 160.

McCabe, W. Oordon: how he
croMed the Atlantic, 78,

McCoah, Dr. Jamen: his manner
of Bjwecb, 77.

Milton. John: quoted. 63.
Montaigne. M. de: quoted, title-

paite,fl9; variatiimnonatheme
from. 71.

Moody, Martin, Esq., HO.
"Moor and the Loch. The." 15H.

Mooailauke, 204.

Mountains: the real owner of the
204.

"My Novel," 167.

Nedre Vaaenden: the atation at,

185.

Newport: eport at, 8.
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NorPHHU Point. 2!ifi.

Nurrl". Thaddfuo. Hi;|.

.Nurw«> n liiiiii-ymooii in, 178.
'SMt« I>«iin.. 117,

North, ('brU(opher..">7. 1,10.

•'(Wft^innnl itpflorrion-i" uf
Il"ri. Kohert ll.iylc. Hio.

0.|iii»*'». 170, \H\.

"(He '.SlrnrTfhl," 117.
Otbpll'). ltd.

"Owlt'ri'elt i.etur»«," 163.

Tarrots: iinnlunive of uri-('briN-

(inn fffliiiiirt. (U,

"JVace ami War." 117.
IViin, Itiiliard, 100.

l'i'p|«T(nint, 87.
I'iki-. 12, lu((.

I'i-trator. l.VI.

riurarrb: hi« finb fitory of An-
thony and I'Icopaini. 1(14.

Trpiwrvei*: tor 'i^b. 00.

I'riJf! unl^imniinK in a iij«!t-f

man, 3.'J.

Primn. Dr. William ('.. 16.').

"I'rocPn.-ii,m of the Flowers,
The." OH.

Pronunriati.jii. correct: aa a
mania, 77.

"Quo Vadis," 117.

Rabbit: eotton-tnil, 219.

"Hamblprt with a Inbing-Rod,"
of E. S. RoMciip. Mil.

Rundsfjord, 17S. 170.

Haphftel. the ArrhaiiRpI: hi^ nup-
sided affuhility, M.

Rniima: the vaU- of the. It).-.

"Hrcrealions of Chri.^tnpber
North. TliP." I.W.

"Redgaunilct '•
aiiKlinn in, Hid.

Rememhranre: nlfarw of, 200.
"Rip Van Winkle," Uti, litiO.



"Ri« of Sila, Lapham. The,"

Ri«tigouche, 28.

"Kivttls, The," HP
Rivers, named:

Auaable. 266.

KaeRna. 183.

Bouquet, 189.
Dove. 35.

Gale, 202, 266.
Hudson, 95.
i*a, 35.

M.irshpee, 67.

Meacham, 127.

Metabetchouan, 80.
Moose, 128.

Naeselv, Igfl.

J^atasheebo, 139.
Neversink, 263.
New, 35.

Penobscot, 189.
" tit Saguenay, 32.
^andsfjord. 178, 179
ilauma, 195.

Ri^tiRouche, 28.
Waguetiay, 33, 34.
ShepauR, 203.

S«-iftwatep.S5,98,203,268

269. 271.

Ulvaa, 195.

WUIowemoc, 263
Roh Roy: an eel named, 59.
Rod in India. The," lOl

Ilomola, 117.

Ronisdal. the, 186. 194
Ronalds. Mr.: quoted. 59.
Roo^velt, Mr. Robert B.,16.S
Roacofl. E. a.. 161.
"Roundabout Papers." 66.
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Saguenay. the Big. 33, 34.
Saguenay. the Littie, 32

Salmon. 30. 50.
'Ciitlaionia." 150

"Schuylkill Fi,U„g Company,"

Scotl. Sir Walter: q„o,ed, ,06
Sermon: a good one, 58
Sin^ewi,., Holomon: <,uo,ed.

"Sketeh Hook," 169
8kog,ta,i: ,he station at, ISS.
OKydsBut. 1 82.
SloMo,, Mr,. Annie TrumbuU:
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oiumber Suntr A 275

Smith, r-uptain John, 93.

Spearmint. 87.
St. A, • .ny„fPa,iu„,5(,
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St. Peter, 13, 31
S<»dma„, Mr. Edmund Clarence.

S.cle, nichar,!: quot«l. im.
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Stoddart. Thoma, Tod. 158.
"tolkjaerreg, 185
Storm King Club: a festival of.

^'1°'I"T^
'^"^ •"" """ G»d

»"d. 91; ,i,d nnd tanX
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Stuefloten, 194, las.
Style: the value of 95

'^"T" t"''"'"' ""«"" 'or-hom^they have no attrac-

Sunday: fishing „n. 6.
Superior Fishing," ita.

S.nftwater:. well-named brook.
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menJed, BS-Sl; ,he fourfold
c™,lili„n, of, 71; Koodne,,.
71; freeiloin, 76; gayely, 79:
Jrieiidship. 81.

Tarn of the KJk, the, 192; trout
in. 19.3.

TdepJionc; its influence on man-
ners, 4.

Tennyson: a., a talker, 77; (luot-
e<l. 60.

Tent; life in a, 17.

Thackeray. W. M.: qu.Hed. 00.
Thcraite»: as a journalist, 7o.
Thoma.s. H. ,S.. 101.

"Three Musketeers. The" 117
lO.I.

Timoleon: the unlucky one. 33
Tohias. the son of Tobit; his ad-

venture with a pike, 100.
Tommy's Dock: a good place for

blackfiah. 8.

"Tren.^urp Islnn'I." 193.
Trees: why boya and girls love

them. 99.

Irench, Archbishop, 223.
Trolley-car: the blessings of its

absence, 20.

Trout, o7, 00, 167, 187, 230, 230
2o6; taste of, for Hies, 155; in
Norway, 187; in the Tarn of
IheHk, 193;intheRaumain
Niu-way, 193; a good catch,

catching,2''4: i:i!in.

25.1.

r-'-r. Momitain, : 93.

1 :i";'ont; ran Iv taken without
•ong journey. 15.

Valders, the vale of, 183, 197.
Vergil: qu-.t„,|, l.'.o.

Virginia: talk in. 7S; its straw-
'• ^». 01,94; bread in a Vir-
ginia ^.mntry house. 195.

Walton. Izaak: described. 33.
31; tiuoled, X!. 89; his luck in
literature. 150; his detractors,
151; I)r. llelhune'B edition of,
1 63; 6shernien born, not made.
103.

Warner.Charles Dudley: quoted,

^\ ater: emblem of instability, 9,
Weather: a suliject of talk, 62,

69; various remarks on. 17-19*
102.

Webster, Daniel: as an angler,

W'ells, .Mr, Henry P., 59, 163,
Wife: the right kind of a, 80.
Wilson, Professor John, 67; "A.
M."and "F. R, s.," 158.

"Winter's Tale, A," 116.
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Woods: scones in the, 85. 101
"Words and Their Ises," 223
Wordsworth, William; quoted,

W'olton, Sir Henry: quoted, 145.
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